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FRANKFORT, - Ky..--Net taxes
Paid to the eltate..(Ititer deducting
amounts returned ;a the county by
the state).- will Am- decreased- in
101 of the 120 counties by the
new sales tax law land thi, three
other revenue laws already enact-
ed by the state administraeon at
the 1934 regular and special ses-
sions of the legislature, on the ba-
sis of approximate estimates of
revenue the sales tax will yield.
An indepedent audit made from
Official records shows that in these
101 counties the sales tax will
amount to less than: ill reduc-
tion in state realty, automobile
and truck taxes; (21 proposed in-
crease of the school °fund from
$8 to $12 per capita and (3) the
-amount to be returned to the
counties in the new county road
fund. _
In the 19 other counties, the net
taxes paid to the state will be in-
creased by the sales tax.lievs not-
withstanding the reduction e In
other taxes and the inereeded
-amounts- to- ise returned to
countiertz_lire state, _
These figures include only the
school and road funds and the
taxes inwhich changes have been
made at the two sessions of the
legislature this year. They do
NOT include the proposed relief
fund, since this is not an item re-
turned directly to any official
treasury. Neither do they include
the proposed appropriation of
$500,000 for purchase and distri-
bution of free textbooks by the
state, although this appropriation
will provide. additional rein, in
every county.
Calloway County is one of the
counties whose net taxes paid to
the state, above amounts returned
to the county, will be increased
by the new sales tax law and other
revenue measures of the current
General Assembly. Its net increase
In teem will be approximately
$6,160.16, the audit shove., Made
up of - die fotlowirer items:
Amoent of sales tax to be col-
lected in county if total collections
in the state reach the estimated
$10.500.000 antielpated approximate
.161.89656: offset by the following:
county road fund, $29,555: increase
in school fund from $6 to $12 per
capita, $29,520 (total school fund
will be twice this amount); de-
crease in realty taxes from old
30-cent rate to new five-cent rate
on current assessments, $13807.32;
saving on automobile licenses
under 40 per cent reduction made
this year. $7,725.88. and saving on
truck taxes under 25 per cent re-
duction made this year. $1,128.22.
The sales tax figure is an ar-
bitrary estimate .. based on the
sworn statements of merchants
made in their returns to the State
Tae Commission under Vie 1930
-gradeated sales tsuceLmin A three
per cent tax on business reported
that year 'would have realized only
e7.400.000 in the entire state. The
authors of the sales tax law esti-
mate :It will raise $10,500,000 due
4o increase in business since 1931
and the addition of new items,
such as utilities, to the tax base.
This is'an increase of 41,0 per cent,
and 41.8-per cent has been added
to the 1931 business its each coun-
ty to arrive at the figure of prob-
able sales tax collections This
Item will be variable accord-
ing to the extent to which the
_county is serviced by utilities.
The 19 counties in which - nit
taxes will be increased by the sales
tait. tiotwithstanding increased
amounts returned to the counties
by the state, are: Barren. Boyd,
_ Boyle, Callowi), Campbell. Chris-
-tian, Daviese Fayette: Franklin,
Fulton. Harlan. Henderson. Hop-
kins, Jefferson, Kenton, Mason.
McCracken, Warren and Whitley.
Figures on sales tax collections
-are- necessertly those for the coun-
ties in which the tax will be col-
k.eted, --Ut the tax Will not nec-
essarily- be paid by residents of
those counties. Much of the tales
taxes collected in large cities will
bg. paid by out-of-town stmeners
from the surrounding rural area.
0 
MAHAN INPANT DIES
Little Miss .Joe Ann Mahan,
three months old daughter of
Mr, and Mrs. P. ee. Melvyn North
Fifth street, died at the home
Tuesday morning following an ill-
ness of complications_ Funeral
servicae were held Wedneeigay
afternoon at 2 P. M from the
Temple Ain church_ Bisidis the




Mr. and Mrs. Frank Boatwright
In Critical Condition in
Indians.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Boetwright,
near Newberg, are both in a crit-
ical condition in a hospital in
Brazil, Indiana ea •Iiie -wenn- of
injuries received in an automobile
accident near there last Friday.
Aceording to wires from their
ion. The. Rev. Eldridge Boatwright,
who went to their bedside, the .ac-
cident occured 'when control was
bat of the car ag It crossed an
interuettleff track_ and R_Craabed
a WilerAiSte--1...:-/..--Alssander,
of Paducah attorney and slaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. .Boatwright Was
driving and escaped injuries as did
Leslie Frances Alexander and
piss Elizabeth Yarbrough who
re also in the car. They were
enroute to Canton, Ohio to visit
relatives.
Mrs. Boatwright received a frac-
tured pelvis and possibly a punc-
tured bladder, the wire, read, and
it. was feared that peritonits might
set up. Kidneys and heart were
both affected. Mr. Boatwright also
received a fractured pelvis and
other injuries and little chance of
recovery is held for either.
LEAF POOL SELLS -
3,500,000 POUNDS
---
Veal Anneeneee Tee Deals and
Expects Is Make a
Third Bak.
Two tobacco sake aggregating
iapproximately 3,506,000 pounds of
dark fired leat,- were announced
here today by L. L. Veal, general
manager of the Western Dark-
Fired Tobacco Growers Associa-
tion. Mr. Veal refused, however,
to give the names of the buyers,
and the amount brought by the
sale.
"The buyers have asked me not
to make them publie at the pres-
ent time. However, I will make
the announcement in two or three
days."
Mr. Veal added that a third
sale, in which he expected to
see approximately 1.250,003 pounds




Youths Charged With Striking
Lewis Ross and Taking $15
Frees Person.
Mrs. Minnie Starks
Is Buried July 2
Funeral services for Mrs. Min-
nie Starks, 82 years of age, were
held Monday. July 2, from Almo
cemetery. Brother Bermie Brown
was in charge of the services.
Mrs. Starks died at the home of
her son, Eugene. on South Elevtnh
street, Sunday, July-1 fella-se/Kg-
an illness with tumor of the brain.
Surviving are six sons, Eugene,
James, and Harry, of Hazel. Leo,
of St. Louis, and Bobby and Hun-
Us, of Philadelphia. She leaves a
brother, Charlet Manning. Lowe
and Otho, of Whitlock, Tenn.,- and
a sister. Mrs. Eddie 'Prevathan,
Mayfield.
CUNNINGHAM HOME DAMAGED
The home of Mrs. S. A. Cunning-
ham, North Sixth street below
Olive, was damaged by flames
early Sunday morning. The fire
was thought to have been caused
by defective wiring. The home,
a one and a half story bungalow,
was damaged about $700. A large
portion of the rear roof was de-




F. F. Acres Gets Writ of Habeas
Gismos; Dr. Rob Mason Ex:
for Sanity.
Charlie Anderson wai released
Wednesday morning after being
held in the Murray city jail since
Monday afternoon without a
charge being preferred against
him. Anderson was arersted Mon-
day afternoon when he went to
the Filet National Bank and de-
manded - payment of $1300 held on
time deposit at the bank. • Ander-
son said he had a mortgage on
his home corning due July 14 and
the deposit was due July 13.
Although he had a gun in s scab-
bard in his front pocket, he did
not draw it while talking to bank
officials, Calloway officers stated.
Officers arrested Andersbn and he
was ordered held for investiga-
tion.
Judge E. P. Phillips._ also re-
ceiver for the bank, did not wish
to discuss the conditions relative
to the, holding -and releasing of
Ancinreon and mack., efforts .to
cusT any diffusion or'information
concerning the matter. re . 414
F. F. Acree, attorney, represent-
ed Anderson and secured a writ
of habeas corpus' from Cireuit
Judge Ira D. Smith Tuesday
afternoon and a hearing before
Judge Smith. was set for Wednes-
day at 2 o'oleck. After the writ
was served. Judge Phillips inti-
mated the meMal condition_ of
Anderson was questionable and Dr.
Rob Mason was eVed for exam-
ination of Andeeffiii • and acorn-
mended a rest and vacation. An-
derson stated, that he would go to
Akron to visit his sister after his
reltase.' -
Anderton was former caretaker
of the Murrain- State- College
grounds and now operates a roadie
side businets west of Murray‘
FERA Garden Seed
Again Available
All who received FERA garden
teed .for early planting will also
receive seed for late planting.
You can get them at, the following
places: Murray, Kirksey, Almo,
Dexter, Coldwater, Harris Grove,
Lynn Grove, New Concord. Bran-
don, Hazel, Shiloh. Please get
them by July 16 as that is the
time set to close the distribution
of garden geed.
C. P. Clark, G. D.
Fall Cla s Will
Begin'September 1
Murray's twelfth fall semester
classes will open September 18.
There has been a gradual increase
In the college enrollment since
the opening of the college in the
-fall of 1923. -
Freshman week will open Sep-
tember 15, when time all students
•
PrefiCliiVe -;_-Miiiirlir-rrgistration will be on
I trn the college will be registered,Oklahoma P -1
who have not previously enrolled
X- eel( ptember 17, and classes willof tbeee counties in which ap- begin September 18.parent net taxes willbe increas- The hey. George C. Boston, pas- I September 24, is the last day to
aw-hts-kthaa. 
-Baptist
Otifel-lahoma, ehurrtih October 9. is the last day to reg-
lter maximum credit- and44-4614411Q3ag-Callasular-tete, Fayette, Franklin. .C"8—rJefferson.
'and Warren-are the seats of Val, at the Sinking Spring Baptist liter 'for credit.
lotus state penal, charitable or Church twice daily, beginning The present summei: school haseducolonal institutions, and will Sunday. July 22, and continuing an increase of 20 per cent overee ecie fitted by the state's abil- through Friday. last summer and an inerease isty te carry, on these functiorts. Rev. Boston was pastor of the expected for this fall.i 
• Vireolly all. of the 19 have been Benton Baptist Church many
receiving large amounts of relief years' ago and has many friends Thirteen Negro eunior clubsfunds end . will receive benefits In this section who will be,pleased have a total megribetiship bf 260this settee. ,elet, cc toee. at- this opportunity to hear him members this year, reports A. C.
from
Burnette, agent in charge.
collectior.
Gilbert Lamb and James Fouch
were arrested here Monday by
Calloway county authorities on a
charge of robbery. Lamb was
found in Murray and Touch was
visiting in the county. They were
turned over to Marshall county
authorities to await a hearing set
for Wednesday.
Rossi hired Sewn Kelly to take
him to his home, near Eggner's
Perry, about midnight Saturday
night. Lamb and Foush accompa-
nied them, according to Ross, and
near the bridge they are alleged
to have struck him with s black
jack or heavy instrument and took
$15 from his person. Ross knew
Lamb and _reported the robbery
to officers who also secured in-
formation for Fouch's arrest.
tees.- isseseisseetie--'
Dr. Carr Reviews Accomplishments
- of College and Looks to Future
By L. J. Boren reasonable appropriation to carrySupt. J. H. Richmond expects to on this institution-$194,400 pluscome to Murray State College as fees. Greatest of all, the newtee president in September, Dr. school code for Kentucky and anJ. W. Carr, president, teld_th,e_atu-  appeepreatiere - of - •leseM,561,84or-and :faculty of the college in 512 per census child for the -corn-chapel Wednesday, in summarizingj mon schools of; Kentucky. Thisthe status of tile college wbimh4edueatlonaleeetzlierement is tutelar-closed its fiscal year last ;nonfat pasaid-by any state in the Union".Dr. Carr said Richmond will de- I Reviewing the accomplishmentsvote his time until September itute of: tha•-piket year, Murray's "Grandting into operation the new 'chalet Okl Man" lauded the recordeof thecode. Under the direetion of optimal team which won the S. I.Richmond, Kentucky has A. A.,ohampionship and ended themore progress in education this* season- undefeated with 255 pointsany state in the union, Dr. Carr to 25 by the opposition.said. He praised use legislature The basketball team likewisefor appropriating to the schools made a fine recoed, he said, scoringan amount sufficient to give the 576 points to 412 by its opponents.students $12 per capita. "Both Murray debating teamsThe Murray president expects were triumptizat in the MiceSouthwork to be resumed next week on Debating Tournament. TheyMurray's new $30,000 stadium, brought home all the trophies theyDr. .Carr said that crities of the had."
college had prophesied its death "The attendance has been re-this eear'but instead the col- markable during the year, consid-lege had increased its campus by ering. the financial condition of1.5 acres, all financial obligations our people. Achievements inhad been met, and every member scholarship, conduct and generalof the facially had -been reeem- morale of therstudast body haveployed. He gave special credit to never been higher.; We are learn-the efforts of Waylon Rayburn, f ing'to do team work.Calloway Representative and Mur- "The faculty is intact-united,ray graduate, in aiding the cause Iproøressive, capable, determined.of education. II had the high honor of recorsoOf the TVA. Dr. Carr said it is mending each for re-employment"."the greatest social and economic i "We need to interpret this col-experiment of the age . . . and lege, especially to the people ofthis cottage.: Is to treittosity. That et to
-midst of it This development- it the job of the students, the alumni,nor to be fascism, oar_ C0112212U12- the focellyethe dean; inn ettlr pres-Ulm, but Christianized democracy ident, I ant feeling fine. Who willtriumphant and invincible." go along with me?
Declaring that the _ summer "We need not only to maintainschobl enrollment is 20 per cent our high record of achievementhigher than a year ago, Dr. Carr in extr a-cdrrietzlar actiVities,predicted that the college would scholarship, and morale, but wepossibly have the largest enroll- need to surpass our record •.ment in history next year. this is the hour of our grealem-"The fight has been won for a portunity".
Tobacco Pool President Reports
Growth, Improvement in Affairs
Members of the Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Gnawers Asociation
were told Wednesday Oita:noon
that "advances made on all grades
of the 1933 crop selsw an -average
of more than double the advance
made on. the same grades _et the
1932 crop.;:iim
This statement was. contained in
a repor* made by Boone HIll pres-
ident, at the angiral association
meeting in the cart houile here
Wednesday.
With 192 new members earolkel,
the mealliestiebipir. Hill said, is
now approximate let 7.300. With-
drawals last month were only 131,
"The association advanced an
average of $5.05 on 1,822,000 pounds
out` of which we prized 1.602,000
pounds at a cost of less thee 115
cents per hundred," he added.
. Loahs from the Farm Credit Ad-
innistration and Reconstruction
Finance Corporation were made at
a favorable rate oe. interest, Mr.
Hill said, and' dealffigs with these
government agencies were de-
clared very satisfactory.
The president called attention to
the fact that the association had
made a second distribution in
March of $13.000 on apprOximately
12,000,000 pounds of the 1931 cropcompared terith 309 an June of the and $44.000 on 8,250.000 pounds ofprevious year his report showed. the 19324terop. stating that the as-Production in 1933 was nearly 30 sociation had been able to sell atper cent less than in 1932, the pres- a fair price all lugs of the 1931-32ident said, and with 15.500.000 crops and that prospects for thepounds et old tobacco in associa- disposal of the balance of leafton storage at the time the mar- grades on band were good. • OneIdkt opened, members sold over million pounds will be sold in theassociation floorstabore than 1,500.-- near future. he said.000 pounds at an average mice of "We feel reasonably sure that$5.90 per hundred. o 1933 tobacco can be sold beforeFor,the week ending figuarg, 5.1cost for storage and insufance heelthe Department of Agriculture re- 1 Materially reduced thee presentgraffel -Iii2Mtited- an !--equiefYi of merei)er growers." Mr.average -nit sales. value of $3.49. Hill said. "If this is accompliareTheishaverlige advaille vain". the ! ed _gnd another final distributionassociettori secured for members.; is made, the grower members in-of the same -c".des, was $4,38, the come from this crop will be con-presidept saide. and the average siderably more than could be real-net saIee value for the season ad- ozed from sale of their tobacco invanced to $5.38. the open market." _
"Babies' Are Honor Guests at Dr.
and Mrs. Kress' 50th Anniversary
WASHINGTON. July 10-Dr. taking their infant daughter withDaniel B. Kress anieeDr. Leuretta them and were graduated from theKress celebrated their gqIden _wed- medical school there in 1804.ding anniversary Monday by play- Last month, they went - beck toing hosts to mom than 500 of the Ann Arbor for their fortieth an-3,571 babies whom Mrs. Kress had niversary 'class reunion. Thebrought into the world in a long daughter who went to college withcareer_ _as an obstetrician—. them is now a physician herselfThey ranged in age from two and following the family ttadition.weeks to 36 years and - ti oldest, the - side of a physician.Ralph Raymond, brought his own She is Dr. Ora K Mason andtwo eons, at whose birth Dr. Kress. her husband, Dr. William H.also attendsel- 
Masim, conducts a private hos-She Is 70 and he /1. both -still pitaleet Murray, Kentucky:-in active practise, in fact "We've
never worked harder in our lives
than we are working right now."
Mrs. Kress said, explaining that
the youngest of her 'babies"
hadn't been able to attend be-
tested the Paducah Indians Sun-cause he was only 36 hours old.
That one was born at 3:45 a. M. daye9-8 ire a ten-ipning affair tat
einiday. Dr. Kress had  malc-hed1 was f ,̀,ei t g Lbroug14044_--k -arr hour's sleep beforehand for Indians tied the game in thethere had been another at 12:4e
seventh with Red Fuller knockinga. in. the same night As a matter
of fact the party Monday after- a home run with two on as the
noon was the first important event Murrayans led 8-5. Murray scoredin years when they hadn't been in the tenth when a double scoredinterrupted by one still more a runner on second. The Indiansportent. Used two rnoundsmen with Mc-
The twO, had, been married for reran relieving 'John _Wesley after
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MAYFIELD, Ky., July 10-The
TVA's interest in mineral deposits
of the Tennessee basin prompted
the Publieity Department of the
Lower Tennessee Valley Associa-
tion to conduct surveys of natural
resources in 46 counties of Ken-
tucky, Tennessee and Illinois.
Already 20 replies have been
receiyed at Mayfield heidquarters
of the association and reports from
other counties are in the process
of being compiled.
In county surveys received here,
an abundance of clays is noted,
also fluorspar, _fuller's earth, grav-
els, etc. This region is principal-
ly agricultural. with a variety of
industrial plants dotting the sec-
tea Timber is plentiful and
farm diversification is practiced in
most communities.
Several state and federal parks
are within the north valley terri-
tory and numerous historic points
of interest have been listed. The
data obtained in these surveys will
be preserved for benefit of the
TVA and others sponsoring devel-
opment phases of the Tennessee
Velley.
HENRY H. PACE, 76,
BURIAL TUESDAY
tiMninknt Re,1.4ent of Alma -Sec
--Mon Saccom,Tag to Cancer et
Stomach; Burial at Goshen.--
Funeral services for Henry H.
Pace, 76 years of age, were held
Tuesday afternoon at 3 o:clock
from the *Goshen M. 'E. Church.
The Rev. W. M. Vaughan was in
charge of the services and burial
was In the church cemetery.
Mr. Pace died at his, borne n
Spring Creek Church. -Monday
afternoon at 4 o'clock following a
year's illness of cancer of the
stomach. He was a member of
the Fountain Avenue M. E Church,
Paducah.
Surviving are his widow Mrs.
Mary ,Pace, two sons, A. W. Pace,
Almo Route Two, W. K Pace,
Long Beach, Calif., and four daugh-
ters, Mrs. Ruth Grace and Mrs.
Roy Bingham, Detroit. Mich., and
Mrs. Harper_ Swift, Aline Route
Two. and Mrs. 0. F. Bryan, Padu-
cah.
J. C. BENNETT, 80,
DIES SUDDENLY
Promnent Farmer Succumbs 'To
Heart Trouble Tuesday
Morning.
J. C. Bennett, 80 years of age,
died suddenly at his home four
miles North of Murray Tuesday of
heart trouble Mr. Bennett was a
prominent farmer and leaves a host
of friends and several 1-elatives.
Funeral services were conducted
Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock
from the Cole's Camp Groun
church.. Brother David Thempegui
was In charge of the services.
Mr. Bennett is survived by a son
Charley and two daughters.Maud
-end Jennie, and a host of other
relatives who mourn his death.
Murray Will-Have
Strong Team in '34
The prospect for a winning foot-
ball team at Murray were never
before brighten ._.TheS. I. A. A.
champions will be weakened by
the graduation of a few seniors
and strengthened by the freshmen
stars.
The line is exceptionally heavy
and fast with only one er two
places weak in reserve strength.
The line. end to end, will be fill-
ed with capable men. The back-
field will be well balanced Twen-
ty mini reported for epilog Prac-
tice looking forward to positions
in the backfield.
Spring practice proved to be a
great attraction. Fifty men re-
rted almost every day Funds-
In and fide points of the
game were stressed. The "33"
freshmen were the ones who
showed up well in spring practice.
Princeton fIrs
Aurora Dam Club
- The organization-- of-the- A
Dam Club in Princeton and Cald-
well-- county was completed last
week with the selection of W. C.
Sparks as president. Other of-
peers include L. G. aex as vice--
president. George Eldrei, as secre-
tary and treasurer. ani P J.
Blackburn as director
It was agreed to make the
meenbertese 'etre $1150-. per
Ind, a drive will be staged in the




COUNTY HEALTH UNIT VOTED
FULL-TIME BY FISCAL COURT
MOTLEYS VISIT IN VIRGINIA
Rev, Ernest B. Motley and saugh-
ter, Lucite, wTIl .reeve Saturday
for Virginia where they will visit
relatives and friends. Bro. _Motley
will preach in Cawarclin Avenue
Chriitian Church, Riciunonci. Va., . .
nesk,Qenday night,---He was pas- -The -Calloway-001311ty fiscal couz.tor of this church just before made appropriations for the court-coming to Murray. ty health --unit irld ..The county
agent at its meeting Tuesday. and
Petitioned the highway, commis-
Moo to blacktop the Murray Hazel
Roan. The regular claims were
allowed and other business was at-
tended to by the court.
$900 for County Ag-





Teachers Meeting- Called July 26:
No Schools Will Be Cut Out;
Term is indefinite.
The one and two-room schools
of Calloway county will open
Monday, July 30, M. 0. Weather,
county school superintendent.
states. About sixty schools are
included and there will be no re-
duction in the number Mr. Wrath-
er said. However, the terms have
not been defirfftely settled but
will be either a six or seven month
school.
A teachers meeting has been
announced for Thursday, July 28,
for general instructions and plan-
- yeare- Work. By a new-
ruling of the count( JecalicL teach-i
ust have a eatisfactory health
certificate before being permitted
to teach and Mr. Wrather urges
all teachers to secure this cer-
tificate before the date of the
meeting. The health inspections
are being given by Dr. J. A. Out-
land. county health officer.
TRUSTEE ELECTION
TO BE HELD SAT.
There Will Be Elections in 25
Districts; 35 Will Not Have
Election.
The election of Calloway County
School trustees will be held in M
districts in the county Saturday.
There 'will be no election in 85
districts dna_ to the fact that there
were no candidates for the trustee-
ship and the law does not require
an election unless there are candi-
dates.
The ballots will be counted Mon-
day by election commission and
the results announced. Candidates
may be present for the count*
of the votes from their respective
districts. Everyone is , urged to
cooperate with the officers of the
election.
The districts and officers where
elections will be held follow:
Coldwater: C. W. Adams. ClOis
Lawrence, Will Darnell. •
Gunter's Flat: Claud Luter, J. L
Harmon, Joe Brandon.
Outland: Will McCoy, Hub Wick-
er, Dillard Roberts.
`Pottertown: Clarence Folwell,
Curt Hale, Clint SteWart
VancleaVe: Alfred Keel, Rube
mitten& fat Junes.
Blakely: W. C. .Robinson, Her-
bert Conner, C. I. Grugett.-.
Center Ridge: W. L. Garland, J.
W. Miller, Tom Barnett.
Elm Grove: E. H. McNutt, Eurie
Chaney, J. R. Clark.
. Edge Hill: Audrey Reeves, Chess
Guthrie, Nat Simpson.
Flint: Elmus Trevathan, Boyce
Taylor, Hubert Boggess.
Green Plain: Deck Steely, Willie
Brandon, Toy etrandon.
Grindstone: C. C. McCuiston
Wallace Baucum, Herbert Smith.
Independence: Hendrick Bur-
keen, Will Collins, Bob Duncan.
- Malory: J. T. .Futrell. Claud
Steele, D. M. Bailey.-
Martin's Chapel: Oscar Kemp.
Groves Charlton, A. J. Suiten
Palestine: Clarence McDaniel.
Carlos Brooks, Elmer . Williams.
Russell Chapel: Brown Guerin.
D. Y. Morgan. Bryan Nanney.
Stone: Tom Linville, Minus Hen-
dricks, S. A. Harris.
Shiloh: .Toffe Underwood, Willie
Craig, Filitt• Steele.. -
koUlitatenrdba, cTko:rn, ETh.. uErnut*no.Ine,
Almo: Mrs. Burie Cooper, Mat
Schroeder, &wider Galloway.
' Faxon: Buren Folwell, Robert
Owen, Ben Roberts.
Kirksey: Paul • Paschall. .Lawson
Saunders, Geo, Marine,
PREACHING AT ALMO
fluisliXY 210 It. M.
Rev. John' R. I Chatfield will
preach in the church in Almo
next Sunday afternoon at I:80
o'clock. Everybody cordially in:-
spited to hear him. Singers 5 the.
ootzummity asked to come and help.
in the song service
Cecil
The health unit will be ineeealled
to a full: unit with a nurse lied
sanitary inspector it has been indt- •
feted by the State Board of
Health, Dr. J. A. Outland stated.
The 'court allowed $1,000. for the
department for the year. The
nurse and inspector were dismiss.
ed the first of the year.
An appropriation of $900 . was
made for a county agent for a
year from July 15, 1934. at a
monthly salary of $75. The court
voted to retain John 13onduranto
present agent, as a temporary
agent and who. will remain here
until present agriculture reduc-
tion program is completed or until
called back into field agent work
fier --the College of Agriculture.
Other business takten up includ-
ed an order for the renewal or
the insurance on the courthouge
and the allowing of claims to R.
B. Parker, C. S. Stubblefield and
Albert Parker for guarding Fred
Brown while patient at the
Keys'-Houston Clinic. The deeds
for the Stella-Kirksey road were
ordered recorded.
Cotinty Judge E. P. Phillips
made a strong speech against re-
employment of a county agent and
ask that he be 'allowed to vote
"nay" first. When the matter of
the health unit came before the
court, the judge stated it was not
necessary to repeat his speech,
evidently referring to his remarks
opposing, the county agent and in-
ferring that his attitude was the
same. He voted last and against
the measure as the only negative.
. all the magistrates favoring the
health unit. _
02.4P•110doty'pettelt growers are
expecting -the best crop Produced




Financial Conditions Thought to
Be Reason for Taking of
Carbolic Acid.
Clarence Darnell. 58 years of
age, died at his home Monday
morning on test Main street about
o'clock shortly after taking car-
bolic acid. Mr. Darnell had brood-
ed for several weeks friends stated
over his financial conditions and
lack of employment. Since (Vin-
ing to Murray several months 'ago
from Graves county, Mr. Darnell
had worked as a carpenter. le
 eiyeed--the-Ctrba-
of Graves county and served e
deputy sheneT of Graves under
two sheriffs.
Mr. Darnell left an imagned
note, "Goodbye to alL I- have
tried so hard, so hard to ,do the
right thing. Tell the children,
goodbye. God bless you' all" 'He
took the acid while his wife pre-
pared breakfast. The body' leas
removed to the Churchill Funeral
Home.
Funeral services were conducted
Tuesday afternoon from the Cube
Church of Christ and interrnerft
was in the Cuba cemetery. Sur-
viving Mr. Darnell is his widow,
Mrs. Eunice Darnell. a daughter,
Mrs. J. A. Sims, Graves county,
and a granddaughter, Miss Treva
Edwards, 'who made her home
with them.
Methodist Picnic To"FBe Giveii Friday
There will be an old fashioned -
lit the Baptier 151-Ouc gro
Friday. July 13. with all the trim-
mings: ice cold water, lemonade,
pies-sandwiches, and other things -
too numerous -to mention.
There will also, be games for the-
children, horse shoe pitching, dole
lar pitching, if any dollar can be
found. Also some games for the
folks_ The eaiczeic See--the-
entire church.
The picnic will begin about three
or three-thirty o'clock, and after
an hour or so of games.. dino,. 
Will be. served. This important
event .will take place about 6
o'clock... -
The Committee is speepured
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield,
Carlisle Cutchin, Mrs: Hell Icsitsd.
Mrs. W. J. "Cantina:v. Mrs. C. A.
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' r being organized in camp. The 'line-, 
By Wm. H. Martin. Jr. are looked forvard tn. con-
  siderable interest
P MLI.R.RA.Y_-_,Akinataip.iumx_toomerAton-
CH:ITT ERS 
,•bitil• *arra- end kheintateties • hi
alarch , thi s - team ia -to. te
?terming worsh11, was conducted
by Theilt,:..E....X0....114114.1041, of 
The class in Agriculture took its
rseld trip .ol-shis samara la.st
riallia‘kr,Cburtt whose 1kgasuespe.e. isonimp, Taio. %asst..%
attentively receiyeu. by oL-4 the. J. D. Seaton farm on the Hazel
nducted by
Pike on which a C. C. C. projectand enrollees of the post. was 
.„.,..,„,'''
'eted. several twekxt_atta.
Patistc cO . Tiseer'




tion us terracing. The calla is




neers Bagenstose and Smith. Fore-
ence Day by a. victory over man Baughn. Hoover, Hampton
Ashby of Clinton with a and Molina visited several of the
.01_ This match was work projects of . the McKenzie.
119Inewhai spectacular toward., its fenn-- Maim camp during the
when Clinton began to tight.. week-end.; Much of the Wart done
bythia camp is between Sacirerstie 
and the state line and is much of
the same nature as 'the work
being done by this Camp.
The Cubs under their new cap-
Shelton Ray. remain unde-
in the district No. 2 hose-
league The celebrated lade-
figure in a triple play which
hail.a eery demoralizing effeet on
t=ion.
considerably weakened
II-Injuries and absences, the sec-
oar victory of the-Week was won
oiwr Camp Pace of Benton on the
14110 &re-Li-Inds last- Saturday after.
n. The score was 13 to 9.
-
.10 spite of the oppreseive heat
tilt_ educational program continues
aria interest. The couese in First
t M4, conducted by Lieutenant
Biesnker. -camp surgeon. has been
cdripleted. Enrollees -Begley„ Dock-
c' Reynolds, Warren and Wat-
scitrhaVing-fmished. A new class
its penmanship has just started and_
olds are under . way for _a small
clOss in Mechanical Drawing.
-
irotiee Clee Raleigh IS am,
filed to hit quarters as a result
-.4-3t44 ieo- received in the Ben-
Mita game Raleigh. former cap-
tiler of the softball team, is a new
rtielpber of _ the Cubs . and.. fellow
Pilatener" tine enrollees' alike are
wLibing him a speedy recovery,
_ •Zgi response, to a chalberee from
4 tadit g softball'
' :tow of-officer, • ` • •
About. 40 enroileale-..anieged a.
trip to the historic' city of Colum-
bus on the afternoon of JULY 4.
The party was led by Mr. Ash-
brook. It was the first trip to the
Mississippi for most of- the parte
S. Pleasant Grove
Mrs. Belle Story of Edgehill
was a recent visitor with her son,
Raymond Story. 'Mrs. Story and
other relatives and attended the
church services here Sundae.
Elder Rob Nesbitt and family
of Nashville came in last Friday
for an extended visit with rel-
atives Bro. Nesbit, who has been
ill a, year., is not able to converse
-with friends
Willie Baker and family were
called last week to attend the
bedside of his mother. Mrs. Sis
.Wilco it- Baker. who passed away
Friday. Among other relatives
who attended the funeral at Mt
Pleasant last Saturday were J. W.
Baker and son. •
_Miss_ 'Eula May Guptim
  panied Miss Mildred Odle .and
-
Pt
- Give Your Eyes a,
Vacation!
•
- brother, Joe Frye. who returned
FREE SIGHT TEST
_
Deal wait. Free your eyes front
strain by having them fitted
with correct. good looking glair
eel by our. expert optometrists.
Sight test and advice cost you
nothing.
Dr. T. 'R. Palmer
On the Square
Over LEE b ELLIOTT'S
Saturday• to their home at Cam-
den, Tenn. after several weeks
-Visit with their aunt. Mrs. L Ellis
.ind family.
This community was well rep-
resented at the revival at Taylor's
Store last week and -at Oak Grove
Sunday
I Mrs. Nellie Pigue of Paducah
was greeting- friends here Sunday.
Rain is much needed in this
sect ion.
At the close of Sunday - School
here lest Sunday a special re-
ligious service, as previously an-
nounced. was held in honor of
',Mrs-- Latta • Braridon's birthday:
Leal,* Mt mainly by thee who had
Yars •ago bn in the Primary de-
partment of Pleasant- Grov•-• Sun-
day school with Mrs. arandon as
a faithful teacher. Among the
34 who went to the rostrum to
_take part. in -the-exeeetses-es show
appreciation of what Mrs. Bran-
don, when they were gnall. ,had
as -a Sunday StitOtti teacher. done
for them, were 'seyeral
boys and girls and several mar-
ried ones. too. The_prescnce of
the Lord was ,demonstrated and
the boys and girls deserve special
mention -fur the part taken, which
consisted of prayers. songs. the 23
Psalm and other scripture quota-
tions. The Epworth League gave
a special song and a poem by
  Miss Laurene Erwin. The young-
When You Want--to Save Money
A ND that's all the time--isn't it?. Time, strength
nand money—all are 'saved when the services of
t this laundry are employed. It's a sure way to




PHONE 303 IC hi:POLLARD, Mgr.
fir boss sod 5L.5 deinsieseel
110g1800$--pith+laaLextstaisli Bible.
Miss Ha 'Ttelt larandon • artilt broth--
el-, Harold. were the 'two. rit-ando
children ,'Who assisted in tl‘e pro-
gram Among other relatives
who honored _the occasion were
Mr. and Mrs. Toy Brandon and
1,1111kiMirls 40:14411t te
Mr. and Mrs. John:Clueltea.. Thia
Casalasits 
her. church since her return- from
tit hospital several weeks ago.
Hickory Grove Notes
Well I believe news has been
scarce around this place far _some-
time as I have not seen a.write-
.•up from here recently.
It seems that most everyone
around thig place either took the
Fourth off or went on a picnic
later in the week.
altes-ivtahr 40- weleeme •inte- our
neighborhood Mr. and Mrs. Mc-
Nutt and family.
Mr. and Mrs Herman Clanton
mad s. Clanton's mother, bix.
and Mrs. Jack Clanton, Jim Clan-
ton. Mr. and Mxs. Gregg Miller and
son, Max. and Jack Thurmond
enjoyed an outing at Ft Hyman
last camtia.y 
AU. and Mrs.- Rupert Holland'
attended church at Green Plain
hot Sunday and were the guests
of Mr Holland's parents at Tobag..-
co.
Carlos Jackson of ,
Tenn.. spent .a few days •lost -week
visiting hia. jiskrtn,. lit.-..iind__Mrs-
Foruo Jackson.
Miss Cornellii-and Lloyd Wee-
kend who are in school at. Murray
College. were crests of Miss Elaine
Ahart Sunday.
-The. ladies of this community
have oaganized a Ladies Circle
Tat will meet' 'e'Vel -two Weeks
on Wednesday afternoon. We in-
vite, all the ladies to corre and
join -us. Miss . Elaine Ahart has
been elected preSident. We met
this week with Mrs Burnett Las-
siter.
Mr. anck•Mrs. Buel McKenzie and
family visited •relatives and friends
near Model. Tenn. --last week end.
Mr. and Mrs- --loomen Garner
were honored last - weer"Iiith
visitors from Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman C4Aton
went` On. a fish - fry - to Pipe-'t'
last Friday nigpt „, They were ac-
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Welker, Mr. and Mrs. Oda Mc-
Daniel and Mrs. McDaniel's father,
Mr. Owens.'
Mr. .and Mrs. Rudy Smith. Mrs..
K. Ropertson, Misses Cornelia
Spieeland. _ Elaine and , Oneida
Ahart were guests of Mrs. Hattie
Clanton last Sunday afternoon.
We are - all looking forward to
the meeting at Locust Grove which
Maria next smada.n Let evtr2ne.come and do your part, because.






Bavarian Bar and Cafe Lounge. These new
rooms as well as the famous RATHSKELLER
.001 are thoroupyAIR-CONDITNNEDzarNoys70` 
110111111.g LE1
WAt VT At 'Ant iSTRE.ETS
_
-A-Imo News
Mr. and -Mrs. Bill Gallouay of
Detroit are visiting Mr. Gallo-
way's parents. Ur. and Mrs. ccud-
der Galloway.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Lewis
and children of JOppa, III, are
visiting Mr. Lewis' parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Geo. Lewis.
•A- revival is iri progress at First
Baptist church This week_ Elder
J. J. Gough of Benton is doing.the
preaching.
Misses Estella Dunn and Dew
Drop Brurnly and Mr. Tom Row-
lett of Murray were week-end
visitors in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Whitmor Imes.
Mr. and Mrs. Atmer Lassiter are
visiting - relative! in. Detroit this
week,_•
Mr and Mrs. Fred Hargis and
Mr. mid Mrs. Bull raftriptia
ed relatives at Cherry Sunday.
-Charlie Lewis and family of
Jappa. Ill., visited - relatives here
Saturday and Suliday. '-
Mrs. Bert Holland of Paris. Tenn..
is ..visiting her sister. Mrs. J. R.
Phillips.
-Mr. and Mrs. James li.. Walston
have mot'ed,' to Faxon. -Mr. Wals-
ton_isagriculture- teacher in Faxon
High School the torning year.
Mr. and Mrs.' Ralph Jones' have
moved to Almo from Brewers.
Mr. Jones will te:ach in the High
School here 'this year.
htias Flo lines is visiting friends
in Paducah this week.
Pat Gilbert, who has been in
Detroit several months, returned
home last 'Week-,
' Mr. and Mrs Hugh Phillips of
Murray visited., relatives and
friends 'here Sunday: •
jittuir Hoptitis who-ris woeking
in Detroit is spending a few days
•With hie family 'here
vs' Big Leital led Mot Shot
SUSPENDER HACK
OVERALLS




Well Meat, triple sewed overalls





Have picot tops, full fashioned
49c
Guaranteed 42-miage pure silk.
Ten best selling shades. ,Have
French heels and smooth toes.
MEN'S The
WQRK SHIRTS
Doable Ringer. President and
_Peer Horsemen Brands
48c
Sturdy Chambrays in 14 1-2 to
17 sizes Perfect tailoring and
full cut sizes.
Another Lerman Scoop!
SensationeWice flitting scores big with thousainchquolks, We_ye been
Literally swarriped-With Car buiers-iacci have thronged our aisles. It's
just good old-fashioned horse sense to take advantage of the big sav-
ings made possible by this early summer event! We re-grouped and re-




White, solid colors and fan-
cy patterns; vat dyed. 49,
Sizes 8 to 14._
BOY s' 79c LIREN
KNICKERS
6 to 18 sizes, natural oyster•eplors. Have 49ebuckled snaps at waist andlnees 
, MEN'S 89c FAST COLOR
Broadcloth DRESS SHIRTS
White, greetkian. at blue, solid volor&




Prize values: Skirts are white fine rib cot-
ton; 34 to 46 sizes. Shorts are fancy
. cloths. Fast colors, and in
all sizes




The and 89c values in solid white and two-
color combinations. 3 to 8 shies.
Fine materials 49
•
MEN'S 85e BIG YANK
WORK SHIRTS
In Blue C'hambrays and Gray Covert materials.
Have all the well known Rig Yank 59:
patented features.  
PILES
Can Be Cured!
For more tban a generation, as
the *Wed' MOIR isepelese sipper.
lug easel-QOM Salve has prov-
en time oft* Unlit the trust, ot.,
that statement. Combining one '
at the most powerful dlithfeet-
ants known, in a velvet-smooth
oil base, Crors Salve gives tu-
stant sootbilig relief with Use
first appErAtion; 
moves tb cause of the trouble
quicker aan anything you had
ever th'aigh possible. Sold un-
der an noneat guarantee to give
absoli.te satisfaction or money
refuried. 30c and 50c at all








8 to 18 sizes. Long is caring work pants for ai -
live boys. TIWT withstand
hardest usage, 59'
MEN's $1.39 BLUE DENIM
WORK PANTS
"Dgingetees." the tuff-wear kind. Have re-In-
forced seams and pockets. Sizes 32 79e
to 46 waists 
•. -
BOYS' $1.19 SEERSUCKER AND LINEN „
LONG PANTS
Solid colors and nest pattern effects.




















Given to Our Customers!
littairinge-410 hoktun-Yuat an sweat-air( fur sou to do all
your shopping now And at Lerman Bro.. This opal lalF -
ea, set complete with large pitcher and six glasses Is
In free with parcbasaia.of $5.09. look oeer this sale
, aided your ralilbare of bargains-you'll 
probably buy
liallealt men than the small amount required to get cdmi of






A July Clearance Super-Sale. Choose from-
RAYON PRINTS. SEERSUCKERS. RAYON CREPES, 2-PIECE
PIQUES AND LINENS
Jacket models, sport styles. tailored effects, ruffled and fluffy
types-also sunbacks. Dresses for any occasion -made along well-




for street, house and garden
wear. 14 to 50 sizes. Made ot
fine, sheer dimities. batistes and
80-square prints. Fast colors.
29c MESH AND RAYON KNIT
UNDIES
17c
Panties and step-ins, either tail-
ored or lace-trimmed with appli-
que embellishments.
15c, 19s and 29c
WASH
Materials
lard wide, vat dye prints . . -
solid color 0. K. play suit cloth
. . cheviots . . ginghams and





Sanforized ,shrunki suitings . .
striped seersuckers . . . white
ducks. Good range of sties and





Sizes 8 1-2 to 11 and 11 1-Ito
2. All black leathers and two-






Fine 80-square print materials
and elegant broadcloth frocks
lefor sires in sizes 3 to 6-7- to 10,and 11 to 18 sizes. Real $1.00




Broken sizes of the $2.00 kinds
$1.00
PER PAIR—
Mad. lo Firestone and guaranteed finiiiogusil;
ity. Choice of %%hitt, crepe mesh sad
uppers. New_ittylt8, Have_ Cuttaa__haali-and-,p a SOWS.
WOMEN'S FIRsT QUALITY
FINE' HOSIERY
Have fashion back seam; swig fitting feet a ncl
narrow ankles. 39c values. semi-Service 19eweights and 8 new caters.
GIRLS' 25c
SUMMER BLOOMERS
Fine, soft -hreadcloths. In white. and colors
4- to It stre.. Hue re-inforeed seams 1 Cc
and (retch piece. __•••• Is/ .
19c "CANNON"
TURKISH-TOWELS
Heavy i‘eft Turkish bath towels at a SPECIAL
FACTORY PRICE. 18s36-in. size.
C
White is ilh colored ends.   10 
The AIR COOLED
TENNIS SHOES
Have leather health inner -it-ilea; bumper Um"and snub-proof heels, Men's, boys'




,quality. Genuine emperell blateW107-Fah client and Width. Limit le yardsper person. YARD " 29
,•
40-INCH WIDTHS
•saii.pet) and t Itr.CRED
SEERSUCKER






















































Baby Charles Hardin Skaggs is
little improved from last report
after three weeks //Mese if ocairlds.'
Mrs. Legial Jackson and baby
silent Sunday with her home folks,
and. Mrs. dene Woodall.
• Me and Mrs. Wm. Reeves *rid
family and Mrs. Bob Mathis and
daughter, Mary, motored to Back-
usburg July 4th.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman _Brady
and Mr. and Mrs. Cedric Pounds
talk
of Memphis. Tenn.. spent .the
week-,end with Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
11Pekins. _
Baby James Glenn, son of hfr.
visit with her uncle F. M Ernst-
bargee and family.
Mrs. _Clara Darnell and son,
Paul Graves, of Benton. was guest
of her mother and family Tuesday.
La1r 'Aura, 1itigiselsa was
a -visitor with her alster-in-law,
Mrs. Henry Thorn. Tuesday and
also with other relatives through-
out the week.
Mrs. Macon McDaniel of Mil-
waukee. Wis., Mrs. Bettie Jeffrey




of Mr. and Mrs. John Andrus...)
Mrs. Hendon spent the week here.
Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Cream
and family of Murray came down
imsday for. a itngthy visir with
their home folks here while Mr.and Mrs. Burnett Jones. has been Cream recovers from tonsilitis.
'ee----111-4AL-‘44441-but-tr-sellm--bettat.7114,
vieriSirra. side of Clayton Ross was that heTom Carrol is some improved.
Be tried walking to his tobacco
patch but almaid failed to make It up, 4:ef which ,all relatives and- •-•,--back•to the house. ifriendi were glad to hear. '•- Miss Volene Shoemaker, who
has had a lengthy and delightful
stay with her sister, Mrs. S. R.
Curd, returned to her home in
Canton. Ky., Tuesday. Mies Vo-
lene was a favorite among the
Younger social set.
-- Miss Clara Ernstberger left 'Tues-
day for Huntingdon. Tenn., for a
was little ehanged for better, pro-
viding complications did not set
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little daughter, Gloria Ann, who
have beget visiting Horace Smith
and family tar a _abort.while, left
for Sturgis. Ky., where Mr. Pace
state 
highwayaceta it.ra_posistmeatticiff" with the
liffss tieetla vilek01377 of Cen-
tralia, _Ill., is here to visit with
her reletiyes over the county.
Mrs. Prank Hergie and son,. Bob-
by Starks, of Providence, Ky.. left
Thursday after a week's visit with
Parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
,Starks. They also attended the
meeting in progress at Church of
Christ. •
Mr. and Mrs. Royal Morris and
children left Thursday fur Pads-
fah to continue. their visit with
the formers father and Sister be-
fore returning to Detroit last of
-Ftolle- man arrived— Sun-
day to spend several days with
his wife's parents 0. F. and Id
Curd before their departurb. for
home in Decaffettsville, Mrs.
Holleman —and -daughter, Mateline,
have visited ten -days here, re-
turning Tuesday morning.
The flirting closed Sunday -slight
with a great interest, large crowds
and one baptism.
Miss Virginia Moore left Fri-
day for Birmingham. Ala., for
several weeks visit with her broth-
er, Jones Moore. and Mrs. Moore.
We are expecting to hear of
some exciting games of softball
with a- teem organized from our
athletic men and boys of the-town.
They want games with teams from
Hazel, Lynn Grove and .others.
Here's success and that we can
see few of the games..
dailies Away Party
A Itappy_sevent of the week for
little folks was when Master Gar-
vin Peters, of .Centralia, 111., and
Master Thomas Holleman, of Good-
lettsville, Tenn.. little nepheiir. and
Mary Katherine Morris. niece of
Mrs. E. Curd, and Miss Katherine
Dunn, of Kirksey, were honor
guests of an outing given them
and their guests' Wednesday. July
11. The gueete and friends' ages
were from 4 to feyeare.
Th' little lo)ks- verjoyecrThik-
ing to .Mr. and Mrs. John Dunn's
spacious lawn where .games were
played and plenty of cold drinks
served. Each child did, a stmt.
sang a song, acrobatic feat or told
a story. Misses Mary Anna Skaggs
and Miss Maxine Lancaster sang
a trio. Master Garvin Peters sang
a solo.
Those enjoying the hours of
from 3 to 6 were:
Katherine Dunn. Mariana Skaggs,
Maxine Lancaster, Helen Vick,
Mildred Holland, Mary Jane Puck-
ett.' Maxine Vick, Betty Jean
Skaggs, Mary Katherine -Morris.
Thomas Holleman, Garvin Peters,
J. V. Vick, Wayne Lee _meDeekil.
Thomas Ernstberger, Joe Holland,
and Charles McDaniel.
Miss- Mary K. Morris, of De-
troit, and Master Garvin Peters
left" Friday and Thomas Holle-
man Tuesday . for their homes
after a two- weeks visit-with-grand
paresits, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Math-
is, and Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Curd.
This occasion was also the cele-
bration of the 'eighth birthday of
Mariana Skaggs.
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Wilson of
Detroit and. Mrs- - Enter-line
Lowry of Murray were 'guests
Thursday of Mr. and Mrs Ocus
Puckett. Mr. and Mrs. Wilson
repsrned to Detroit Saturday.
Clay Copeland- visited in Fulton
Thursday.
and andWS. -Wayne Pace
To Keep Men Cool
Keeping cool depends
on several things, but,
one of the most impor-'
tant is the right kind of
clothing.
We have a few sum-
mer suits left and will
close out at SPECIAL
PRICES. Buy now and
j• eve!
Just a little early, but
we are ready to show
ycu the NEW FALL
FELT HATS and Men's
OXFORDS.
Here- are New Shirts
in the summer mode,
ventilated Oxfords, the
Latest things in cool un-
derwear, hosiery, straw





Mi... W. H. Baker Dies
Mrs. W H. Baker died Friday
evening at the home of her daugh-
ter, •Mrs. Jno. Craig. two miles
east of Rigel, after a three weeks
finiterfa
P*, s- -t 41-'4 • r.•
MURRAY
We Want to Thank You One and All
for Your Loyal Support!
Only three years old, but growing stronger 'e d.a1.4-We think it-
is tecause-Wggive yu prompt, courteous service and UNSURPASSED
quality in Dry Cleaning.
The most modern equipment" and the most mp.ctern methods, and
our reputation for scrupulous care in all our work are your guarantees
is ea . monet-ineta1 acreeli -pressure fiThir guarantees a
water-white, odorless solvent, ,chemically pure, flowing at a minimum
-rate of more than 400 gallons Per hour.
. ASK YOUR NEIGHBOR HOW WE CLEAN!





" • •••-':illiks„.•,  ••
C CEANER S
TELEPHONE 449
"THE HOUSE OF SERVICE"
•
r
illness uf con.plications incident
to old age. Mrs. Baker was 82
years of age. a member of the
Methodist church and a fine. Chris-
tian lady. She leaves two chit-
-deekt.-̀ 11fter "Zak trigs. and W. Ida
Bilker; three sine= ldrd-- Math-
White of Paris. Mrs. Mattie Baird
of near HazeL and Mrs. Jim Oli-
ver' of Fulton, Ky., to mourn her
passing. Burial' was in the Mt
Pleasant cemetery Saturday with
services conducted by The Hee.
W. A. Baker.
Enters Minstry
Claude Wilson, son of .Mr. and
Mrs. IL A. Wilson. who is pre-
paring for the ministry, preached
his maiden sermon at the Metho-
dist church in Hazel Sisaiday -night--
He was greeted by a large audi-
- -wee- boppy--to- -on---
han_d, to encourage him in his
(fort. •
J. E. Patterson goon to Retire
g. Patterson, wtio has sertre44..
as section _fereman....1Are for Abe.
past 35 years, tll be retired in a
Short tbne_unde,r the railway pell-
et% act pad by the last session
of congress. Mr. Patterson had
spent nine years in the railroad
service before coming to Hazel
thus making him -44:. years of con-
tinuous servace. Fie served a
number of years on the safety corn-
4nittee for the N. C. 8: St: L. Rail--
way;
Mrs Lon White - and daughter."' -
Miss Lonnie. Mrs. Ed Shackleford
and Mrs. Otho White motored to
Clinton, Ky,_ last Tuesday and
silent the day with Mrs. J. R.
Herning and Mr. Herning.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Vaughan
spent Wednesday with Mr.
Vaughan's parents near Paris.
Miss Jewell Hill spent Sunday
in F.arenington. Ky.. as guest of
Miss Addle Anderson.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Hill. who
have been visiting their aunts,
Misses Mollie and Anna B Hill,
have returned to thtir home in
Detroit, Mich.
Miss Mary Paul Spellings of
Lexington; Tenn., who is a student
of M. S. C., spent the week-end
in the home of Mr. and Mrs,. H. I.
Neely.
Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow an Mrs.
D. N. White were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. S. S. Garrett in McKen-
zie Monday.
Miss Birdie Paschall an her
brother. Chester of near Paris,
are here visiting their sister, Mrs.
Bill Lawrence, and Mr. Lawreoce.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Herning,
of Clinton. Kja, were here Sun-
day visiting the latter's -parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Lon White,
H. I. Neely and son, Sam Boyd.
0. B. Turebew, W. D. Whitnell
and Arthur Hatcher went to Mur--
ray July 4 to we the Murray-
Benton ball game.
' Mrs. teeth White and daughter.
Mrs. Pearl Pitts, attended the
tuners,! of Mrs.. White's. sister. leis_
W. H. Baker at Mt. Pleasant Sat-
urday.
Mrs.-Nora ,and *Mrs. Agbee-Cli:•eie'
cast With the latter's grandchil-
dren. Alice Jane and James Frank
Turner were in Pis Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hull and
children, John Ed, Barbara and
Ann, of Paris, were guests ef Mr.
and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow Sunday.
Miss Lonnie White left last Sun-
day for Livingston county for a
two weeks visit with Mr. and Mrs.
W. C. Chipps.
Mr and Mrs. J. F. Haywood and
sons. Floyd and Jennie, accompa-
died by Mrs. Haywood's -father,
R. M. Hill of Paris. spent Sun-
day in the home of Mr. Hill's sis-
ters, Misses Mollie and Anna B.,
Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. 11.- I. Neely. Mr.
and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow. Miss
Eva Perry and Master James Over.;
cast and 0. B. Turnbow Jr.. were
in Paducah Thuisdtly.
—
Mr and Mrs. W. S. Jones and
son. Flex, went to Durham. North
Carolina, last week where their
son and brother. Sam 13, Jones, is
a student in Duke 'University.
The Rev. W. P. Prichard. of
Murray, a retired minister of the
Methodist church, preached to a
large audience in Hazel Sunday.
Bro. Prichard served a number
of years as pastor here before he
was appointed presiding elder and
is held in high esteem by our
people. .
G. E. Freeman, who is connected
with the Tennessee Educational
Department at Knoxville Tenn.,
accompanied by W. D. Kelly Jr.,"
who is in, school at Nashville,
spent Sunday here with Mr_sued
Mrs. W. D. Kelly and Mrs. Free--
man, who is here for a visit of
several weeks.
The Rev. Smith. pastor in charge
of Puryear circuit, attended ser-
vices at the. Methodist church here
Sunday, night,.
To The Public
At the regular monthly meet-
ing of the Murray Board of Edu-
cation Jay 6. the order was
passed calling in all, the scrip out-
standing issued by the Board.
Scrip should .be turned .in before
August 1 as interest ceases at that
date Deliver Your scrip and  .get
checks from Ronald W. Churchill,
artnik.- secretary for the Board of
Education.
W. J. Caplinger.
Summer seeding of alfalfa is
being undertaken by Pulaski,
county farmers who had finq.











We the undersigned citizens and voters-of
Calloway County, feel that the Honorable W.
V. Gregory, who has represented us in Congress
for the past eight years with energy, ability and
initiative, has merited our unqualified support
and endorsement in his present campaign for
re-election.
As our representative in Washington dur-
ing all the efforts that has been undertaken in
behalf of the Aurora Dam, Mr. Gregory has
gone farther than would ordinarily have been
expected: Ife-Was devo-ted his time, his talents
and his energy- without stint in order to assure
this great project, which means more to Wes-
tern Kentucky and Western Tennessee than
any other proposal which has arisen in our
generation.
We take the position that Mr. Gregory has
done a duty exceedingly well, and that he is cer-
tainly deserving in our appreciation and con-
crete expression of gratitude. HiE accomplish-
ment is one of such unusual merit that every
one who is interested in this great project
should support him actively in this campaign.
Therefore, we pledge the Honorable W.
V. Gregory our active and energetic support
in his campaign for re-election to Congress
from this district_ and ask our friends to ally
themselves with us in this feeble tribute of ap-
preciation to him ..for the magnificent-work he
has done for us.
•=s—
s go-- to the po- lls on August 4th and






E. B. Houston, M.
J. A. Outland, M.
Richard H. Hood
Carl Kingins




























W. A. Keel. •




























STADIUM MAY BE_ of .CWA workThe total toil of the staditmsing.  ito thin district.
II be approximately 331.000, in-
cluding the materials furnished
by the college and labor supplied
by the Federal Relief Agencies.
The seating capacity will be about
5,000.
FINISHED BY FALL
Pealed t la Inspected by state
Offishats; R. Fs Broach Believes
Week To Re Resumed.
if C Broach, business manager
Murray State College, hit ex-
a belief that the $30,000
'
ball stadium will be efloinintlid
time for the opening game of
1934 season with Lambuth Col-
a Jackson. Tenn. .-
4lccording to Mr Broach who is
tend supervisor of the work,Federal Relief committee for
%stern Kentucky has been ap-
1;tis,ted. The District Engineerand Area Supervisor Kuy-
libilidall visited the project last
'Beek and expressed an interest
- lB its completion They believe_
thit they will be in a position to
begin work the last of the cur-
rent Weak.
Work on the stadium. which is
booed northeast of the campus.
visa started on December IS of
3111m. It has been lett un-
finished on account' of the ceas-
Two of the three -& of 17
risme. ea the AMP ebbe, .11Re•bess-
pled and it is 'expected that the
13 rows of seats on the east side
will be -completed at the same
time the other is finished. The
track encircling the field has been




Sunday School. 9:30 A. M
Preaching by R 'T Shirtier at
11 A. M.
B. Y. P. U.'s at 645 P. M.
Bvening Worship at 7:43 o'clock.
_ Prayer, .2.1hetinit Wednes.day.,-7:45
P.M
J E Skinner. Pastor
The nettling county strawberry
trop was short, 11111.--hn'tkraltght
conditions. but market prices





Search the world oveeaneVcou will find no bet-
ter method of preserving-' foodsand their fresh-
ness than the natural, Onstant protection of pure
ICE.
With cleanliness and proper moisture, ice con-
tributes real safety to your foods in warm weather.
WITH VEGETABLES IT IS AN
ADMITTED FACT -




Vegetables are the tell
tale because they react
quickly to moisturs and
surrounding conditions. .
Call us today for regular daily delivery
40c per 100  AT PLANT




M. L WHITNELL, Manager
 •
Report of the Condition of thr•--
'FARMERS BANK OF HAZEL
Doing business at the town..of Hanel, County of Calloway,
State of Kentucky, at the close of business on the
30tik "chiy of June, 1934
Loans and Discounts (including rediscounts,
foreign hills, exchange, drafts, bonds sold
with banks' indorsement and mortgages 4re •
hinds of trustees to secure bond issues).- -$56,38$,11,
Gofertunent Securities owbed  1,150!00
Other Bonds ovrned •    4,000.00
Overdrafts unsecured  ' • 60.47
• Due from State Banks  11,134.37
Due from National Banks  13,794.42
3• Actual Cash on hand • •  • ,987.94
Banking House  2,500.00
Furniture and Fixtures  500.00
-Other Real Estate   8,67-1.70
Total  $102,187.01
LIABILITIES
Capital Stock raid in $15;000.00
Undivided Profits (net)649.32
'Deposits sutject to check  27,180.74
Deposits ton which interest is paid, including
certificates of deposit). .......
. Due to State and Natiorial Bank's  NONE
Notos and Bills rediscounted  NONE
Payable  NONE'24otes, Bonds, Bills of Exchange, Drafts, etc 
-
,
sold with banks' enkorsement, or under re-
purchase agreement and trust certificates
secured by mortgages-in hantts fit tTtnrtee-s  -NONE
Total
fr. so tuchlen 'as to frighten inc type near at hand I would havehills a trance there started a /gotta slain mysen there to my --Sinful
went into -my eardrums to roar I yest back.
I discredit. I was back to normalcy.
to norrnalacy; what kind
dripping. dripping. dripping, that
and,,, echo till -again I felt nelr of normalcy could it . be 'when a
man's strong, athletic legs had
been torn from him aind things
such as those as I now posessed
been restored to me. 1 - had rather
it been my -eyes because I could
not have seen such a revolting
tight as I had seers: •
So deep had I been in my awful
thought 'That I had not, noticed
that the lights were growing dim-
mer by slow degrees like the rays
of a setting sun at night fall. What
horrors was I now to witness, to
add to my now agony filled brain.to tei . my very soul into atoms. What was. that I saw genre me.
This timeI eehid stand h° ISore Woe was me. that day. it was myand I sunk into a state of semi- beloved wife whom I had cherish-consciousness --Mier. I do not. ed these magy yea_m! Was sheknow how loam' I felt my* self--- suffering .the same torments as If
4  $102,187.01






B r Trey an, tnernber▪ -ni-th--e
MO= Cpltge ._boaret.af
was a inted a .meintsers, of the
in PLOW Wither &ducat-
in Kentucky at a meeting of
e board in Frankfort Wednesday.
June 21.
Appointed this spring with W. S.
Swann as regent to succeed S. J.
Snook and Mrs. W. a Mason. Mr.
Trevathan was one of the first re-
en in 171k state to be -chosen-on
the state council. He has been
cashier of the Bank of Marshall
County. Benton. since 1920. Ile has
been secretary of the Benton board
ymof educationfor more. than 10
The Council on Public Higher
Education was created by an act
of the 1934 General Assembly for
the purpose of coordinating the
work of public higher education
in Kentucky".
The council is composed of: the
president or chief executive of-
ficer of each . of the four state.
teat-heft • colleges and the Uni-
versity of Kentucky; a member
other than the state superintend-
ent of the board of regents of the
four state teachers colleges; three
appointive members of the board
of trustees of the University of
Kentucky; two lay members of
the state board of educetion; the
dean of the college of education
of the University of Kentucky;
and the superintendent of public
instruction, who is -ex-officio chair-
man of the council.
Among the powers and duties
of the .council are: to coordinate
work and to determine the cur-
ricular offerings of the institutions
of higher learning; to determine
the amount stf entrance fees and
qualifications tor _jgdmagasigan to
consider budgetary-"Thquirements;
to require reports; to elect a part-
time or lull-time neeretary.
a.
• TireiSmoke in 500-Mile Race at Indianapolis
Drivers awe Tires with Greatest Care to Withstand This Ordeal
"There is not an engineer in a
thousand that will believe that
tires smoke at modern racing
speeds-unless he has seen it,"
says E. Waldo Stein, veteran
Firestone racing tire experi:, who
has devoted his time to the speed-
waysce the early
he rode at Indianapolis. "Yet I
can take the engineers around and
show them tires smoking almost
any time, from tire tread grind-
ing on track."
The spectators at the great
Indianapolis race, May 30, will
see the usual haze of smoke hov-
ering above the track, and few
will stop to consider that any part
of the smoke might be due to Any
other cause than exhaust fallen
however, if they were to look
- closely as the cars negotiate the
this must be the end. the end in
eiltethils! The heat suddenly gave
away to a cold so' Intense it seem-
ed to freeze the very marrow of
my bonea,...All the parts of my
body began to stiffen and I seem-
ed to be entering into a paralytic
state, and the things about start-
ed receding and to grow dimmer.
dimmer, and dimmer until there
was a void of blackness enshroud-
ing me.
Normalacy again. Thanks be to
1
 
heaven that I .am safe in mind and
in body. Who, can express his
feelings so well as to explain what
;and how he feels after such hor-
1 rible experiences as I had in those
!believable And the unexpected. •Imoments -of the -fantastic. the un-
I was sitting in a /large room. bide
I of any sort of furniture, except acouch Riled with the usual hor-rid horsehair upon which I was
1 lying. There was a powerful arclight shining down from about 40
feet ._,abreve en the -dome-sr-spot 
A SHORT STOR- Y 
ceiling of the odd shaped room.
.. The room was composed of a_
many angled all __which_ led - oneI awoke, What sensations - did I
have" Where was - 
to believe that there were hiddenI? What was recesses about. But the peculiarthat pulling at tny very soul? I thing__,A,mt my situation was, /finally opened my eyes to answer
these - terrible questions that burned. 
knew not where I was nor how
through my seemingly 
weary
 mina I came to be wherever I was. I, 
arose to walk about the room toI shudder now to . think of „that find My way out of the positionwhich I saw in those terrible hours.
I raised my head from that which 
in which I found myself. I
brain 
screamed 'with pain as I tried toit was laying upon to 
taxed
gaze about- walk behause *Wein my long legsme. but to my over- were suppneed to be there Bertthere was received another more
horrible shock. I could see nothing
but, but what could one call noth-
ing' It is' just like a personitrying
to describe -the 'world before cre-
ation. Nothing could be heard not
some tiny dwarfed legs hanging on
by bits of tendon and scared flesh.
I cursed the day I. vs born and
cursed more horribly at the mons-
ter fiend or fiends, that had
-thing to -aeven -rny own --beating-Pieirt" oe human being who had never harm-breathing The silence was bearing ed even a tiny insect, purposely.In, upon me as something tangible; my eyes would din leave the re-it was overpowering' my _sense of vulsive things that were supposed--reasoning. 1,-felt myself slipping. to be Capable of locomOlion_-_-lf1414:11.0 do not-know  !Omit there had been a weapon of.,ang,-
swooning., Suddenly this ceased
and the silence again gripped me
all the roore tightly and squeezed
me into shreds.
What was, that 'which waved
before my eyes and bore on into
my soul? It was first an
colorless mass and then followed,
in sheets of writhing, silken sub-
stances to varying colors of the
spectrum. They seemed-what was
they'-s-they wanted to enshroud
and encompass me and tear me
apart Each wave of color seemed
STATE OF ▪ KENTUCKY.b_t . •
tOUNTY OF CALLOWAY, Set.
We, H. F. Rose and W. H. Miller, President and Cashier
of the above named bank, do soleriuill swear that the
"above statement is true to the best of our knowledge and,
belief.--H.T. Rose, President; W. H. Miller, Cashier.
li.tibscriirttand sworn to before me this 6th day of July,
1934. My commission expires Jan. 13, 1937.—Wm. B.Milstead, Notary Public.
0 1-,1ack Wilson, C. F. Page. B. W. Miller, Directors
- • -
-
floating in a languid state in a
warm imind. I noticed as I float-
ed about I kept feeling warmer
and wanner until at last the _ yew they wer, &ring the same
Was such a those passible in a
civilized nation or was I in a
civilized nation? Ah. yes: Ah.
grew id hot that I thought that thine to that creature I loved
SETTLEMENT NOTICE
All persons knowing themselves indebted
to the firm of Keys-Houston will please
come forward at your earliest conven-
ience, and make a satisfactory settle-
ment of same.
(Signed) Mrs. Polly G. Keys,




turns, they would no doubt see
smoke-rising from the brick track
in back of the whirling right rear
tire of some ,pf the fastest cars.
Traveling 140 miles per hour or
faster on the straightaways, the
cars go into the turns with a
thrust on the
continues mile after mile over the
hot brick. - • _ • -
Mr. Stein has a keen ere and is
always on the lookout, lie seems
-to have every els, every driver,
and every tire in his mind's eye.
'The drivers constantly consult him
with their pralines. He is a great
lover of racing and is • member
of the A.A.A. Contest Boards.
He has in his collection of rac-
ing pictures a recent photograph
with a aloud of smoke risilir from
the tires, to illu/trate his point,
better than life Unit They had
her feat_tied down_ on-a- glowing
red hot iron. Her moans of agony
were - wafted - to me seemingly
through some hidden amplifier:
The sight of her agony made me
furious with a wrath such as I
had never experienced in all of
my military work. I threw my-
self on the floor and started to
drag myself to her rescue no mat-
ter what odds. there might be
against me. But alas the fiends
had Prepared for this . attempt on
My part and had covered the floor
with glass and tacks and when
-my body touched the floor the
pain that went over me caused
lishl
me to suffer, suffer what the Eng-. 
language is unable to describe.
I finally fainted as spine weak
woman would have done.
Have any of,, my readers ever
had any such experiences as th7wo?.
If you have then you know what
feelings I had and the vile thoughts
that I had for-;'my- lethowntans -At tr .hteeper -statr -ot-uncOnStintitheas.
last I jumped to my feet and to The absurd display of lights 1
hay ,nePente• there-were-111Y -lets thad",seen were eititied by the fact
tLi stsPlisnet,ssan---- ------ . --fthattfiFin -"SIS-119it-gliffiFuTi?" night,
To my consternation 11 foinid celebrated some holiday with va-,,
myself in' the Greenwood' Hos- ried ' colored fil Yworks, so as to
pital in Cairo Edypt. A nurse cause the -sensations I +had seen.
The floating in hot liquid was a
result of the meijcal authorities
bathing my- body lint in hot water
then in cold. This caused the hot
.anel 'cold feeling and the floating_
sensation, my sense of balance
ThroWfi off Thythe-filt from
the chair.
The period in which I thought
I was back to normalcy was the
period just after the hot and cold
baths. The thought that I was in
a recorn in_a..i.eina/a..w.ia merely . a
lapse of thought. my Mind had
.slipped back to the day before
when I had visited this same vision
lii person in one of the beauty,
"I have had manidrivers come
to me many times the Stet time
they noticed their tires smoking.
No less a racing driver than Bob
McDonough, known for his daring
on the speedways, stopped one of
his practice roun4s'ar.d hurried to
badly worried by the smoking
o s rear tithe. I might mid that
it-I-takes heat to produce smoke,"
and it takes real trsad stock and
real tire construction to stand
that kind of treatment."
The drivers choose their tires
with extreme care and for the
Indianapolis race practically; every
driver insists ,upon Firestone
Tires. Likewise, in other cham-
pionship races throughout the
country, on dirt tracks as well as
briek, Firestone Tires are on the
winning ears.
I sirjr Of Cairo. The herrtble-thought that my Mgt wars dwarf-ed was the result of the doetorspassieg a newspaper with the pic-
ture; ef an unusual man horn with
Pdwarfed legs on it before My eYes
to see if there were any signs of
renewed LA* in me. The same
thought about my wile as. I had
seen it in my mind's eye was
caused by the same thing plus a
little piece of arms. experience
with - the foot-torturing natives of
Africa. Her picture had also been
passed before my seemingly sight-
less eyes.
When I at last regained my
senses the relaxing of my nerves
had caused me to spring out of this
trance. Ah, yes, I had forgotten
to ten you what had been the
cause .of the. feeling that I had
slipped off the bed into a floor of
glass and tacks. I did slip off of
the bed but not onto glass. but, I
hid' fallen upon -a woolen blanket
doubled around me to warm the
slowly circulating blood in My
body and my mind had seen end
felt the stickhig of the wail against
my flesh and thought it . to be
came running to the and coaxed
me back to The white piliows and
sheets" ofmy bed. The first- thing
I wanted to know was where I
was and how I was there.
Three days later I had refieeted
to me the most unique tale I have
ever heard in all of my long ex-
perience. My wife related these
peculiar facts to me about my
case. Here's how it all happened:
I had been- sitting in my hotel
room in Cario, on, my 6nir_of the
Fsi.K reading a novel and _I had
fallen asleep in 'my chair and my
relaxing muscles had let me fall
head first to the floor with my,
head striking the edge of a foot-
stool and knocking me into a most
unusual state of semi-consciousness
that is known in. the medical
world. They. that is the doctors
said that the things that I had
seen were msrely reactions of a
partly disabled brain, the part of
the brain that as the memory
and continued tEought were • tem-
porarily dead. The blackness that
1 had felt was' caused by the fact
that the doctors had taken me to
the x-ray chamber. which is very
dark as you know, to x-ray my
head to see if there were anything
critically wrong, and thii -pro-
duced this horrible feeling to me.
The dripping was explained by the
fact that the same day there 'had
come a thunder storm and the rain
had fallen in such torrents that, a
leak had sprung in the ceiling and
had dripped en the floor until it
cpused raining. My, - nervous re-























Sizes 14 to 52
Act 241: "King Agrippa. Believes%
'
- A WKLCOME AWAITS YOU.
Harvey W. ,,Riggs. Minister
THIRD QUARTIIRLY MEETING
- - --•--
testy meeting On Hardin Circuit.
Sunday morning and again at 8
o'cMlo:ankda) S
tnQa 
preaching and speaking on many
beNuotit-se,ved as .11116the 4"111111:(Third QU2lial:r;-'
vice with dinner on the ground.
Severall÷,thvisietowrsorakr.e TehicepecQ




y benigahnt. all day 
ser-
x ted and
Conference business session will Ill
be held in the afternoon. We are .
asking for a full attendance of
the members of the conference
from, the entire charge,
...Bnilval retain& et Olive Metho-
dist church begins Sunday with
the Bay, C• M. Robbins of pans, -
Tenn.. doing the preaching. •
-C. A. Celritane-Pagtee-
MEMORIAL BAPTIST 131111!RCHlass and_ lulu_
In the reir of my life, v.,hetheel,t gengay, gay 111, and Week
be -short or long, I shalt be care- Following
tut of-myielf while reading because
if I had really sahred such hor-
rors they could not have been any





Lords &Cy well beings
a Week - of content."
We invite you to take part in
a vital program of, Bible Study,
Seriptural Worship, and Christian
Work, definitely planned and
promptly carried out each week.
Synday School, 9:4.5 A. M.
Worship and' preaching. 10:50
A.
EvehIng /se:go:ice 4.1z,,x. M.
Mid-week Drill and Prayer
Meeting, 8:00 P. M. Wednesday.
Wednesday evening programs
are pleno.4,-to-be-lignt and -teeter
for the summer, and they are
proving interesting. Sundae ev-
ening Bru Riggs will speak from
_
Sunday School at 910 a. m. E,
B. Holland, superintendent.
Morning Worship at 10:46 o'clock.
Sermon subjeet—waiting Long
for a Speedy Answer."
Evening Worship at 7:45 o'clock.
Sermon subject: "Godly Sorrow."
The pastor will preach at both
services., .
Special prayer meeting...0Se hour
before the regular Sunday evening
service.
_ Pravr, meeting Wednesday ev-
ening at 7:45 o'clock.
All our services are simple,_Scriptural, and spiritual.
* Our temporary place of wor-
ship is on West Main Street. be-
tween Fifth and Sixth streets.
All are invited_
Carroll Hubbard. Pastor
Harrison county tobacco grow-
ers received 09,000 in. AAA ren-










Another David and Goliath fight presents ,itself before theVoters of the First District.
The eongressiginal contest bears a striking resemblance to(be battle recorded la the fames. Biblical story.
It. S. Mason, leading citizen of Lyon county, a man alwaysto be found on the side of decency, progress and right, hasthe role of David. W. V. Gregory and cohorts. numberless allthe pocering factors .whichcomprise "the admitil Hos. the"Old Ring." the job holders, the office seekers, t e hundredsand thousands who are told how and for whom t vote, playsthe part of Goliath.
Our fellow citizen will carry the banner of Democrats notaligned with any band of professional politicians. He repre-, sents what is best in citizenship, he is a clean candidate whooffrrs much to a people long imposed upon by the homes, Heis a self-made man in the truest sense of the term, havingrisen from a modest beginning to sugliessfal sir Ja-the--bustude-weritr.- fk77-Wa real dirt farmer and tbereforf knowsand has, appreciation of the problems of the. man, a ao MU thesoil.
Mr. Gregory, on the other hand, is strictly a politician-al-ways bas been nothing but a politician, always has played thepolitical game as best he could for everything he could get outof it. He is hand and glove with those mho. through bi-parti-ran methods grown highly obnoxious to many honest Demo-crats, have controlled Kentucky with Democratic and Republi-can governors alike these many years. He :las earned theopen and active opposition of World War veteran,s_  and  of Spanish-American War heroes se wetrliy-bis unreInting andcontinuous opposition to the pleas for justice at the hands ofCongress.
Mr. Mason is. as has been said, a successful business minand farmer, lir does n-it need to go into polities to make aliving; in fact, holding a seat in Congress. should he be elected,will he a personal financial sacrifice to him.__tegvosvith ra 
who




ifineig"winlitanhe thick of the fight forthe people he represents, rather than looking always towardthe political angle of every problem before taking a stand. Hisunselfish service to the farmer, as a member of as advisoryboard of the Eastern Dark Fired Tobacco Gross-era' Association,is typical of the sort of public spirited devotion to his fellowswhich has endeared him to handreds of us who knew him best.
As'a church corker, he has few peers in his home commu-
As an upright Christian gentleman,' be ranks with the best
,
eitisenry of the state.
As a man, he has a heart as big as 'a washtub, and his gen-erosity is only limited by his means to aid any good cause orAny unfortunate a ho crosses hIs path.
We believe the people of the First District should rejoice Inhaving a man like R. S. Mason as a candidate for Congress.Not often, in our experience, have we seen men of his highcharacter and attainments offer for office, we know he willbe a servant of the people always, if elected; one whe can berelied upon to do chat he conceives to be the right thing-allowing personal desire or political influence to swayWn.
Teo years ago, seeking office for the first time in a state-wide primary which caused- great confusion at the eleventhhoar. Mr. Mason made a remarkable shoeing against over-whelming odds._ He was not -On the slate' picked by theDosses. He had only :a geu days to get his appeal before thevoters and his was a forlorn cause, for the reason that thecards wen- stacked against him.
This time, -we ardentls hope, it will he different.
The little David, fighting .his valiant battle against anotherglant'Golialy more powerful than ever because the bosses haveMill more weighty club' than ever before, twishing lita ramieStir people, direct,
tie has a splendid chance to win, we believe, and weif) all our fellow citizens to fall in behind, R. 8. Maw illi•August 1.
If he receives votes in proportion to his deserts, he will winthe fight.
And thus will be worked another miracle, proportionately asgreat as was the Biblical David's the 'hely and villaistealGoliath.
L. 
Paid for by Friends and Supporters



















id again at 8
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If tnu tune visitors of whom
your are not Ashamed, please
report them for this comma.
Thos. J. Terry of Sah Francisco,
Calif., has been visiting at the
home of Mr. and Mrs J. E. Mayer.
Mr. Terry is Mrs. Mayer's brother.
He is educational and vocational
advisor of senior high schools in
San Francisco. While here he visit-
ed Marty State College grounds
and feels that the people of this
part of the state and Murray in
particular..are_.to bse
on having the most beautiful col-
lege plant in Kentucky if not the
entire country. Mrs. Mayer and
Mr. Terry left for eastern Ken-
tucky Tuesday_ to visit their_hroth-
ere Their father and Mother have
passeelaway in the last six months;
Closing out all refriterniefii andthe price is set to do just that.
Maurice Crass, Basement Ford
Garage.
Master Frank Nix Hart, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Jitn Hart. Route 5,
is recovering at the Mason Mem-
orial Hospital from a critical ill-
ness of peritonitis. An operation
Was performed Wednesday night
- of last week. His condition over
the Week-end was quite serthus.
but the lad rallied Sunday night
and Moncjay was much better.
Barring further complications he
will recover.'
Miss Edith Meeker has resumed
her duties at the Keys-Houston'
Hospital following a vacation spent
"I'n Mayfield and Fulton with rela-
tives and friends.
Mrs. Kelly Dick. Paris. is spend-
ing a few days with her brother.
Wells Purdom, and fainily.
Quite a large crowd of Mayfield
softball fans attended the game
between the Mayfield JCC and the





11111t baby masa shout, miss to
see sod ming ewe, eby isia get et the
ranee with Meralos's .by Elicit. it neutral-
izes' indisperiss acid, ends des cramp, end
roil< poll rid IMO helps them become
cheerful steep baser. McGee's
Bab, EfrnifireaPill the /AVM siodicioel
extracts sod swop. Is moose hem Yeiell
Of U we Ass pro•on diet. dim-dons
toll mactly hew to oie it. Twee peed. Gives
relief promptly. Too sites, 35e, be. (ed.)
Holl,ind- Hart Drug Co., Duvall
Drs..- Company.
* • *
Mrs. Clint Ward is In Detroit
visiting her sister. Mrs. H. B.
Hood. Mrs. Ward 'left Sunday and
will remain for several days.
Miss Modelle Hendrick returned
to Detroit with her brother. Tru-
man, with whom she. is visiting.
lie visited his parents, Mr and
Mrs. Carl Hendrick, here last
Week. Mrs. John Jones made
the trip with them and
is visiting her sister. Miss. Frankie
Holland
White shoes re-colored to a new
shoe brightness. Dutch's Shoe
Shop.
-
Mrs. Lubie Dockery, of Murray
was admitted M. the Mason Hos-
pital this week for treatment. ,
Miss Sara Lee Hargrove has re-
Mimed to- her home-- In Mayfield
after spending a week with her
simmer. -Mrs Burgess Parker- Jr
Miss Johnny McCallon. ef Kirk-
sey, will leave this week end for
Elizabethtown where she will
teach this year Miss IsfcCallon
has been at the same school, near
Elizabethtown, for five years. She
spent tito summer with hese par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Mc-
C.ellon, Kirksey Route Two.
Dudley Johnson, of the Johnson-
Fain Music Co., was in Memphis
Monday on business for the firm.
The family cow of Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Hendon e of near _Concord on
Murray Route Seven, was killed
Monday after she was pronounced
rabid by Dr. H. H. Boggess, vet-
erinarian.,
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Waters, Mus-
kogee, Oklahoma, visited in Mur-
ray last week for the fir* time
in 32 years. Mr. and Mrs. Waters
are now in Cleveland visiting
their son McCoy Waters. While
here they visited their nieces and
nephews, Mrs. W. W.-- Mc-Wrath,
Mrs. J. W. Keel., Mrs. Pete Farm-
er, Burrus Waters, Neva Waters.
and Charley Waters.-
Miss Attri Harker, of Puryear.
Tenn underwent an operaticin
for appendicitis at the Keys-Hous-
ton Hospital Friday.
T. -0. Baucum. It If. Falwell, T.
R. Jones and Ernest Jones spent
a few days in Frankfort on bus-
iness the first of the week.
J. W. Clark, son of W. K. Clark,
and Miss Sylvanell Clark, daugh-
ter of C. P. Clark. are visiting in
Detroit in the home of Mr.. and
Mrs. Walter Glark.
Wayne Riley, of the Riley Radio
Co., was in Nashville. Tenn., where






pewee instead of the
berried bach.end-
forth action of Me
ordinary rggrigerater
raecbamints. Remit—
fa r better cooling
pewee for the peered
wed. Only Norge has
the Renato..
215. D-$6
The most important part fat any
refrigerator is its cold-makiag
mechanism. Norge—and only
Norge—has the simple, extra-
powered, almost everlasting Rol-
lator cold-making mechanism*
the one which actually improves
with use. Shop all you like, but
don't buy till you've soon 4Zip
the Norge.
RILEY RADIO COMPANY
East Side Square Murray, Ky.
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Light for the Living Room
By Helen G. Tolene
Wherever dire 
lo 
is ,•••• for pottinto sit dogre, there should be some provision
node s Si insure site. comfortable saeAn
TOOM- has a fireplace,
that living room has none, This -
one has a piano and a daven-
port, that one a radio and a love seat.
Because they are all different, it
would be impossible to give hard
and fast rules for lighting a living
room as a whole. But if it is to live
up to the solid comfort its name im-
plies, every living room must pro-
vide for light wherever it makes pro-
vision for people to sit down. And it
Is easy to tell how to tight a chair
for reading. a desk for writing, a
table for bridge and so on.
Eye Requirements Vary
Researches conducted by sci-
entists enable them to prescribe a
minimum of ten units of light on
our book if we are to reed comfort-
ably and without eyestrain. For
sewing they prescribe twice that
amount of .light, since sewing is
often done On dark materials that
absorb light,- and with thread that
matches and so offers no contrast
to help the eye along. It has been
demonstrated further that the pupil
of the eye grows smaller with age.
permitting less light to enter to en-,
able the eye to form the image. So
a pomp fifte_years of age requires
twice as meth light to see easily as
a 20-year-old person.
The print in little Mabel's primer
is large and eats( for Gradmother to
read. But even so she must double
the,, lighton the page if she is to see
the woyds as easily and quickly as
the child at her knee. A -wife darn-
ing at one end of the davenport
needs twice as much light as her
husband who is reading the evening
news at the other.
Obviously,--the lIving room that is
well lighted will take cognizance of
these facts, and the lamps here and"
there -will have twcror three sockets
;End thus be equipped to give more
light as it is needed. In general it
may be - assumed that oat 60-watt
lamp bulb -in a 'reading lamp, prd-
vides the minimum of ten units of
light necessary for comfortable
reading. The lamp-With two or three
sockets makes it possible to double
the light at a trist of the wrist, and,
Obituaries Must
Be Paid
It is the policy of this
loner to chargeI eil..A;e70
word for obituaries over 100
words. The first 100 words
of an obituary are always
h-ee. This is justified. the
readers of the Ledger &
Times and we always give
this in addition to a full and
complete news story.
This week the -Ledger &
Times received two obitu-
aries from friends of the
deceased and without any-
thing being said of any pay-
ment, we find it necessary
to hold to our policy and
are forced to leave then% out.
of course; the second and thirtl-
lamps need not be turned on until
they are needed.
Avoid Unshaded Bulbs
It-is not enough to have enough
light. To insure "safe" seeing, the
eyes require light of a comfortable
quality as well as a sufficient quan-
tity. Raw light from bare bulbs is
tarsh and unpleasant. Hence all
fixtures should be shaded, and both
floor and table lamps should be.
Oared with relation to thiliee,--410.-
that those- sitting down are not-en=
noyed by a view of the bare bulbs..
This means that the very tall lamp
'should not be used with the very
low chair or davenport unless it is
placed slightly behind. •
Shades should be deep enough to
hide the bulbs underneath, broad
enough to throw a wide circle of
light down on the beok or paper of
the person sitting, in the chair, and
light in feeling. This last qualifica-
tion is one you must insist upon, if
you are going to get the most light
for your money. A dark shade will
absorb light, and_cheat your syss.::
and incidentally it will give your
room a gloomy appearance too. But,
although it is dark in color, if it is
highly translucent, permitting light
to seep through, if it has a light
colored lining to reflect much of the
light—if it is open at the top, allow-
ing light to escape toward the ceile
ing—then it ffas the "light
that promises your room a pleasant
lighted effect.
Only at the desk, where the lame,
must be placed right in front of an
on a level with the eyes, is the dark
shade recommended, and incident-
ally, be sure the desk lamp is placed
on the left — unless you are left
-handed, in which ease it should be
placed at the right side of the desk.
For the bridge table, the most
efficient light is that provided by the
indirect portable lamp, It satisfies
all the requirements of safe seeing
since it provides enough light of a
pleasant quality for any close work,
and has the advantage of being So.
shaded so that it could annoy only
the eyes of a fly on the ceiling. e
of the Norge line.
--Glesing- out all refrigerators Mid
they are priced so there will be
no carry oven. Maurice Creak
-AV. and Mrs. Warren S. Swann
were i Paducah Tuesday after-
noon to 'attend the funeral and
burial services- for Mrs. L. Grief.
Mrs. Grief died at her New York
home Sunday. She formerly re-
sided in Paducah. Mr. and Mrs.
Swann and son, Billy, made a
trip abroad with Mrs. Grief and
the, latter's two daughters in
1926.
Miss Meatus %Swann, Who is
teaching in the Arkansas State
College. Jonesboro, Arkansas, is
visiting ber. parents, - Mr. Mrs:
W. F. Swann of Lynn Grove, Ky.
Mrs_ 'C. B. Paschall. of Whitlock,
Tenn.. had her tonsils removed at
the Clinic-Hospital Saturday.
A marriage license:- was issued
Saturday to Fend Taylor, irk Buc-
hanan. Tenn., and 'Dorothy Haley.
21, Buchanap. The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B. L.
Haley and_ the bridegroom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. 0. C.-Taylor.
Mrs. Willis Hinkle and son. Earl,
Kevil visited Mrs. Myrtis Walker
and Miss Mae Marshall and friends
here last week. _
Woodard Wilson, of Buchanan,
Tenn., is an operative patient at
the Keys-Houston Hospital.
A marriage license was issued
Seturday to Paul Seaford, 21, Dex-
ter, and Dolores Walker, 20. New-
berg, Ky. The bride is the daugh-
ter of Kr. .and M434 Charles F.-
'Walker and the bridegroom is the
eon of :Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sea-
ford,
White shoes re-colored to a sew-
shoe brightneik Dutch's Shoe_Shop.
Miss Annie Lee Farley visited
friends .in Kevil and Lacenter
last week.
A marriage license wtwas issued
Sattircity to T. T. Moore. 24, Paris,
and Novella Nichols, 21. Paris.
The Murray StAte, College bend,
"Tlfe Beet in the S. I. A. A.." play-
ed for the celebration at Benton,
Ky.. on July 4. The band is di-
rected by Prof. Williasn Fax.
Members and friends of.the Amer-
ican Legion Pest at Benton furn-
ished the transportation for the
el-sent/filberts. The band gave
two short concerts in the after-
noon. The members reciltigel
pasges on the various rides of the
carnival.
Burgess Parker Sr., is out again
after a week's illness at his home
on Olive street.
Kiss Ann Harker. Puryear. Tenn,.






pendicitis at the Keys-Houston
Clinic Hospital Friday morning.
July 6. Miss Harker was a Mein -
ber of the sophomore class of
Murray State College last spring.
Miss Annie Smith, junior in
Murray State College and design-
ter of Prof. E. H. Smith, exten-
sion disector. and her mother are
visiting relatives in Detroit, Mich.
They will be gone for about a
month. --
Dr. Charlie Morris of West Pop-
lar street . Murray, who was a
patient at the -Mason Hospital for
several days as able to return to
his home Monday. ,Dr. Morris- is
,telling his friends, he. is 'feeling
miiCh better although he is still
very weak and riol able to get
about much.
Miss Modine Nicholas left thie
week for a short vacation with.
her parents sear Clinton. '
Earl Holland,_ salesman for the
Beale Motor Co.. left. Saturday
night for Louisville, where he
joined' star Ford .salesmen of this
territory for a free trip to the
World War as a reward for his
selling iv.cjld. The party spent
Monday and Tuesday at the World
Fair where they were personal
guests of Mr. Ford. They went
to Detroit Tuesday night for an
inspection of the Ford Motor Co.
plant. Mr. Holland will return to
Murray Saturday. Mr. Holland
ranked 11th among all the sales-
men Kentucky. Indiana and a
portion of Tennessee.
Just received Large shipment
second hand furniture. Alisiarice
Cress.
Mrs: John Tyler, of. Hazel Route
I. is recovering form a recent
operation at the Clinic-Hospital.
Mrs. Ida Strader, who has been
spending several months in Pa-
ducah with Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Floewischer 'has returned home
and is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Jack Magness, and family, New
Concord,
Curt Jones, manager of the Ben
Franklin store, is spending a few
days in Dewson Speises
Edd Prewitt. field - man for the
Murray Milk Prodnets. Co.._ is, in
Dawson Springs for a few days
recuperating from a recent ill-
ness.
George Dunn, of near New Con-
cord, had a tonsil operation at the
Keys-Houston Hospital last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Roberts and
eons of Dearborn. Mich., have been
visiting Mr. Roberts' father. Nor-
man Roberts, and family in the
county.- Mr. Roberts has been
with_ the Ford- Motor Co. for- the
past seven years. He and family
returned to Dearborn Saturday.
Claud Brown and son, Clifton.
were business visitors in Padu-
cah Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Wheeler,
Cairo, Ill., visited her mother,
Mrs. N. E. Washam, the Fourth.
Mrs. Wheeler was formerly Miss
,Mary Washam, instructor in Mur-
-ray High school.
Gussie Veal, brother of L.
Veal, who was a patient at 'the
Mason hospital for several weeks.
was able to return to his home
Monday. Mr. Veal is reported very
much improved.
Freeman Wilford left last week
end for Akron. Ohio, where he is
connected with an outdoor adver-
tisipg company. Mrs. Wilford and
'family will join him later. Mr.
Wilford was formerly connected
with the Chevrolet- Lunchroom,
Miss Babel __Gilpin. of Daw-
son Springs. underwent a major
operation, at the Clinic-Hospital
this welt. Miss Gilpin is a college
stud here.
yftf. and Mrs. Harry Broach,
fift. and Mrs. Harry Jenkins are
visiting in Chicago and attending
the World's Fair.
Mrs. L. M. Frost, St. Loins, 'is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. James
Deweese and Mr. Deweese.
Just aeceived shipment second
hand furniture. Maurice Crass.
C. C. Parks, Detroit, returned
Saturday to his home there after
visiting relatives ih Murray and
the, county. Mr. • Parks has been
in Detroit for the -past ten years
and this ,was his first visit in two,
. - -
A dog, thought to lie rabid, was
killed Wednesday night of last
Week at the home of ,Raymond
Phelps; near Faxon. Several shots
were necessary to kill the animal
and all indications were that it
WAS mid.
A rnerriage license was issued.
Tuesday, July 3, to C. B. Hale,
22, Adsapo,. and Opal Guerin, 21.
Murtay.' The bride is the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Gus Guerin
and the bridegroom is - the son of
Mr. and Mrs. L. V. Hale.
Walter Scarber was a patient
at the Clinic-Hospital this week
for treatment of a broken hand
received in an automobile acci-
dent. -f" •
A marriage license was issued
last Friday 4,-Itiley Carter. Farm-
ington. and Margaret Ethridge.
ANNOUNCEMENT
To my friends that have been my customers at
Kirksey and Almo,-1 wanrto state that I will be
located at the AUTO SERVICE COMPANY on
MAPLE STREET.
I will be better prepared to serve you both as to
equipment and building.
I will be glad to have you call me or bring your.
car at any time.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
A. B. McDERMOTT




daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Oury Depot street just across the son 'Aire lilst weir. 'L1 ereEthridge and the bridegroem is the marble works. Mr. Perry has Wadi * Mrs. 'Tuggle. Who hasson of Mr. and Mrs. I. A. Carter. many friends in this entire section been visiting here, and are nowMrs. Ben B. Keys and daugh-
ter. Was Minato*. wielded- 311r.wisi
Mr's. Boone Reed and family, Pa-
ducah, last week.
A daughter was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Weatherly early today
at their home on West Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. Ila Douglas had -as
their dinner guests Friday night,
Miss Modell Miller, grade teacher
of Lynn Grove High, and her
friend, Mr. Arland McNeely from
Indiana, who has been spending
a few days here with relatives
and friends.
Miss Lelia Frank Brown, of
North Sixth street. Murray, was
a patient at the Mason Hospital
several days for treatment.
--Mr. - and Adis. - Leon-ell Lipford
are now visiting their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Wilson and Mr.
and Mrs. W. B. Liptord. They
arrived from their home in Akron,
Ohio Tilly 4 to attend the funeral
services of Mr. J. P. Bynum,
Miss Fannie Wisehart, near
Hazel, about 40 years of age, was
adjudged of unsound mind and
ordered to the .-Western State
Hospital Hopkinsville Wednesday.
Mils Wisehart had been' making
her home with her sister for
years and had been feeble minded
for sometime. She was taken to
the hospital Wednesday by Sheriff
Carl Kingins.
Mrs. Rufus Atkins was pain-
ful:TY -injured this week when her
arm was accidently pierced With an
ice pick. She was taken to the
Keys-Houston Hospital for treat-
meet ,
Elder Harvey W. Riggs, pastor
of the Church of Christ, who has
heed in Poole, Ky., holding a
meeting since July 1 will fill his
regular appointment here Sunday.
Poole is in Webster county. Elder
Riggs reports an extra fine wheat
crop in that section, one farm pro- Orlando, Fla., visited relativesclueing 2,400 bushels. Ho will here last week.-They-were-owtheirPreach-lhere Sunday morning and return from the World's Fair andwill be in Murray for the evening
service only.
John H. terry. for Z9 years a
blacksmith at Kirksey, Brewers,
who wish him success in hissaaw.
1001001e.
Judge and Mrs.. E. P. Phillips
have been making extensive im-
provements on their home on
North Fourth street,
Mrs. Pete Warfield returned to
her home Sunday following is re-
cent operation at the Keys-Hous-
ton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Carter.
son and daughter, left Saturday
morning for their home in Laurel,
Mississippi, after a two weeks
visit with Mrs. Carter's brother,
C. L. Sharborough, and family.
They were accompanied home by
Miss Marion Sharborough, who
will visit in 1...aurel .Jur._ several
week.s.
Mr. and Mrs. Grady Stubble-
field are the parents- of a baby
bey. born July 7. The youngater
has been named- James Warren. -
Micheal Flippo, of Illinois, is
After spending several days in
Washington, D. C., visiting Mrs.
Mason's father and mother, Dr.
and Mrs. D. H. Kress, Dr. W. H.
Mason, Mrs. Mason and Patricia
are expected to return to Murray
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jenkins left
Friday to spend a week at the
World's Fair in Chicago.
Miss Kathleen Imes. Almo, visit-
ed Miss Winifred Keys this week.
Mrs. Lloyd Allbritten was able
to visit - the Col-lei/etc -Inn Tees-
dal and friends in Murray for the
first time in several weeks. Mrs.
Allbritten is convalescing following
recent operations and is now at
the home of Mr. and Mrs Clif-
ford Smith, near Concord.
Perry Meeker, of-Ottumwa, Iowa,
visited his sister, Miss Edith Meek-
er, of the Keys-Houston Hospital
Wednesday.
Miss Myrtie Breach and friend,
returned by the way of Adam-
moth Cave. -
Tuggle; Miss Sarah -John-
son and friend. Orlando. Florida,
in Chicago attenseing_the
Mr. anti haft lux***
Detroit. returned to their
Sunday after visiting Mr. and.
L. C. Parker and Mr. and Mrs.
Einis Futrell and friends in the
county.
Miss Pauline Nanney, Kerrville,
Texas. is visiting Miss /toweria
Parker.
Mr. and Mrs John Whitnell. Mrs.
John Farmer and Min Kathryn
Whltnell viand friends in Owens-
boro Tuesday.
C. L. Nanney and daughters,
Miss Charline, Miss Paulen, Anna
Lee, Bobby Nell and Mrs. H. C.
Carnes, Kerrville, Texas, arrived
bare .eggemhige for a tam ihedhS
visit vrith--IeliatIves and friends.
visiting his sister, Mrs. Will
and other relatives in the
-tounty this week.
Dr. 0. B. ervan Is able to be
Out some after an iskieaded - Ill-
ness. Dr. freed It this to Wilk
about and visit hem* and states
that he is feeling zenith better
than he has for some time.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Hendon and
children, an Mr. Hendon's /*eth-
er, Mrs., Harriett Gregory. also
Warren Rosier of Long' Beath.
California, and Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
Underwood also Mrs E C. Jones
and children, of city, were visitors
Tuesday at the home of Conrad
C. 1 - -4 •
s Ware Mg-
Islx.°11illf' • so:'-'.1.ermi
sops, Jailde and bobby, left to-
day for b ten days visit with
Mrs. Ward's sister. Mrs. Pearl
Cherry in Detroit: They will visitin Akron, Ohio before returning
home. Mr. Ward worked in
Akron a number of years before
moving beck to this place.
Mrs. P. 4. Cheatham, and daugif-
ter. Mrs. Ruth Mixon, of Largo.
Fla., left Wednesday Morning for
home, after a .six wetki,visit with
relatives ind friends In the coun-
ty. Mrs. Cheatham-- was formerly
Miss Peachle. Clark,,, born and
reared in Calloway, moved Lb -
Florida in 1922, and had not been
home for a visit in five years.
•
R. S. Mason Answers
T. O. Turner's Letter
Answer to Letter in Sun-Democrat July 11, in Which
Turner Backs Gregory
In Mn, Turner's statement. mark-
ed "political advertisement" car-
ried in the Sun-Democrat July 11,
he seems t,o be very much dis-
turbed as to what might become of
the Tenneesee Valley Authority
Projects. and especially the Aurora
Dam, if Mr. Gregory is not -re-
turned to Congress.
Has it ever occured to the
gentleman that this project was
conceived by our President— rind
sponsored by a little giant of
Nebraska' by the name of Senator
Geo. W. Norris. and besides it is
quite evident that Senator Bark-
ley has had something to -de- with
this project since we read his inter-
view in this same paper in whith
--he states that he had given un-
stintingly of his time and efforts
on behalf of this valley improve-
ment, and the papers thronghout
the South have -complimented Sen-
ator•.McKeller and Senator Bach-
men, and representatives in Con-
gress...including the most outstand-
ing, ' the Honorable Joseph P.
Burns, of the old Hermitage Dis-
trict in Tennessee. and from what
I can gather, the congress and
senate have backed Senator Norris
in his efforts, and for-the Ex-Sen-
ator T. 0. Turner to give to Mr.
Gregory full credit for all the
progress that has thus far been
made on this Aurora project which
progress is questionAble. according
eii his own words in his article
, marked "political advertisement".
g I am just wondering whether this
was paid for kly Mr. T. 0. Tterner,
el- his beotheri. Postmaster at OW-
wood„ Kentucky. who was named
for 41,at sspleee by Congressman
Gregnry,, over the protest of 700
ex-servkie men in that institution
after they had .petitioned Mr.
. .......
1POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT)
Gregory to name an ex-service man
for that office, which- had hereto-
fore been held by an ex-service
man, and since there Were three
or four ex-service men who qual-
ified, it appears to. me that he
might gave granted the dying re-
quest of these boys who fought
for their country and followed
the flag through Chateau Mier-
ry and the Argonne.
The Tennessee Valley Authority
and the Aurora Dam will 'dotsuf-
fer at my hands. for I have some
experience in building locks and
dams myself, for while the present
Congressman was a resident of
Jefferson County, I worked single-
handed and alone without any as-
sistance of any Congressman or
United- States Senator from Ken- -
tuck), to secure the sites and the
approgieations to build the last
three locks and dams on the
Cumberland River, and in-recogni-
tion of my efforts, the pen with
which President Woodrow Wilson
signed the appropriation complet-
ing this 'work, was presented to
me through Congressman Alben
W. Barkley. -
And further. / was' commissioned
by three different Goiernors of
the State to represent enr Com-
monwealth at the Dee! Water
Ways Conventioes at New Orleans..
St. Louis and Washington. D. C.
Thus, it so happens that I know
how to get in at the back door
when I get to Washington. For
the. political ravent of the First
dortgressional District to perch
themselves on the highest tree at
Pine BICiff, a few miles removed
from Aurora Dam, and raise the
question Of my ability to serve this
than
District
 tnCtigliniltunder:taisoda. htltie  rncresentt'
it. as do 'my friends, and probably
no better lesson could be brought
to the attention of my opponent
,and his supporters than ask them
to reed in the Third Reeder once
more the story of the boy who
hollored -The wolf is coming-
after he had deceived for the third
time his friends the result is well
known what became of him and
his flock. Broken promises is a
poor foundation upon which to
build a platform, hence,. not a
word has been uttered by my op-
ponent. and the Aurora Darn, or
any other hind of a der, ía not
going to/ 'save - Mr. Grego* nn
August 4th.
But after all, I want te thank
Mr. Turner for saying that. "R. S.
Mason is a gentleman."
This also is writtelt..witheut the























Prize-winning editorial in the When the farmer worked ineditorial writing 'contest, held in the fields, his wife and childrenConnection with the annual pews- at his side, to raise a- crop and ,
1P0Per week at the Uoivers'ity of then let It rot in the fields be-00110eado,- is entiJed "Talk About cause there was no one to bpy ,•he New Doak- It was IntetneI the •CanshMdea. *ke.e•-•in '0 1(
-kr" Nienh TedflYteess, editor of wasn't it'
. the Sent County Democrat, pub- "'When the vortex o: freoz.e.Ibibed at Las Animas,goloredo. •finance and stock exchanee rut.
-The editorial saouid L.. of ioter- bery was milking the public
-RIR to both proponents and op- its last nickel of savings. theionents of the "New Deal." as it Constitution was in good health..1. 'Steen* concise and clear and wasn't it?
lawires no doubts as to what the "When half the banks .in thewriter intended to say in behalf United States were just placesof The New Deal where you poured money in and
.Argument that the New Deal nothing-ever came out, the Cons-
Violates the Constitution," made titunon was still in high gear,
-by-Rinse persons seeking-to prow wasn't 
a- wreneh in the machinery of re- "'When the people of the
covery. is effectively answered by United States were Renick). wit;
Tr._jesaft in hi. câitorpl. -hkh Ann- ina5-41m1---9•01'entrin-nc -
reads as follows: their fate.' the Constitution was
-There's a lot of talk about the riding high. wasn't it"'
New Deal being in violation of the -When the hardware men. the
-Constitution. and sorne misguided  the druggists and all other
politicians are hoping "to get the 1 merchandisers were cutting eae-K
'public teat between their incisors other's throats for the privilege of
_kor--spouting -wind-blown orations selling -toads-MI.-Pc -LOSS to
about 'getting back to the Consti- torners who could .not pay 'thetutio„,, The average matt on the f Constitution was in force, wasn't
street doesn't care any more about it? '
A Prize-Winning light until the .tar, • "irmsel.Vec
grew dim with tears of pity, the
Constitution was still in forte
the Constitution than he does
about last year's circus poster.
It's his family. his wife, his bus-
-.his home, his job, his
church. . his _childrerr his_ coms






-When legions of stout. honest,
God-Fearing men were going about
with their stomachs flapping
against 'their backbones like 'a pair
of rakon bloomers on a clothes
line-in a Bent county windstorm.
- the Constitution Wall working.
wasn't 117
"'When countless armies of chit-
dreo. .wore the pinch of hunger on
their tiny faces and when there
wns._1 10 Sale to give them -ekerumb
of stale . bread or a drop of milk.
the Constitution ,.was .svorking,
wasn't it' •
"When under-fed girls worked
in fetid sweat-shops making cloth-
ing 1hr fat-jowled human hyenas Leave them to the constitutionalawey --received only a -few ,seats__e_lass•yers-and we have too manyday ,for laboring from daym's first of those fellows.
"The candidate who expects to
get into office by mouthing about
the Constitution this year. is on a
platform as sub-stailtial :is a film
of oil on the ocean's surface. He's,




Second Door Below icagglai___
PERSONAL ATTENTION
You are given personal attentionwhen you come to this shop'. ,4' at-tention by 'expert barbers who
know their business as you knowyokars. You will like our methods.Cape in





*triciW school at 9:30 W. Z,
Carter. superintendent A wel-
come awaits soy__
John R Chatfield will preach
Sunday at 1045' A. M. and 7:46
P M The pastor will be in VII,.
glnia on vacation.
_Bro._ Chatfield will -preach -at
Almo Sunday afternoon at 2:30
o'clock.
Christian oEndeavaar- Sunday --at
7:00'P. M.
'Prayer meeting Wednesday night
at '7.45 o'clock
"ALL ALWAYS WELCOME"




I. Do you know that the superior 'rola* of but-
ter as a food is due to certain elements whith are
carried in milk fat, and which•are not _found in
other animal fats, or vegetable oils?
2. Do you know that the iiiost important of
these elements is Vitamin A,--the growth-promot-
ing fador. No child can grow to normal size un-
less it receives an adequate amount of the vitamin?
1. Vitamin A is found ill. such foods aa_the fat "
of the yolks of eggs, the leaves of plants and the '
" heart, liver and kidneys of animala. But -in such
small aniounts as to be insufficient for human
needs.
4. Butter, is the only source of human foodwhich carries.li sufficient amount of this-vitamin
A.
5. Another element is iodine. The human sys-
tem requires an adequate amount of iodine in the
thyroid gland to_preect against arlitPr. ButtZr is
1h-e- ninst reliable sourer..
•
6. Do you know that the disease, rickets, is due
to lack of calcium and sunlight? Butter is one of
the main safeguards against rickets.
_ 
.47 Butter adds fla:Vor to eveity food,in Nehich it
is used.
Get SUNBURST Butter-it is twice graded, pas-
teurized and the most wholesome you have ever
eaten.







"'When thousan* of young
men, now in ,OCC camps an-
transient cambia were roving Ill,-
nation like wolves. -a -Amami- .
the country' and a menace
themselves, the Constitution was
inviolate, wasn't it'
."When school - teachers
g with hunger In
whestAnegnees---tooght
fist laid club-end 14411. against low
Priceri, the Constitution was still
supreme. wasn't .
"'When the cry of the sheriff
at foreclosure sales -drowned the
music of the spherits. but could
not drown the weeping of those
losing home and farmstead. the
Constitution was hitting on all
cylinders, wasn't 'Pictured 'here is Miss Betty-That is the gni_ the average Shemwell. clad in her prize win-
man feels when the 'radio or plat- ninS dress, which she designed,
lcuin shouter - eerenhenees- clack- -Ili° Ih'ess iS esued - "miss murnLYabout the constitution. State Teachers College."
'There may be a whole truck- A brief description of the "dress
load of arguments substantiating follows: "From the Blue-Grass
the, claim that the New Deal is State this smart little sport-specta-
in violation of the ConstitutiOn, tor dress with the youthful square-
backed sailor collar. Fashioned of
one .of the new soft, washable
silks, it- is a prize-winning addi-
tion to any summer wardrobe."
Miss Shemwell. -art major of
Murray State, 'ranked eighth in
the Young American Designers
Fashion Contest sponsored by the
Marshall Field & Co., in which co-
eds from 254 colleges and univers-
ities participated_ --
Out of the top ranking 20. Mur-
ray State Tesehers College was
the only teachers' college, to have
a representative winner. •
Thousands of co-eds sent- in de-
signs to the Marshall Field- & Co.,
The' Portfolio Art Club. of which
Miss .1gargaret Wooldrige is spon-
sor, 'sponsored the aiojes.t at Mur-
ray State College. Several of the
club members sent designs.
•Beficles being preseated with a
dress of her design.' Miss Shern-
well received a $25 award.
151Cluies of aft- the winner,- have
been made in their dresses and
sent na all the stores that handle
the dresses
'New Blacksmith
John H. Perry. 29 year exper-
ience. at Hardin. Kirks's' Brew-ers, Is non located on Depot St..









YOU TO BEA BIG
STRONG- BOY
or strong, ilealthy bodies












Dickie'.Moo.ierin.."Gidlant 'Lady" Prof. Arthur T. Meyerse
TheatiMindik and Tuesday.- The latest addition to the Mur-ray College rieulty, Prof. Arthur
T. Meyer. of Cedar Rapids, Iows,
RAI-WS RANGLES
The Rangier received the /151 -
lowing article from 'Chas. "Jersey"
Jones, Co_ 587 C. C. C., Elk River,
Idaho, and son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Jones of this city. Charles
is a graduate of Murray High
where he Was -a popular student
the "F,..asiessus "Tinir
and pep-,in, athletics.
' June 17. 1934
' Elk River, Idaho
1k-sr Is.t rig Icr:
I thought that il might interest
some of your baseball fans to know
that the 'Kentucky Racehorses:
-the team- of Co. sr C. C. C. located
at Elk 'River. Idaho, are making
(rue record for themselves and
their respective homes out here.
Our team, As composed of eight boys
.ftom Kentucky anti one , (rem
Ohio.- So far this seasbn`' they
have played eight games and won
all of them. The teaatus they have
played are from Indiana. West Va..
Ohio. and New York companies
in this region. These teams boast
of several former semi-pro and-
minor league players so we have
not suffered from the lack of
competition. But thus far the
Racehorses from good old Ken-
tucky- have come out on top for a
perfect record_ The teams' bat-
ting average as a whole is .375,
The team has -scored 49 runs to
its opponents"' 19.
,"The. regular, line-up is as fol-
lows: '-
Anderson, Lexington  2b
Adams. Harrodsburg .. _ If
Robertson. Kuttawa
NVarren. Kuttawa , cf
Ifortaker: Lexington   3b
Perry" Grimes, Marion .„ rf
lb
Laird. Water- Valley •
McQuir c. .Ohio
- •  
"Jersey", the boys are glad, tit
learn. of the record you boys. are
making oot there .and here's wish-
ing youilfie.'bes'i '6-luck in keep-
ing the top rung. Murray is all
agog over softball at'the ,present.
however, she has several independ-
ent baseball teams that are snak-
Shop mg fine records.
In your personal letter to the
Rangier, you State you will -arrive
home about July 4. Well if you
want to play softball after you get
here, just "rut down the street
about -once and about a dozen
excited managers, about a 100
players, and 9 mascots will be
"hot" after you. In fact. I under-
stand they have already been
arguing over yo'u. So you won't
get a minute's rest until you have
stuck your fist on a contract. If
you want to see the "home folks"
within a day or so after you ar-
rive, I *unseat you- slip in under
-el-night-to-escape the
managers' man-handling.
Startling Facts:-The -Ledger" &
Times won a softball game!
•
Frank. Albert.. Stubblefield, of
the Rexallers, brought down drinks
to the Ledger & T,imes • force
'early Friday morning to steady
the boys' nerves' after having ac-
tualty won a ball game Thursday
night. After the game, doctors
and nurses were -called tc1 revive
.the poor •-1;lawks" as the shock
was too veal on their shatteind
nemes..7.-- Thanks, Dale & Stubbtr:
field, for the drinks!
I have been wondering why "T."
Waldrop rooted so long and loud
for the News Hawks to win last
Thursday night
RETURN FROM C.191P
Seven Murray young men re-
turned from C. .C. C. Camp en-
listment lest Thursday. The seven
were the only seven of the 37 en-
listers- to remain full time. They
were in camp in California and for
a few months in. Those re-
turning were: Joe - Walker, Curd
Churchill, Charles Jones, Atis Stub-
blefiela, Pat Moore, Bryan -Here-
den. .and Andrew Farris
- - ------
2-1b. box Crackers  '  :We
I-lb. box Crackers  Ltc
9 lbs.. Standard Cane Sugar - Sic1 qt. Wesson Oil  42c
i May ona ise BOSId FREE
t pt. Swift's Jewel Oil 15c
Bran Flakes, Post or3.Kellogg 10c
I gal Acid Vineger ^   20c
Gal Apple Vinegar . 25c
10c battle USW% Tom: Juice Sc
44t. Dill Pickles 20c
Hershey's Chocolate Syrup - Sc1 Dairy Maid Baking Powder
FREE with One  10c
24 lbs. guaranteed Flour _ _ 80c
24 lbs. Sunrise Flour  84c
1 qt. Jane Good Salad Dressing 25c
8 lbs. Bulk Lard 65c
Smoked Jan Meat, lb. Sc
10 lbs. nice New Potatoes 17c
All kinds Tobacco Beans 4c to 6c
Nice Light Broom for  Me
ROBERT SWANN.
AUTO ODDITIES





axe frroiMP fOSIZA CLA
DRIVING A Tri)Ck CAR IN
COMPE71170N WI1i4 SpfCIAC.
RALING UZI/
WALL. Cr "rile ALUMINUM
\‘‘, kfrON5 t.):•;f0 (N1933 WEXE9rACKED 4 i4r.A40,03QUAiU
OF 300f1 ?TREY WOULD
roRm A 779rr HUM "Z
A *CYLINDER AUSTIN 
RaEttra,,er
A RECORD OF 12214 ,'1. Psi, lestw&mt-
15450yr-4-Dar oFikr'everr
WwEST PRICE1-) CA.̂ 91( -Me Ai Axel'
•••••.•.
(1) The err in which "Wild Sain';.Purvis won the championship-100-mile
road race was strictly • stock car, having only the top, fenders- and
windshield removed. (2) nigh compression heads and faster and more
powerful motors have brought about an increase in the use of atuntinum
pistons to a point where those cased in 1933 would make • toaer 300
feet square mind 779 felt 14h. (3) This diminutive Austin iacer ii.ith a
supercharged motor recently set a world's record of 12k.74













has arrived on the campus as a
member of the music staff.
versity of Iowa, majoring in cello
and chamber music. He has taught
one year each at Cornell College,
Mount Vetnon. Iowa, and with the
Iowa thy Public Schools. For
two years he was connected with
the music --&epartrnent of the uni-
versity of Iowa_
-He has broadcast with various
radio ensembles from station
WSUI, Iowa Qty. and has played
with the Tr -City SyMphont
composed of. musicians from.
Davenport, Ia_ Rock Island and
Molin., Ilk - --
The new member of the music
staff will instruct classes in theory
and methods of music and will
conduct private lessons on cetba.
He will 'play with the music or-
ganizations of the college. •
_De coming.ajds. Meyer
the second regular addition of
the year to the Murray music
faculty. Prof. Franklin P. Inglish,
instructor in wind instruments,
joined the staff last fall.
The following patients were ad-
mitted to the Wm. Mason Hospital
ring liw past week; '
Miss Vary Falwell. Brandon; On Thursday evenirrg Martha
Mrs. Luba. Dockery, Murct;y: Miss ,Lockett Sad slipper guests at - the
Leila Frank Brown, Murray: Mtn 'home of, her parents, Mr. anti istrr .
Evelyn Downs, Model. C. H. Lockett.
The following patients-- were dig- tritively menu was served by
missed from the Wm. Mason Hos- Mrs. • Lockett on the lawn.
pital during the. past week:
, 
Covers , were laid for Caroline
Miss, Mary" Falwell.. prAnrinn _Carter Id Laurel, Miss., Matt Car- .
Mr. Meyer received his B. A. Mrs. W. R. Collier,..Faicon: Mrs. ter. Laurel, Miss., Marton " Sher-
and M. A degrees from the
Morris, Murray; Mrs. W. W. Witty, 
borough, Charlie Dodd. MarthaErett Williams,- Paris: Charles L. 
Brandon; Miss Leila Frank Brown.
Murray; Gussie Veal, Murray.
Deltas Have Picnic
- of- the 15611-9---M-iia.W-
relent with husband-3 and several
friends, enjoyed a Dutch supper
at the Baptist Picnic' Grounds
Thureday evening.
- Those present were:
s'Mr. and Mrs. A.- B. Austie.:'Mr7
and Mrs. Harry Broach, Mr and
Mrs. Herschel Corn, Dr. and 'Mrs.
F. E Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Farmer. Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lovett.
Mr. and. Mrs. Will Whitnell. Mr.
and Mrs. Boy Stewart., Mra, Ethel
Ward,. Mrs. John Farmer.
.M1Ss' Frances Sexton. Miss Ruth
. Miss Lourelle Bourland:
Mrs. Ronald ChurchittraifeS,- Kelly
Dick. Miss Estelle Houston. Mrs.
Robert Jones, Miss Evelyn Linn,
Miss M-aryleona Bishop. Mrs Clyde
Downs, Miss Oneida Wear.
METHODIST CHURCH
The Devil does not stop., his ac-
tivities, , beeitise 'of the warm
weather, neither does the church.
Sunday School at the usual hour.,
9:46.
Worship and sermon 11 A. M..-
efftffect '61 the oanncia:
and Intelligence".
Evening hour subject. "Above
the Snake Line".
Our mid-week worship hour is
7:41 WetinegdaY evening,
A cordial invitation is extended
to all vialtors in the city. _ And
yiat have rip chord; home, tie
leeleome you to worship with us.




Mr. And Mrs. t'ar.i,r .Are Bonet
'Guests At Porto-5
• - v
Mr. and Mai: Newton Carter
and children' who have been guests
of hcr:--ettti Mrs- sleek -Shei•berough.
left Saturday, for their home in
Laurel.
Ilse* .Tailt,hore was arias Asks.
by a round of delightful parties'. '
Wecipsedas -evening. Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Blackburn. -Mr. and Mrs.,
A. F. Yancey, Mr. and Mrs Ver-
non Stubblefield Jr.. and Mr. and
Mrs. Clifford MeIngia ent
the. hurusi -ef-thelitglierTh
bane. -Tfttrrsdley morning intimate
friends of the Shurboruughs were
guests at a breakfast at the Bap-
tist Picnic Grounds given by Mrs.
John Rowlett and Miss Margaret
Graves:
On Friday evening Mr and Mrs.
Joe Lovett cornpioneRteti__Itie_,
visitors with a buffet supper at
their home. Covers were laid for
thirteen.
Jean Doran, and Martha Lockett.
HELP WANTED, FEMALE-At-
tractive position open immedi-
ately for. teacher or High School
Licrticluate Age 2.5 to 45. Will
pay successful person $30 weekly.
Apply in person. Me City Nat'l.
ank Bldg Paducah. Ky. lip
South Howard Ball
ChM is GOrng Good
HoWarlY8--ritne woe' the
Futirth of -.hay genie with Pine
Bluff by a score of 4-3 which was
one of the best 'games of the
season.. The „aame w.as. played _
before a large crowd which was
present 'at the. American tekion
picnic. .
South iftteard `will play ,Murs
ray's second team Saturday, -Stay
14, at South Howard at 4 o'clock.




COFFEE je;ls lb55c 19c








GINGER ALE ORANGE SODA. LEMO2N4-oz. totrleROOT BEERLarge
•or.








21arge 2 1-2 cans  35c
Del Monte PINEAPPLE,
2 large 2 1-2 cans 37c
MUSTARD,
32-oz. jar  10c
LIFE BUOY SOAP,
3 bars  19c
RINSO, small pkg.  „ 9c
2 large pkgs.  39c
CLIFTON TISSUE,
3 rolls 
FIG BARS or GINGER
SNAPS, 2 lbs.  25c
TUNA FISH,
Half-pound can  15c
POTTED MEAT,
3 cans  10c
C. Club CORN FLAKES,
large pkg. - I0c
LARD Bulk 3 lbs. 25
BACON SUGAR CURED Half or Whole Side POUND 18c
ASSORTED LUNCH MEATS 25c
COUNTRY CLUB ROLL BUTTER POUND 25c




FANCY SUGAR CURED No Rind or Waste 23c
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Mrs. Joe T. Lovett, Editor Phone 3.381',' Please




Announcement has been made of
the marriage of Miss Lola Pearl
Beaman, daughter of Mrs. T. A.
Beaman, of Murray, Ky., and Frank
Park Taylor, Jr., of Salem,- Ky.,
who were married at Salem Bap-
tist Church &today Morning, July
first at 6 o'clock. The ceremony
 Nvad perftrmed by the brideThio•
ther, Rev. Roy 0. Beaman, who is
pastor of the church.
The bride was ciseased in white
__taffeta aceessories.
The attendants were Miss Ettee-
010 TaYler_ end Mrs. Roy 0. Roe-
man.
Mri.:-tasr---received her B. S.
degree from Murray State Teach-
ers College in May this Year.
Inernedisitedy after tneir Marriage
Mr. 'and *Mrs. Tesler left for a trip
to Mammoth Cave and other - points
of interest in Kentucky. They are
at home in Salem.
Visitors Honored.
Mrs. Outland is a graduate of
Murray High School and attended
Murray State College, where she
is a junior. She has taught three
years in the schools of this county.
Mr. Outland is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. P. Outland. lie at-
tended the Murray Training School.
He is now employed with .the
Paducah Hosiery Mill. located in
The couple will reside in Mur-
ray for the presput
Griffin Reunion▪ ' Kele
'Sunday
Mr.- anel- Mrs 1. B. Griffin ' had
as their Sunday guests, Mr Grit-
's brother, Cleat Griffin and
son, Sammy, of Greenfield, Tenn.
Also his sisters, Mrs. R. F. Jones
of Arkansas, Mrs. A. E. Herring,
and, daughter, Iris, of Paducah,
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Goheen and
daughter of Paducah, Mr. and Mrs.
Ansel Griffin. Mr. and Mrs. Leo
Knight and children. Mildred and
Jackie.
The day was spent in lively eon-
Satorday night. .. 'fume 30, ,,er.ation as this wile thebeelt
Inumber. o( friends and relatives the Griffinrotbers
liwthered at the hoine of J. W. Pege 
had all been -tc'a19elaks
in Murray in honor of Lieut. and
Mrs. Wayne Pickels and their two
sons. Mack and Wayne, who have
Hist returned from Honolulu where
they have been located for the past
three years. The visitors were en-
tertained- during the evening with
Moving -pictures taken by Lieut.
and Mrs. Pickles during their stay
in Honolulu, and on their trip
home which-- was-Made via- San
Francisco, and from therice -over-
land through 'the Yellowstone Na-
tional Perk teed other points of in-
terest. Lieutenant Pickles, expects
to be stationed at San Antonio,




Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Farris, gathered at their home
sitar Pottertewn, Sunday, to com-
p ment Mr. Ferris on' 'his birth-
d r.
Among the guests were Miss
Ethel Fondow, of Murray, Oscar
Cqllins and children of Mayfield.
le At the noon hour a bountifuldinner was set and a great va-
riety of "'delicious foods were in-
cluded.
Guests for the afternoon were
Miss Robbie Adams, MIS Christine
• .ems. Miss Louise_ i•telanie, Mies
Essie Hale. and WaVel Steward.
Late in the afternoon the guests
• departed for their homes, wishing




Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Vinson nave
announce,d the marriage of their
daughter. Miss Estelle Vinson to
Mr. Milton Outland, which took
place at 200 o'clock „Monday attar-
noon,. July 2, att. lladticah.
The ceremony was read by Rev.
D. B. Clapp, pastor of the Baptist
Tebernacle. in the presence of
lidra. D. B. 'Clapp and daughter.
• 4. • • •
MeCnistets-Williams Wedijiiag
Jane 17
'The marriage of Miss Lucy
McCuiston. of Paducah and form-
erly of New Concord, and Robert
Williams, of New Concord, was
solemnized June 17 at Metropolis,
Ill., and is being announced today.
Miss Lucile Hodges ant: Hansford
M-cCutston attended the couple.
• • • t a
Birthday Dinner
rely
A birthday dinner was given
Sunday, July 1. at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Hurt, Hazel,
for Mrs. W. L. Hargrove and ,Gay-
Ion Husk Members of the Hurt
family were present to compliment
their brother and sister.
Those present were:
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Hurt.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Cochran, Mr.
and Mrs. W. L. Harfrove, Mr. and
Mrs. Ceylon Hurt and family, Mr
and Mrs. 0. B. Irvan Jr., and Ed
Bert • 'I
OatA6-, lc.
A group of youngfolks enjoyed
ran all day picnic at Pine Bluff
Sunday. Music, boat-riding, swim-
ming' and kodaking were -, enjoyed
by all. •
Those present were:
M. and Mrs. Lloyd 'Waldron:
Mr. and Mrs, Holice Adams, Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Ray, and daugh-
ter, Thyralee, Miss Mable Steely.
Raymond. Tidwell, Connie Adams.
Edwin Simmons, Buie Warren,
Ralph Tidwell, Obie Warren, and
Reldon Norsworthy.
• • • •
Miss Gala Fureliess
Marries Holmes Ellis
Announcement has been Made
of the marriage of Miss Gela Fur-
chess, senior in Murray State Col-
lege. and Holmes EWis, senior of
the University of Kentucky, on
March 31, 1933. Mr.' Ellis is as-
sistant county agent of Greyer!.
THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY. THURSDAY AFTERNOON, JiULY 14-1834.
Louisville Branch Ford Dealers Visit Fair
More than 160 Ford dealers from
Kentucky, Tennessee and Indiana
la front of the Ford Exposition et_I
A Century of Progress, where they
spent June 14 and 15-in,celebratIcin
of the italesijaAarlbla Qf_tbL,Egrg
Ri
,
V.8 in the Louisville branch terri-




Mrs. Ellis. daughter of Mrs.
Stella Furchess of Lyon grove
-community, is a member of the
Physical Education Club and the
Wilsonian Society and is an att.
tractive a n d talented young
woman.,
Mr. Ems at the state unlverldaY
was a member of the Alpha Gam-
ma Rho social fraternity, vice--
_president- of the IV-
President of the __Ilsiiver-sity
"club. He is a letterman on the
track: team. He attended Murray
State College in '31 and '32.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis will make-
their home in Mayfield where
Mr. Ellis will continue his datiea
as assistant county agent.
. • • • • •
Mettle Belle Hays Circle Of
M. K Societe Meets
et
The Mattie Belle /lays Circle of
the Murray MethodAt Church met
Monday night with Miss Lucy
Lee. Mrs. Roy Farmer was leader.
The program was as follows:
Song-Lead On, 0 King Eternal.
Scripture Reading followed by
Prayer..
.S(lbject-The Bible in Atrazil.
Papers: "Methods .Used to Dis-
tribute the Bible," Miss Ruth Sex-
ton; "Learning a New Language
to Read the Bible." Miss Frances
Sexton; "It -Shall Not Return 'Void
Unto Me," Miss Kathaleen Patter-
son; "St. John's Gospel finds its
Way into a Pocket." Mrs. Roy
Farmer; "A Productive Experi-
ment," Miss Mary Lassiter; "The
Bible, in a Mud Hut," Miss Oneida
Near; 'The Founding Churches,"
Mrs. Gingles Wallis.
Vocal Solo-My. Garnett 'Jones.
Closing Prayer: Miss Ruth-Weaks.
A social hour followed at the
close of which refreshments wert
served. •
Fifty Leslie county Ineie..c A-H club
arrieunts can be produced-
members are, experimenting with










(Note-The following lines were.
written by one who viewed the
death car and bodies of Clyde
Barrow and Bonnie Parker at
-Arcadia, La., the day the two des-
peradoes were slain-and the
writer handed the impresslon ot
this terrible scene to this paper.
The-sentiment is being published
.wfth a hope that it may save
some boys or girls from a life of
crime-Editor).
I stood in Arcadia,
about nine
And viewed the death
nie and Clyde.
_ You may look this world over far- -
and wide
You Will never find lovers _like
Bonnie and Clyde.
Their pleasures and miseries. they
'shared all alike-
They said when they werie chal-
lenged they would step out and
fight.
They lived in ' their hide-otits,
their haunts and their holes-.
They were kept on the dodge like
foxes and motes--- '
*While standing rind viewing their
woe and despair.
'I yielded to a' feeling and whtts.:
pered a prayer:
'Now thaS, they're gone they will
lay them to rest
Bury them together-Lord grant
their- regoest::
But now they are yours to do as
you will. -
To stand, hear and see aM. it gave
me a chill. P
And those two Inpfhers -they left
An this world
/ 
SINCE January 1st. ow:deposits
-have shown a big increase.
People are banking their money
with a confidence they have not
shown ip years.
They know we have qualified for




a safe bank has been
PROTECTION DOUBLED JULY 1
Under the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora.
hon.





To weep and to mourn for their
boy and their girl!
-Mothersri„st un, dyeortirttlec.liscxiildren-w" lir soon
Book to Jesus for comfort-I com-
mend you to God-,
Lord, Thou does't know their life
and their sin-
We trust they looked to Thee and
were saved at the end-
I'm sure if they were like- we. are
. today
They would- see as we do, that
"crime doesn't Pay."
-J. F. McReynolds (traveling
salesman), Murray. Ky.
Korean lespedeza survived the
drouth in Pike county better than
any other _pasture and hay crop.
FOR RENT-3 rooms, bath hot
water, garage, first floor; 2 rooms,
second floor,' furnished or "-un-
furnished. Mrs. Etta Williams,
S 5th. St. lip




"I am '71 years old and have used
Thedford's Black-Draught about
forty years," writes Mr. W. J. Van-
over, of Rome, Ky. ."We are never
without it, take it as a purga-
tive when I am bilious, dizzy and
hani swimming in my head. Black-
*aught relieves this, and helps me
iiiiknwhiar ways." ... Keep a put-
tee Of "this old, reliable, purely
reigetable laxative in your home,
and take it for prompt relief at the
fhwi sdgn of constipation.
O'ne Food Habit Which Every Home-
maker Can Encourage in
Her Family . . .
From the-stanttpoint of flavor, health and econ-
omy you ariniatTheat the regular consumption of
VELVET ICE CREAM in the home.
•
As has been aptly said, "Velvet Ice Cream makes
every Meal a Isanquet of health."
Order the best, which i* made from the best




VELVETou, LCIELEft O CREAM PHONE 
A
PHONE 34 LESLIE DICK, Manager
Warner -Oland Playsi
Part of Chan in Film'.
Charlie Chan, pibetrayed by War-
ner Oland, solves /another blood-
-4414m4k111111111Malillamillins..pictusier
'Chart* etzstenr-eiltnnev.-
to the Citisitt£1 Theatre- on •Runday.'
Who threw the deadly knife that
killed a faithful .Chipese servant?
Why did a pet parrot rcream,
CLASS. FI ED
ISLYVERFISINq
FOR SALt;—goon oak lumber,
"cut to order". See us for
prices. Orders filled promptly.
J. H. Scott & Sons, Murray, Ky.,
Route 1. II
CDR -RENT-six room housc near
college. See or call J. b. Glas-
gow. :Phone. 276. • tf
FOR SALE-300 S. C. W. Leg-,
horn hens. Hollywood strain,
highly bred, no better layers;
mostly all one year old, healthy
and nice-65c each or will cell in
as small lots as 25. T. E. Mc-
Kinney, Hazel, Ky. R. 3. J20c
FOR SALE-70-acre farm, corn and
tobacco crop located 5 miles
Northwest Murray. Also good
horse and farming implements.
write -Resate-t; -1313,C
Sacrificed for immediate sale. ltp
FOR SALE-Household and hitch-
eu furniture and two pianos. See
Mrs. Freeman Wilford, South
Eleventh St_ Itp
FOR RENT-Business building in
college addition, second door east
Murray Laundry, size 20,00. Also
for rent garage apartments, col-
lege addition. West Main. See
0. W. Harrison. • J12p
WANTED-To buy saw logs, de-
livered on our lot in Murray.
Tel. 395-R, B. W. McCaslin,
Mgr., Murray Stave Co. _ _ _J120
_CAR FOR DETROIT-leaving Sat-
STATE OF KENTUCKY,urday. See me at Sheriff's office
Saturday afternoon. Herbert Mc- COUNTY OP CAL,LOWAY, Set.
Cuiston. 
1113 We, C. R. Paschall and J. M. Marshall, President andWANTED TO TRADE-horse, bug- Cashier of the above named bank, du solemnly swear that-gy and harness for automobile, the above statement 4 true to the best of our knowledgeSee Wert Alderson, Murray Route and belief.—C. R. Paschall, Presideiit; J. M. Marshall,5. 
"P Cashier.
;114,14.4 441E-1444:1 - Who kii14.41*
bird, silencing that scream, for-
ever?. Who had been "nadere 
at a totillnalre'S lonely.direert man-
sion . and where Was the body,
-Thowiberw-the.
ibis-stariterserfilir
Biggers that have to be solved by
the enigmatic oriental detective
created on the screen by Warner
Oland. It is one of his most baf-
fling mysteries.
-liascurrent literature Chan has
supplanted Sherlock Holmes and
Not Everybody in
Calloway county sub-
scribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!
PAGE SEVER
VCOID Yas3ce- On 4'e scasII".
Warner Oland has become def-
initely identified as Charlie Chan.
So much so that letters addressed
simply to "Charlie Chan, U. S. A.,"
Piave been delivered to
The leading feminine role has
been given to beautiful Drue Ley-
ton, talented star of the Broadway
stage, who makes her debut In a
leading motion picture role in
"Charlie Chan's Courage." She ig
one -of the Fox debutante siva
tamed Woods has the juvenile
lead opposite her.
"Charlie Chan's Courage" is
based on Biggers' nove,4, "The
Chinese Parrot,' and was pee-
pared for the screen by Setop I., ..
Miller George Redden directed
under the supervision of Producer
John Stone.
Report of the Condition of the
DEES BANK OF HAZEL
Doing business at the town of Hazel, County of Calloway,
State of Kentucky, at the close b.f lintaihess -oh
the 30th day of June, 1934
Due fr_i, ft
rem National Banks 0  468.94
Actual ca.sh on hand  5,257.06
Banking House  1,000.00
Furniture and Fixt.res  945.00
RESOURCES
Loans and Discount* (including rediscounts,
foreign bills, exchange, drafts, bond* sold
with banks' endorsement and mortgages in
hands of trustees to secure bond issu2s) . . . $20,377.93




Capital Stock paid in  . .;15,000.00
Deposits subject to check  12,267.17
Deposits (on which interest is paid. inclacitng
certificate's of-deposit)  1,174.4
Restricted deposits payable October 15, 1934';
and April 15, 1935  64,41640
Total
CHEAT TRIP TO WORLD'S FAIR
- Want five passengers to Fair
in Ford V-8. Low cost. See 0.
B. Boone at Boone Cleaners for
details. ltc
$92,858.44\
Subscribed and sworn to- before me this 9th day of July,
1934. MS, commission expires January 13, 1937.—Wm. B.
Milstead,-Notary Public.
—C. T. Allbritten, G. L. Craig, D. N. White, Directors.
r-
•
Forget the Heat! Here's How to
Keep Cool!
No Stifling Hot Kitchen
If You Cook Electrically.
Putting up fruit and vegetables? Entertaining friends or family.
visitors to dinner? Frightfully hot, exhausting drudgeryr isn't it, these
sweltering days? 1-.
But it wouldn't be if you were using an electric range. You'd
find the kitchen cool and comfortable. Operating the range wouldn't
make the room a single degree warmer.
So heavily insulated is an electric range that ALL heat is retained
inside for preparation of food. None leaks out wastefully into theroom.- -
CLEAN, COOL, SAFE, ECONOMICAL—an electric range will
give you a lifetime of satisfactory service.
Buy Standard Electrical Equipment From Any
Reliable Electric Dealer Anywhere!
' Electricity is the cheapest, the most dependable, the
most satisfactory servant from the standpoint of price,
economy and efficiency. Buy your electrical appliances
now:
ELECTRICITY IS THE CHEAPEST THING
YOU BUY!
4
KentuckyTennessee Light and Power
•• ••• NOR
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The pennant for the first hell
won by Postoffice Which, the sec-
OF Millie:7—e_ -Several new men have heeerne
" le. They will be drawn for
-W" 1444e by Tha1übs -In reverse Order in11 .29 4 ,wluch ms finished in the
league. These igs-ta wilt aid
sat -the sqtradir • ' •. 6




single inning was shattered into
a billion bits when the Postoffiee
coueted 17 times in the fourth in-
ning to break a 4-4 tie and a nice
ball game with the Rexalls Hub
Dunn went to bat tiiree nines for
tet postmen ne that inieing which
saw every conoefeable play. It
lavas four defeats in a row for the
gniggiste •
Nat Ryan Hughes returned to
the Rexall line-up after being out
the seeed tilt of the veerend hale-wee -be the -Sunburst waidrup heid the druggists wellteam. ;Me Murree- Mune SegibeH eine-band throughout the game.League Will -wind up the teree Weenegee - &ale e 0 11— 6tioffrorti;a• iihL Pestoffice 3 1 0 17 0 1 x-eNDespite the fact that ipekticalleveree eilaietiertere---Thielwe. B. see-all Abe- plaretetileeiebeee-determ- eell: Waldrop, 'Nealeinert. there is a nice scrap to
avoid the ignominy of finishinee.. Jones Druz nosed out the tail=
last.- between 13ank, Ledger &
Times, Model' Cleaners ahd Van-
develde and good games are 55:
sured for tonight and tomorrow
evening. "Duck" Jonee- pitching his first
..7_ursday* night of next ..week;-the game. However, he. called on his
lid will be blowh off the last half speed-merchant. Purdom Outland,
as Rexall engages Vandevelde and to toss the seventh frame_ Ralph
the Bank of 'Murray takes on Yarborugh abandoned his catcher's
their neighbors. Jones Drug:
Several_ni-
--the trol the balanceeague con o
strength for the remainder of the
Play. _
'Muster. the season has been a
dieek_t  succeSs_ _SIParidell3c--and-.../e4wills five of *heir own in the last
IltEriould be expecteLsartisticalfy of the sixth and then won as
end Vandevelde team in, the last
half of the seventh by pushing in
the winning , rues ,with two out.
It' was a eeeesaw battle that saw
—_- _t. Veame
erred frequently in the field.
Jones took ,an early lead, lost
it in the sixth when Vancty ceignt-
Ilat-qualitT vat ptay impeeeea above recounted. Vandy. which
7 .
Tuesday. July te Postoffice
V.Opdevelde broke ij* PeNtn. Mayfield Team, 12-7
grand rilly us the lb"lyt statilsnd nli: . a 9-iiiming game. Lisaextra-tuung saint 01 the stescat. Welding Postoffice Leval defeatedbeating 'andel gettikra 18' tn 8 -inithe Mayfield Junior Chamber ofeight rounds. The result tied the !corm:were on the Murray fieldtwo 'teams for last *sof one game meeday evening. A reeved -crowdhell.'" Ust Mal* nr̀8841-tagi '611741Veched 1.106,11 Wabdrep held - the.
I"e. 
Ledge?' 4 ThWes' who are Mayfield players, under the lightsknotted fee' the fifth rung. • • _eier the first time, as the Manias&The' Plumbere were tregine II scored six in the first to gain ato hen they went to eat in the lead _they never relinquished.
sieitee.,e'Seize solid smacks netted
there-five ?Inst, and they came
back in the severetheto knot the
tally- at eight-all Theeteleaners
went out one-two-three tnflsgi
half of the seventh. while . the
aroused Plumbers, not to be de-
nied, pushed over three markers
in the eighth. •
Vandevelde 1 0 tee 0 5 2 3-11
Model 5 2 0 0 1 0 0 0- 8
Yarbrough, Dye- Stewart. De-_ _ . •
weese.
Another tie, for third plaelt,--was
engineered- in the nightcap, as the
Reitalls ran totighod over -hoes
to win 10 to 1. Each club bee Non
seven and losr six. This game
makes up the first division of
Postoffice, Parker and thew Ain
clubs as -now no second _divisiOn
club can possible break into the
first four. -
After two seoreless rounds, the
corner druggists put on a four-
run splarge in the third. Jones
-'came back with their only marker
in the first of the third while the
ItexalLs scored a pair in each of
the next three inningie
Fount Russell, Aubrey Coving-
ton and Frank Stubblefield col -
la bora ted in th,e. pitching to hold
the Jones team to a nuirker. Pur-
dom Outland pitched well for the
losers despite the ten run.s scored
against him.
Jones ,0 0 0 1 Q.CO-1
Rexall 0 0,4 2 2 2
ilenneasurably as the players have has lest eeeee straight games. tale Outland. . T_ Bell; F. Reeesti,
become accualDuled
other -feeinines of the game.
Balloane-bintieg, avereges
(*lapsed considerably as
fielders have gotten their-Seem- on
the ball and learned bow to beadle
impottant final. Covgton. Stubblefield. V. Stub-
blefield
Vandevelde 2 1 3 1 3 5 0-111
Jones Drug 6 2 0 0 1 ee2-141
Yarbrough. Dye Jones.. P. Out-
land. T "Bell




It will make ALL the food taste better—Here or
at your grocer's.
PARKER BROS. BAKERY_ _ _
—AUNT BETTY'S BREAD---
"The Foundation of a Good Meai"
•
f Shorts and Shots
in Softball Sphere
The Postaffice team franchise.
has been bought by the Murray
Milk Product's Compenar‘Milf
play under the name of --Sunburst-
the last half. The malernen
achieved the first-half gonfalon
in a canter, clinching the pennant
last Friday night by defeating the
Bank of Merray, Though posses-
sing no stronger players than some
of .he other clubs the Service men
gave all the others a good lesson
in team work and,, pulled through
their touglr spots with „flying
colors. Starting with two vic-
tories an twit ikeliteVe-ariy-iii- the
eeason the btalernen started a win-
ning streak that his; no' carried
nine games, 0. -B. Scott naturally
, feels that he. has the ecerarri" of
the clubs to we -appropriately
the bannei of '"Sunburst" the final
• half - tte---his Andeeed • new uni:
terms for the club Which still be
of white and gold combination.
. with the lettering -Stuiberst“, it
is understood. Here's tetstsitig
Scotty and Clifton Brown, the
; new owners, a full measure of
good fortune in the final chapters
of the season.
Remember the all-star • contest.
announced last week. you fens-
, You had better ...begin scouting.
otir players now for the compe-
etein will be keen to pick the.
same all-star team as that selected
; by the eight managers.
The Bluebirds will be handsome-
dtesioe --for the final half.
Brown's team will be regaled in
blue and geld jerseys. Geld with
eele sleeves and **Bluebird- let-
- .-ct in, blue on the gold back-
--41111yfield wee off to a goad' start
with the first three men up on
base but only two scored. The
Murray titian added four inert in
the third to lead 10 to 2. and
theugh Mayfield pecked away at
Wel' in the latter innings, they
never sec threatened_
, 114 1 0 I 2 1 9-- 7
4tainetoffice 6 0 4 Del 1 1 0 g-12
In a preliminary game. Pir-
ates defeated the Red. Cuffs_ eel
4. The youths- playing were lade
10 to 14 years old and they pia*
ecjeaurprieiller wee r---T-he contest
was 3 to 2 for three innings when
the growing darkness made it dif-
ficult for 01 Red Cuffs to see and
the Pirates ran wild in the fourth.
Youngsters playing in the game
were:
Pirates. Weeks. Patterson. All-
britten. Farmer, Lovett, Utterback,
Farley. Parker. McKeel. Thomp-
son. Garrison, and Roberts: Red
Cuffs, Buchanan, Harrison. Ken-
nedy, James Parker, Carr. Houston,
Joe Parker. Bob Jones, Hugh Per-
due. and John Parker.
ground.
Suggested rule for the last halt.
NO player. except when in field.
going to or from his position in
the field shall be permitted to
leave the bench except to occupy
a /coaching _•box, take his turn at
bat or prepare to take his Wen
at beriewhen he it the next'suc-
eding letter.
• • • ,.
Children MUST stay out of the
inclosure not • only while genus
arehandbeing. The playedbkstotn a 01 
so 
7 Rowarber° ed-Guthrie was accidentally struck
on the head with a :bat by Walls
Purdom Monday evening while
st
Wells was hitting lungeeis Ilse. Atte IS











Parker vs'-Model 6l 
Bluebird- vs Bank















First game listed under each date.
plays first.
July 17
tieza.11 Nos Vandevelde •
Bank of Murray vs Jones Drug
July 1.4
Perk... • vs Sunburst
Model vs Bluebird ,
~
of those things' that happen. There
are too many young fellows inside
the fence for safety and in the
interest of all their presenee there
must be halted. Young Guthrie
gamely staod pat while the phy-
sician took a couple at stitchet
in his forehead
41- The race. for the league batting'
ehempionabtp is --hot : down the
'stretch and will be finally de-
termined Friday night Pete Farm-
er is leading the league but , has
been at bat only 24 times while,*
minimum. of-30 is required to win
the 82.50 prize Altered by the Rec-
evatime Halt -'operated---hy' Kirk
-Peel and Garnett Jones. Charles
T. Yarbrough is 'the leading hit-
-ter With at least 80 times at bat
The, Hall will also give $2.50 to the
leading scorer ler the half and has
been giving $1 weekly to the scorer





FOOLISH MAN . . . . S........e
to go to SLEDD'S for
his summer clothing and
furnishings. . _
...When you see these neat,
cool men enjoying life these
warmest days you can just
an odds-on bet that most
all of their garments came
from SLEDD'S.
No use to sweat and
swelter when you can pur-
chase summer comfort and
good appessrans*iso reason-
_ here. -




SEE Gilt WINDOWS FRIDAY and
6ATERDAY ter`dIsplay of ICMASS






















Say. Bim. I just tent.. take
praise, so-if you don't want to en-
tirely turn my head, be very
chary with your flattery
I went to are my dealt old grand-
'mother, "Aunt Sir' McClure, last
week-- and. - She has brower.-Ther
shoulder. Its pitiful for one to
have to become -helpless and de-
penitent -aftereoeer seventy years

















































That ,.old; neighborhood, to the
casuarobserver. is much the same
tee- it was years ago. Clay and
ye etil/ live in the house by
the side of the road where they
'can be a friend to man. and -Jes-
sie's voice still booms from the
top of the hill. -Get out!" even if
:t is the mail carrier stopping at,
the gatc Thtxt I can remember
when that neighbor/Seal held 'an
almost etheral charm for a host
of grandchildren_ whose greeteet 
pleasure was jouncing in a wagon
over the ',rutty roads to- Ma's".
We could scarcely wait till ye
were inside the house tb ask far
; a wedge of apple pie as only my
ma could make and on Christmas!
Well,--Cluistriat just wouldn't have
• been-any gooleet all if everyboey
hadn't eree-be.ebtaes".
1 Oh. theeives Of these old grand-
mothers have been difficult lives.
but if a jewel has • been added for
every cup - of water given in His
neme, the.crovins laid up for these
faithful old servants_ must indeed
be starry ones
Alice" Serchn.- ti" lister
to Mr.., Doug Jones of this side
Cif the elver died Saturday.
; Crops are looking encouragingnow in this and the surrounding
communities, so encouraging real-
.1y. that some of these farmers are
daring to think of going to, the
World's Fair.
Bro. Nelson filled his regula
appointment at Poplar Spring Sat-
urday and Sunday. He, was a guest-
of Mr. William Spiceland's family,
at a fish fry • at Bailee', Spring
Saturday afterMeen. re-
. Solon Barrett is attending a busi-
ness college in Nashville. Hoeft




ON HONOR LIST FOR
SPRING SEMESTER
Mrs. 1-Inster, Registrar, Re-
leases Grades for Past
Session.
2.2 RATING REQUIRED ,
FOR HONOR MENTION'
A total of _De students were
listed on the "Honor Roll' of Mur-
ray State, College for the past
semester, lleCOpling to. Mr,. .Clgaz
GlIlls Hester, registrar. .
To be listed on the honor roll.
a student must have a standing ,
of 12 or higher. Honor pointst
are coinputed as follows: 'A counts
4; 8, 2;- and C. I. Its a -few
--°reaqnuCligLired standingwhwoe-1"4ere omitted
from the Ilst on account of failure
to meet clerical qualifications.
The list follows:
Grace C. Adams 2.5. Sara Akin
2.' San Anderson 2.e Eva Kath-
erine Beacie 2.6, Lola Beaman 2.2,
Frank C. Bell 2.3, Willy Berry
2,3, James Boaz iete Mary K Bon-
durant 2.2, Ruth Boole8le43, Ca-
mille Bow!es 2.4. Christine Brawn
14, Mrs. Gwendolyn Brown lee
Jack Byrd 2.6, Pauline Byrd 2.2.
Elberetlark 22.. Vida Cole 2.2,
James Cupelazui fie, John Cosby
2.6, Ruth Elaine Crawford 17,
Thera Creek:nue 2.4, Kitty Wells
Cress 2.6,• Sarah Ctieinotta 2.8. Ed-
ward Curd 2.4. Roy Darnell 2.3,
Marjorie Davis 2.4; James Distler
2.7, Harold Ray Douglas 14, Dean
Dowdy 2.2, Alvin N. Duke 2.6,
Gladys Dunn 2.6, Mary Frances
Dunn 2.8.
Mrs. Zula D. Edwards 2.3, Mil-
dred Farris 2.5, Mrs. Abbie Pere
rel 2.5. Audie Folwell 2.6. Virginia
Cleo Foster 2.5, Robert Fox 2.2,
Robert Cecil Gentry 16, L.aVerne
• • Gossum 2;2. Eva Grant 2.2, Warren
Qreeger 2.2, Julia Harnetaek 2-3,
Henson Harris 13, Corene Render-
_ - son 2.7, Malcolm Henley 2.7. Mar-
shall Henry 3. Sheila Higgins 3
, Cleveland ifeelader ZS, Jullet 'Hoe• -
VliMe-:H2.31.1107tinlice;"3.1-31iiseisart'rHubbard'Ve .
; 5.22. -
Mary Green Johnson 2.5. Chirs-
tine Johnston 2.3. Georgia Maye
Jones 2.3, Kathryn Kelley 2.5,
Magdalene Kemper 2.2, Frances
Kendall 2.3. Verona Kinsolving
2.3, Lemore Latta 2.8. Kathleen,
Leach 2.8, Mary Evelyn Leasure
2.-C-Trven Lee 2.4, Margaret Lewis' 2.5.
Juanita MacDoiiiii LH, June
Martin 2.7. Juane Mars 25. Mrs.'Winona McNeely 2.2. Hatler K
Morgan 2.3, Henrietta Mungle
2.2, Sam Boyd Neely 2,e Carl M.
erneyerll, Beatrice nt
2 irie1eepasciuu21;A.jperrir2.3:vmard:itw y 
2.6. Ishmael Phillips 2.3. Dudley
Porter 3,
Russell Rednour 2.2, Louisa Reed2_7, Mary Elizebeth Rhoads e.6.
Martha Rice 2.2, Helen, Robertslie Annie Rogers 2.4, Edna Ross2.2. Clyde /Scarbrough 2.6. - Mrs.Sheila Mizell Shaw 2.2, Annie
Smith 2.2, Jessie Spencer 2.6, Jack
Stanfill 2.3, Barnett K Stovall 2.5.Tillneve Taylor 2.6. HarwoodTilton 2.2. Mary Agnes Turner2.3. Mrs Ruby Vivrett 2.3. Ernes-tine Walker 2,2, Myrtle JohnsonWall 3. Mrs. K. Robert Wallace3, Callis Wear 3. Catherine Wick-liffe 12. Marvin Wilkerson 2.8,Terry Wilkinson 2:3; Wool-ley 14. Waltel Wuster„, 2.7. Fla-ems Wyman 11
Mr. Amos Jr.- Acree is at home
for a few weeks vacation since
graduating from Cookeville. Tenn.
He has accepted a position as
principal of Bumpas Mills High
school for thsecoming year
Mr. Lod sad Miss Cornelia
land Iran elEurray College
spent the weekand at borne hav-
ing for theft austita, mimes Elaine
Ahart and Lucille Harris and Mr.
Prentice IlIcentes..-All tbase young
people were present at church at
Poplar Spring Sunday.
--Chatterbox"
Dr. T. P. Polk of the 'Experi-
ment Station gave controlemethods
for black leg and intestinal para-
sites_ to Breathitt county farmers
who had lost cattle.-
-Notice
There um be a stockholdersmeellis et lisorray Meat Marketat Mirtierillist Market al Tues-
day. July 24. 1524. at 3 T. M.
Reaps.
J. S. Pullen. Pres,
It Pays to Head the flaaelfletb.
0___
 ..111111••1111k








We measure them before they
are iirailhed-lind they, are returned











1.fr r LAST SHOWING TON1TE















Released Oita Vetted Argos
Aortic
The! And how ‘ou'll howl when the
Goldwyn tees make ruins of Rom*
s 6 awla wns.k weveLEDUIES
SUNDAY ONLY I
THE WORLD'S WISEST and
MOST MI'S:T.21110r S DE-
TECTIVE RETURNS TO




!Used on Die .siovel The






but all she wanted was
,appiness C'or het alild
91 057 sacrifice{
To Ann- Harthng Vias come
0a" role as beautiful as
herself, and a picture as







TULLIO CARMINATI • MCKIE MOORE
a DARRYt F. ZANUCK
pr ocioct,on
"^ ,^...417*.tes 1.100111. Jilr• •
NEXT WEDNESDAY--and THURSDAY
lIERE COMES THE GROOM"
—with----
I JACKTHALEY PATRICIA ELLIS
•••••.-•• ••••••••••••••••.• -
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was formerlf resident .of
a" this county, of the ,Lynn. ratove
- section. Kelly was jointly. indict-
ed with Alvie Austin „tad "JOhn-
.. • Doe". The robbery 4.48 made
June 16„ two days after the new
law on robbery with the use of
tirearmt went into effect. Loyal
Foster. an employee of the thea-
tre, waS wounded in the leg and
about $75, most of which was re:-
covered, was . taken.
cent. °flat's+ mj4l1n dollars, must
be applied tseaecondary ur feeder'
roads, iriefilding farm-to-market
roads ral free delivery roads and
publ4c school bus roads.
'Of this immense sum, Kentucky
will get a total of $3,818.311, of
which more than $900,000 must be
sent on tile secondary or feeder
• - _ -
SECTION TWO
pagesito4 -T EH
"Ketstucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspa iii,
Mirrray; Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, July 12, 1934
New Series No. 242 CIRCIAMTION lalia01114TO; DISTRIBUTION BROWN
- d.wooddit.
laWatiiAY___,..EliNTUCliY, THURSDAY AFTERNOON "-
Kentucky To Get $900,000 for Rural'HEALTH OFFICER 1 Calloway Homemakers Giving LADIES PPost Roads, $3,818,311 Federal Fund ul3rtlITS REPORT Eight Canning Demonstrations SUNDAY pLEAsu
Calloway county homemakers are h.eite of Mrs. John Brooks, Pro-
Two hundred million dollars for
highway construction In the 48
states, apportioned and imniediate-
is ly available by and from the Fed-
eral Government carries the pro-
Vision that not less than 25 per
Clifton Kelly Is
Formerly of County roads as indicated t bove.
- - Calloway county will come inClifton KeLly....)111 years of ase, for a_ gentles-4 Awe-,e;- -----sessc-r-i--etR--septeneea to life mense sum. allocation of which to
the state's counties will be madeonment ierthe • Graves county cir-
shortly by the state tax commis-cUit rt Friday for participating sion
robbery of the Legion Thee-
ALMO CIRCUIT
Preaching service at Brooks
Chapel Sunday morning at 11
o'clock.
A revival meeting will begin at
Bethel on Sunday evening at a_
o'clock and continue throughout
the 'week each morning at 11
o'clock and each evening at 8:00.





and you'll know the
minute you see them
they're the kind of
shoes that regularly
sell for more! Plenty










and days for white
shoes and you willr








Now Robert T. islichols
Ye-
Annual Report Prom July I. Last
Year, Shears Extensive Work
of the Department.
The annual report of the coun-
ty health officer. Dr. J. A. Out-
land. shows the work of the unit
from July, 1933. to July, 193& and
includes the passage of the Mur-
ray milk ordinance. treatment__4_,
raWs and hundreds of ;niccinations
for communicable diseases.
The report includes: treatment
of 13 cases of rabies; sending of
I cow's head anti six dog hests
to -state board; sending of 13
people to Richmond for treatment
for trachoma; the taking of 1,000
blood smears in malaria tests:
treatment of 50 indigent children
for dental defects by Dr. E. A.
Strode; inspection of 72 school
teachers: 32 lectures to 1087 per-
sona; distribution of 1614 pamph-
let4
Suring of 148 newspaper ar-
tistilIC - Inspection of 743 private
ti f 235 ub-prerigses; inspec on o
lic SVernises: inspection of 369
dairiel; inspection of 66 food
dealers; 117 visits to communic-
able diseases; ordering 51 quaran-
tines; examination of 37 suspected
cases of veneral diseases: treat-
ment of 22 cases of veneral dis-
ease: examination of 35 for tuber-
culosis; 117 visits to tubercular
patients: 136 tests for communic-
able diseases.
The testing of 1274 cows for
tuberculosis; ,3481 treatments for
typhoid complete; -191 tftratroents
for smallpox; 721 diphtheria vac-
cines' given; 43 scarlet fever vac-
cines given: 155 other vaccines
psi-e--4.x.,?
pre-natal cases examined: 445
pre-school children examined; 6
health departmentsr school
children examined; 5306 defects
found:
School children visited in
homes, 144; 149 class talks in hy-
giene; 64 excluded from schools;
1 nutrition class with 30: 187 lab-
oratory tests sent to State Board;
396 sanitary inspections and im-
provements for private hornet
938 defects corrected 'in- children;
367 communtaslietrakatass Viteel-
ed! 5.549 offite dohsultiftienss -6110
rural homes visited; 1.375 office
.examinations; 200 - sehool visits;
142, visits to county institutions;
583 indigent .cases treated. •
Very Much Improved
After Taking Cardui
"1 haVe suffered a great deal
from cramping," writes M.M. W. A.
Sewell, Sr., of Waco, Texas. -I
would chill and have to go to bed
for about three days at a time. I
would have a dull, tired, sleepy
feeling. A friend told me to try
Garda thinking it would help me
—and It did. I am very much im-
proved and do not spend the time
in bed. I certainly can recommend
Cardui to other sufferers."
Thousands of women testify Carded
benefited them. If It does not benefit
YOU, consult • physician.
. Presenting the Woman's Viewpoint
in Convenience, Economy and Beauty
THE SUPER • SERIES
• GIVES 1/4 MORE FOOD SPACE
• COLD STORAGE SPACE
• DOUBLE HYDRATOR CAPACITY
• 1/3 MORE ICE
One glance tells you this this new Super Series PrIid-
sire is built to meet the Woman's Viewpoint as to what
a refrigerator should be and do.
A light flashes on as you open the door, revealing an
extremely large food storage space—% grnater than in
former cabinets of the same size. This is Made possible
by a revolutionary new development---an insulation
. that reflects heat as a mirror reflects light.
Then there are more ice cubes than ever before.
Trays (=atom at the touch of a finger on the patented
handle. There is cold storage space for keeping ice
cream meats and, poultry—more than double the
Hydrator capOty of former models—an automatic
defrosting switch that le_aycs Machine to forget or
remember. And the larger food space is made still
more usable by movable shelves.
Johnson-Fain Music Co.
,Old Postoffice Location Murray, Ky.
. ... .
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giving canning demonstrations for
the benefit of those on direct relief
and those having relief gardens.
The work has been organized by
Mrs. Lois Waterfield and Fres!
Chambers with eight centers in the
county. The first series is practic-
ally completed and includes the
early canning and a later series
yin In-given a."4"4011-64" Althenth the delegation was small.Wititts.-Trna the. ITEh at Mrs.! En-late vegetables and foods. low Atkins. Tuesday, July 17 a Mrs. Rowlett' assured the cityThe Homemakers are giving free- demonstration will be held at thely of their time and services in this Mime of Mrs. A. C. Heath. Cherry,work. Among the .voinnieer work-, with Mrs. 'Boss.- Story, conducting.ers are: Mrs. Gertie Story. Mrs. Other meetings will be arranged.Charlie Crawford, Miss Erin Mont- The meetings have been well at-tomery, Miss Zitel Lockhart, Mrs. tended and the county HomemakersRuby Comp. and Mrs Lee Reeves, al e to be corhplirnented on the 'The councilmen took up a dis-'the first meeting was at She' work being done. cussion of the Murray sewerage
  but were unable to make any
moves due to the fact that no of-
-- •Schedule for County League Games ficial instructions have been re-
Council Hears Complaint Against
Amusements; Expect Word
on Sewerage Funds.
Murray ladies have entered pro-
tests against Sunday amusements.
Mrs. J. D. Rowlett spoke for a
group that appeared before the
city council last Friday
itnius, with Miss Eitel Lockhart
hi charge of the demonstration.'
The second was held at the home
of Mrs J. T. Suiter, Harris !Notre.
with Mrs. Charley Crawford in
charge; the third meeting was held i
at Plenty Thompson's with Mrs.
Ruby Comp in charge; the fourth'
at Mrs. -T. J. Mooney's, Martins
CliaPel. with Miss Erin Mon4_omery
Murray Softball Association
Season of 1934
Lynn- Grove vs Dexter. July 14
at 8 P. M.
Pine Bluff vs Hazel, July 1_4 at
9 P. M. . - •-•
Lynn Grove vs Pine Bluff, July
- 21 at 8 P. M. -
Dexter- vs Hazel, July -;,2.1 • at
9 P. M.
Dexter vs Pine Bluff. July' 28 at
8 P. M.
Hazel - vs Lynn Grove, -July - 28 at
First Rr gilds Here
Dexter vs Lynn Grove. August
4 at 8 P. M.
Hazel vs Pine Bluff, August 4 at
- -P. M.
Pine Bluff vs Lynn Grove. August
11 at 8 P. M.
Hazel vs Dexter? 'August 11 at
9 -P. M.
Dexter vs Pine Bluff, August 18
at 8 P. M.
Lynn Grove vs Hazel. August 18
at 9 P. M.
Rules Governing Cantnty League-
Play '
I. The team named first in the
schedule shall be the HOME CLUB.
2. The winner of the Elsa Half
shall -Pay the winner of the
Second Ilalf the best two out of
th-ree games for the League Cham-
pionship.
3, The Franchise fee shall be the
sum of Five Dollars payable in ad-
vance- to the-- Secretary- of the
Murray Softball Association,
4. The rules adopted for play
shall be the Official rules of the
National Softball CorAmittee and
eppies there of may be had at
Sledd's Store in Murray.
5. No team shall play a man
living outside the school district
wdere such Warn is located with
the single exception Of the School
teacher.
6. The Board of -Control shall be
constituted by. the Four Team
n'tanagers.
7, UMPIRES, GROUNDKEEPER
lusd BALLS will be furnished by
the Murray Softball League.
----8.--Earte"--trans-muSt furniih "Its
own bats and other equipment.
9. Any team not on the field-at
Murray ready for play within ten
minutes,of the schedule time shall
forfeit the money-Put up for its
appearance and not allowed to con-
tinue the schedule until the money
-has been restored.
10. Gasoline will be furnished
each team by the Murray Softball
League for the trips to and from
the games, the total paid each team
not to exceed $1.00 One Dollar)
per game.
11. This short season is merely
an experiment and if the teams
carry out this schedule and rules
a eitenplete schedule will Ise adop-
ted for the 1935 season.
12. Any, additional information
will be furnished at the request
of the manager. definite.
lawmakers (Eat their protests were
backed by a large number of
Murray women. The protests in-
cluded the operation of the pic-
ture show and the Murray Swim-
ming Pool.
13. Any, protest must be made
during that particular game to the
Umpire In. writing., and will be'
acted on tt the first meeting of
the Board of Control, thereafter_
Not Everybody in
Calloway-county sub-
scribes to ,the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!
CITY DIRECTORY
A. Y. Covington, M.D.
Offices in
First National Bank Bldg.





First National Bank Bldg._
—PHONES—
Office 26 Res. 103




Free Estimates, Work Guaranteed
Phone 46—At Jolnieon Music Co.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
DRY CLEANING





Repairing, Electric and Acetylene
Welding and 'Tin Work.
Electrical Work..
FARRIS MACHINE SHOP
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ceivecl- regarding the fueds al-
lotted for the purpose.
The city has been offered com-
pletion of the drainage projects
started in Murray under the TVA.
Trie city as requested named -a
supervisor, C. H. Broach, but the
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July 3. foi Fort 
Berijamia
'Yeast For Pellagra 'son, 
Indiana, where they w 
in
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piny and TVA- in- t
before the Federal Pow
mission, which has agreed
in an official capacity to
trate the dispute.
The power commission also
•Yeast has arrived here for dis-
tribution for Pellagra eases and
will be given out by the county
health department. yeast
was iffinished by the State Beard
of Health through the F. E. R. A.
and will be given for the treat-
ment of pellagra cases only,, Dr.
J. A. Outland stated. It will be
necessary to sign for the yeast
and a stricter regulation will be
followed on distribution.





jacks‘eJacks..A revival meeting ‘ill begin al
Hebron Sunday. runrlta, through
next week.
W. M. Vaughan, Pasier.




Women are rather stereotyped i the matter of
small savings and that is what helps to balance the
family- -budget.
im n 
If she looks at the right place to save, it will be in
PIECE GOODS buying. Example: Four yards of
cloth at 25c per yard will make a $2.04 dress, tax add-
ed, saving of $1.03—If you make your dress.
Above is an example of thrift for the wise wife.
We will help you by carrying at all times a complete
assortment of up to date piece goods.
I suppose eminent psychologists will have a great time analyz-ing the effect of the tax system on the State of Kentucky, but the ex-citing little efforts to save by legitimate planning of home work toavoid paying of taxes by the making of garments that could bemade Acnrie and to avail each student of home economics which shehas been taught to do.
At various times I have commented on shifting scene ic of the taxburden of our state to those who have small incomes. For four-yearsI have been a consistent opponent of the proapot new tax on gross re-ceipts; but it is on us now, but they have limited- this wedlock to June30tIs,1-936, whether it suits all the family or lia;lio we propose to com-ply with the law as it is interpreted (but I don't like it). The peoplecan instruct the next legislature to re-enact it or find some other wayto raise revenue.
It will be necessary to save and that can be done always by mak-ing your purchases at our store.
A Real Reduction on Summer
Merchandise of all Kindst
Many Real Bargains on Odd Lots of
WHITE SHOES TO CLOSE
OUT'
- I have a group of actommodating sales peo-
ple who have to work for themselvej and fam-
ilies and when you trade with them y.au.help
them.
I now hold the place of the oldest drygoods
merchant in Murray since the passing of that
dear old gentleman, Mr. Ryan.
There is not another In business who waa:in business when I camehere in my own name-in71-924. I have been selling drygoods for my-self since 1898. I have been active in the affairs of the places whereI happened to be. Have been on the wrong side many times, but whatis a good average, I hope.
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The simple, Jeffersoman type of has
Diemerat. of wintii. thank God one
there are still many thousands in
eitC Kentucky._ _ welcome with de-
-
meat of former Senator
that he will be a candidate-:
thkIlenate in 1936.
theeiley is far too able
popular a Kentuckian a
--utielitied by menial pr
sonaty and ability
ate for Kentuckians














far 'too few good
setromidInd Kentucky, certainly
sheindiffil for ever having permit-
y. to - Wive the _ clambers
giake. mist avalpid, deithithativa
. billy he the wade win' IMO die•
canny not overlook the't °peer-
- wady to have that • there again.
Stanley is not old even
and that brilliant, scintil-
MOM ilidgilett, like a wonder-
M-ternpered ' blade of Damascus
W
is as rapier-like in action
as broadswacd-telling in effect
strap the prime -of the Senator's
adeldle life. Evep snore .fit for the
his state and
Ms-nation for .it is further.-enrich-
ed -with the "deeper experiences
of the years such as a mind of
-7. Alf
of only his broad can aequire_
Few statesmen . have been so
richly endowed as Stentey and
few-have so Mil used their talents.
LegisLator executive, citinen,
Mangey- has 'not a single blotch'
upon his record for which he owes
an apoloe to his '.constituency.
He may have slipped 'ipon oc-
at mortal clay are
Staniey hes Marais
by the highest
at melees and none
quicker to atilmowiethp
faults than he.
forever been honest with
with his Malik and
aleensies Agett7tnehilesstedly.
of hie warmest personal &d-
enims ant his political foen
owes his defeat for the
Ellegthe in 1924 and his presest
eilliesee from the halls a con-
to his inherent probity and
'ithiedar that not only would net
thimett kliti to tall a lie but waled
even allow him negatively to
a falsehood.
' The next Senatorial race is still
manse diatom away and political
propheciee are- always deuteron&
but the way the polities! tide is
running Keethotey_ ,indicetes
that Own* Stanie y will return to
the U. S. Serie inAmikery,
An aniethilt WOE absiitt • thtsituation is Ma tremendous num-
ber oi Young Democrats who are
thusiastic over Stanley's candi-
dacy. And nothing need Be said
about his place in the hearts of the
older Democrats of Kentucky.
"Stand by for Stanley-.
Fighting the
Governor
I- -hold no brief for Ruby taf-
fetas I did not support him in
the convention, I was not for him
.1? 111 -
nosninae of the Democratic party
in 1931 I did then support him
loyally and energetically • -and
enough citizens of this state were
in the boat with me to elect him
'by one of the largest triajorities
ever given a Governor in this
commonwealth.
I do. not think that Governor
THE LEDGER & TIMES. MURRAY, KENTUCKY, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, JULY 12 1934,
Lagoon he. muds the -hest job
of being chief magistrate in the
history of Kentuchk Whither do
think he has done tbe worst
jab by a &woe abet tie took 111,
oft-icot under the most distressing
,e0ndltions in the history of the
state, when the aworks was
-a S
gthelthallit -demi 'litho
1? Edith he is a shrewd, kindly,
idkILMOSSIL_ Ken.
Map geatlemem who has been
*Med by teeny. thought ...kg
11141101.11 'it nerthese.
Allointerbi Moe he betimes to
be his friends but, worst of all. is
thoughtlessly vitiated by hun-
dreds of thousands of Kentuckians
whe have no understanding what-
ever of his problems.
Kentuckians. law fans at a
biribban Senna hem gotten into
the- Welk perniekees and unjust-
ified, at blertilieS '1Werithing that
gem wines eei the eivereer of the
dale Feint natural disasters to
petty kreethee of the peeen they
color Glass ta IINI.Ot alhe-
ate, Glees would not surrender
Jeffersonian Degeneracy to
measures that he regarded as Un-
democratic and unwise for the
country He thinks this country
cannot much longer continue as a
parliamentary Government.
lect_atter reading the article Me-
we hare only been oble to
arrive at one conclusion. that the
atmosphere of Washington and
Senatorial dither-1%re net con-
genial to Senator Logan. He was
much more in his element as
Judge of the Court of Appeals
than he "Si as a Senator. Them is
left the impreesion that the Sen-
ator is up in the air about the
whale metier -et whether a consti-
tutional' Dentocreey is to continue.
It is rather unfortunate that Sen-
ator Logan did not hear President
Roosevelt's speech over the radio
before he wrote this article.—
Elizabethtown News.
ewe- AI- toddled on the hapless juirr jarsMeddles of the chief azimut:lye.
emet-please- ervery--
tiemetimea thielbt-lhat By .1••
am please anybody, no matter *-
what he does As I say, I hold
no special brief for Ruby Latent
L want no job or favor: from his
ethethistratioa; so far as I Mow
4 have ne-frieniie or relatives-who
am courting any prieileges or
therm
But I am getting tired of hawing
people abuse the Governor for
countleee things that are not his
fault. Let's quit it; it's childish




Senator U. M. Logan in an ex-
tensive article in an issue of
Liberty magazine gives his views
about the Federal Government,
and espesiany about Congrem
Logan has a peculiarly turned
mind, with here and there flashes
of genius but for the most part
erratic and incomprehensible. -This
particular article is..tppiaair
Logan. It is hard to tell of what
he is complaining most, the bii.
reaucracy which he claims runs
the Government, or the intensive
...M. ear a ,Alltsd
States Senator. He indicates very
clearly that the Roosevelt Admin-
'istratiort -tic not Jeffersonian De-
mocracy, and he claims to be a
Jeffersonian Democrat " It is
-probably true, but yet he has sup-
ported practically all of the meas-
ures of the Roosevelt Adminis-





First Ftro Built in A'..tarks:
'Urinary...aid er llarredsinirl
FIery Clay-
In that enchanted area of central Kentucky, is the
"Great Meadow"—the Blue Grass regicirl . . . This
beautiful section abounds in spots of interest for the
motorist. tlere are the farms upon which the famous
Kentucky thoroughbreds are raised; here is Lexing-
ton—the-1"hub of the horse world." and a great edu-
cational center; here is "Ashland"—the historic old
hcita*of Henry Clay.
A beautiful drive leads from Lexington to Har-
rodsburg, -where is an exact reproduction of the •
first fort er .ft-N in the Kentucky wilderness. Nearby ..
is the famous Herrington Lake. a fisherman's para-
dise . . . In this section are Frankfort—the state
capital; Danville—the home of Center College; and
in the north the thriving cities of Covington, New-
port and Maysville.
Don't fail to visit the Blue Gras,s section of the
state this summer. Excellent roads malre touring in --
the Blue Grass a pleasure. Standard Oil service,-
stations and dealers in Standard Oil products offer
the motorist every convenience all along the way.
New and interesting road maps (in color) free of
charge.
ESSOLURE--the modern hydrofrned
oil has the great advantage of combin-
ing ia ene oil the five characteristics
  of- the ideal motor lubricant
CROWN STANDARD GAMINE
is a. perfectly balanced gasoline with
all the dertrable--quidities, piss anti-






And just to think, after fifteen
t ear* of strouth the liquor makers
are getting competition from a
cigarette which advertises a "lift"
when You're tired.
• • • • •
The difference between wise
man and a fool is a mere matter
of mouth and ears. The wise Men
keeps his mouth :hut and his ears
open while the fool keep his mouth
open and his ears shut.
• • • • •
Sally Band, the nudist wedding
and other tidbits of news from the
World's Fair indicate that this re-
tail clothing merchants of Chica-
go are not doing any record-
breaking business in the Windy
City these Fair summers.
a • • • •
That sow which has produced 44
little piggies within the past year
just was utterly ignorant of the
Birth Control League and the
AAA Corn-Hog Production Con-
trol plan.
A -Harvard Chemistry professor
actually ate his shirt when proved
wrong in an argument Most of
us PaitIPMCP lase it.
John Lawrence, Cadiz Record,
is kind enough to say he's glad to
see Jot back jotting at Murray.
Thanks John a
Carrots are good for the tiosn-
plexien but have not yet sup-
planted the latest model paint job.• . • .
Isn't it strange that a great
many people believe that pre-
paredness is the best way to meet
any contingency but war?
• • • • •
It's better to be job hungry-
than dole hungry.
• • • • •
The Japanese cabinet threatens
-te-resign- but the Chinese -wish the





If you orrt care for nickle
business remerriber that bandits
held up a 10-cent store oi Padu-
cah last week and got $1.700. -
The president of the West Ken-
tucky coal company opposes Aur-
ora Darn on the grounds that it
will throw out of employment
several thousand Western Ken-
tucky coal miners. Of course
that is the way progress is. mare-
ut we- wonder whether Mr. Rich-
ardson is so much interested in
West Kentucky's miners' employ-
merit as he is in West Kentucky
coal company profits.
• • • • •
Just to indicate - how foolishly
some reputedly smart fellows argue,
Mr. Richardson asserts that Aur-
- DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP
FOR ALL KINDS SHOE
REPAIRS
The best of leathers expert-
ly handled, giving you the
best in shoe





BUSSES LEAVE- MURRAY TO—
Paducah: S A. EL, U A..pL; 5 P. lth
Hopkinsviile: 745 A. 114.--2 P. M..
7:30 P. AL
Dawson Springs: 7:45 A. It; 2 P. 114.
Mayfield. 6 A. M., 11 A. M.; P. DA
Faris: 7:45 A. M.; 2 V'. N.
ALL BUSSES CROSS- COLLEGE
CAMPUS ,
Connections to St. Louis. Chicago,
Detroit and Everywhere.
'Terminal at SIXTH and MAIN
C. RAY LINES








tre to not feasible feat' in me-
neering standPeint became "there
Is no head at Aurora'. Then how
will it knock out the Wan Kee-
tuOky- minas If it can't produce
any power?
And how can West Kentucky's
-mak- beessesse ler Mat- mime Mr.
Richard mys it Ships millions of
tons annually North arid South?
Aurora Dam electricity won't sup-
plant that business.
In short. Mr. Richardson says
Aurora dam would hurt us if it
produced any power but it won't
produce any power and we 'will be
darn nigh ruined by this mighty
dam which will produce enormous
amounts of power without any
head. Figure it out if you are
smarter than I am. •
Like the British Tommy who
said they'd have ham and eggs
for breakfast if they had some
ham but they didn't have any
eggs-
• • a a .
The Republican national leaders
are decrying the New Deal and
calling for Another Deal
• • • • •
Leave it to the President always
to do the right thing. He just
dismissed brother Clarence Dar-
row's committee.
The trouble with a floating debt
is that it is rarely tied down.
• • • • •
Senator Barkley is spending a
month in Kentucky but the ma-
jority of his constituents would
never have .faund out about it
except for the newspacKr‘ s.
• • • • •
People who thought the banks
would never come back have their
attention invited to the statement
of a local institution which shows
more than $350,000 on checking
deposit, all placed there since re-
organisation only -18 months ago.
• • • • •
Most talks as* not so interested
in- having the stock • exchange
regulated as they would be in
learning how tti.betUlt
• • • • •
Bishop Cannon criticised taitil
political parties recently. "All out
of step but Jim:.
•
Prof. Funkhoueer, of .tbe Uni-
versity- has had the bones of 300
Indians shipped to Lexington.
After stealing everything the Red
Man had in life the White Man




Time will cure _all things they say.
•Alid yet I wonder every day
If days or months or many a year
Can make ones' old homeplace less
I try to "fit in" any place
And find a friend in the stranger's
face, . - -
But no matter where I ever roam,
I carry a mental picture of home.
I don't have to close my eyes to
see
The shade 'neath the maple' and
beechnut tree
Where dad at 'noon would tired
repair
To take a nap in a tiited chair.
rift not day dreaming when I
. - hear
The voice that never failed to
'cheer
Singing with all her work to do.
"Somebody, somewhere, is needing
1---never- cu,,vince myself. trio I try,
That the days.when they needed
me are by.
'For still so often I miss their care


















Mt ever that World since time
began
The same has been the story of
The home he built was torn apart
That new homes o'er the- land
SolkleibiaBBEL
But I can't believe that old home
ties
Are completely severed or that
loyelty digs,
And I -don't see how Old Father
Timm





















—Or Takes Part in Any
Other Unitsual Silent
That's News and We Want it
Head the Classified Column.
Notice Taxpayers
The Tax Conualsaioner's effice
Is now open for the purpose of
making the 1924 ameament.
Under the law you are required
to list your property between
•itaky lin aM0411110•41.•
Please be ready- I. tarn in your
list as tarty as eenvenience.
As all assessments are made, as
of July 1st you will only be
called upon one time for your list.
CLAUDE ANDERSON,




AURORA DAM NOT ASSURED
Ledger & Times: . .
In your last issue war an ad,
"Aurora Dam Assured"—maybe so,
but, serious obstacles are in the
way. The ifirtstate cornpany hold-
ing a temporary permit is blocking
the works and will so so until
arbitration or some other settle-
ment is made, now preventing
early progress on the Dam.
. Congressman W. V. Gregory "has
been on the job fur some 12 or 14
months in Washington and with
TVA at Knoxville. Congressman
Gregory is the only congressman
of Kentucky who has had the mat-
ter under serious, consideration or
observation who has spent much
extra, time and money in corres-
pondence. railroad fare and taki-
phone expense for this project.
Thls Seine in his district, has,
naturally, made him .actively inter-
ested but as in all other matters
connected with his office he has
been very active.
of tkakisneertenaliielb the
work to deer up any matter et
title or private interests it will be
necessary to make continuous con-
tact with Washington and Knox-
ville and as no one can take the
place of Congressman Gregory on
account of his luiowledge of the
conditions controlling this pro-
gram. I want to ask sll of our
citizens of the First -Congressional
District to look well into the inter-
ests of the Aurora Dame and to AL
deride if we can afford to force 11,
our coogressman to have to stay
at home and make a campaign to
protect himself, or. will we assure
hirn that he will be protected in
his race and that we want him to
apply his time in clearing the way
for early progress of the dam.
I know this is a bold request I
em- Making at hit -oppelltent.
-tr-airtirceileist—genthenan,
and a good Democrat, but if I or
my best friend were in the race
against Gregory I would feel the
same way and I.know you should.
Congressman Gregory is Art Close
contact with the President and tie
other man that might be elected*.
could make such a contact until
it would be too late!
If the first District voters sio
not protect Gregory at this time











UP . .. UP... UP. .. to 14,000 feet above
sea-level. Skirting yawning chasms, tearing around
181 treacherous turn* at breath-taking speeds—
daredeYil drivers fight their way up ... grinding,
pounding, swaying, over more than twelye miles
of tread-torturing granite gravel. What a terrific
test of tire stamina!'
Firestone High Speed Tires
-with the tougher, wear-
twisting tread were need on
the winning car in the Annual
Pike's Peak Race., where a slip
means death! This gruelling
grind is the most amazing
proof ever known of Extra
Traction, Non-Skid Safety, and
Dependability.
This same Extra Quality and
Reserve Safety are'lmilt into
the new Firestone High Speed
Tire for 1934, to protect you
and your family. These new
tires are Safety-Protected on
the outside with a wider tread
of flatter contour, deeper
aits-n---sh id and- more and
tougher rubber—Safety-
Protected on the inside by
eight additional pounds-of
pure rubber absorbed by
every 100 pounds of cords.
This additional rubber
surrounds every cotton fiber
inside every cord in every ply,
counteracting damaging
frictional beat, the enemy of
tire life.




its exclusive use only Firestone
is able to gtive you a tire of
such cobeeire strength and









—for 12 ateetto Armor
All Need Nene* •
•Sit month• in
commercial err •iee.
Preece!' yearseilLaisd Lima, on your ratatimi trip—
'Vise nearest Firesemue-Servire Dealer or Service Store
=your ear today with new Firestone High Speedtaw LUC REMEMBER, you will 'save moiler atpaimet pdOet, Imitess trade rubber has. Meanest more
thenv-4111191,--mist-Neasi 190% — tire praia--eseneg
paid* rileskr at *dr present low levels, •
1See Pkeeesese A 
.ae
Eallesen Term nee& thalOreemoil
Ferrara area earalttr• latalaran. Waviele
ti— -
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, Elder I A Douthitt will begin
protracted meetings at Union
Grove Church of Christ Sunday,
444 lb. Thee shigI411004811. is °atitle Week' lit-W110 ',Peek' Baptist'
church and alio at the Coldwater
Methodist church.
The Backusburg homecoming was
"great and grand". Seven thous-
and folks were there. More than
BAR tickets og admittance sold.
The Uteri'. Mood on the large plat-
Bean hieing. the microphone with
tbill amplifier some 80 feet off!
Did Pickard* Aimlliwissir.Dave
- -Mgeon meta sure "nuff" there.
• pealed The quartet was too slow, corn-of whole notes with four
baste to the- 'immure. MI in all
it was the best exhibition that I
ever attended. 'Twas July 4,
1934
If you feed a dog on white flour
biscuit for 28 days he win be apt
to die with running fits. I hope
yett may hp it out.
L. EL_ Pogue will preset at
Coldwater Bonday at 3:30 P. M.
"Neither hath it entered into the
heart of man, the things that God
hath prepared ,to all them that
obey him." Cor. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Paschall of
Paducah were guests of Mr. and
411..
potoppasek
1, -841111 Gossip F-Mrs. Jesse Stone fourth of Julymg attendee lbw greet 111110110.-4101if "Memsesening"
Premium Jones set out a patch
of tobacco and within seven weeks
that tobacco wee topped, July 3.
Penes NNW iseeellis Y're $et Y
ttreed.
Mrs- °Phalle Bazzell and Bert,
with a sweep =Wee cut of the
weed e and grass on the concrete
church yard-and a bunch of big,
ugly mugs didn't do a frazzlin'
thing. I'm one of those ugly
mugs!!
Put rat poison or 'Paris green
on raw roasting ear.. wheneelitata
db their devilment. Then I think
you can "live a Christian life."
A fellow sent some good where
to mill which yielded 33 pounds
of flour to the bushel. The miller
got 27 pounds out of the 60. He
thought it thundered!
The farmers around here have
every thing to eat such as pota-
toes, cabbage, beans, okra, squash,
THE LEDGER & TIMES. MURRAY, KENTUCICY, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, JULY 12_ 1934.
I Gtrnter's Flat
After being absent two" weeks,
although I had a letter in the
paper last week but was a left-
dene...iffikets will come if eck art
air again.
Our ten-nignt singing school.
-conducted by Mr. Barber Edwards,
closed last night and we of this
community feel honored by hav-
ing such a .singer as Mr. Edwards
to teach and direct us We really
think we have beep taught music.
but in such a short time we
-eouldn't hope to accomplishment
very much but if it could have
continued for two el* three weeks
hanger we really could have sung.
Pldwards on returning home,
carried' three of our boys with
him to teach and direct next
week. Those who went were
John Brassell. James Rea* Wells,
and- Otho Winchester. The boys
feel highly keeled by being Of-roasting ears, all kinds of fruit, Ltexe such ass oppaessessay;fried chicken, ham, eggs; jjfl 
-The -Bev. BE* Nesbitt 'and Mrsbutter, melons and clicumbers.
Nesbitt of Nashville are spendingBut listen, ladies and gentlemen, 
a few days here as the guests of
Mrs. Nesbitt's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Billie Dunn of Midway. and
Mrs 011ie Neebttt. Mr Nesbit
has been ill for some time end we
are glad to know he is able to
be out again.
Miss Doris Fair of Murray spent
I know a gent whom you know,
if he would eat less, would weigh
more, and that guy . is, old man
-"Eagle".




Your Water and Electric Account
is due and payable BY,.THE 15th
OF THIS MQNTH.
. Services will be DISCONTIN-
UED AFTER 15th if not paid.
Please arrange to pay your ac-




LIGHT AND POWER CO.
Murray • Kentucky
last week as the gueit of Estelle
Hayes.
Those who have been guests in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. George
Coles' the past week are: Mr. and
Mrs. Fosburg and family of Padu-
cah, Mr and Mrs. Clifford Phil-
lips, .cif Murray, Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar Nesbitt of Detroit, Mich.,
'Mrs. Shelton of Paducah, Mrs,
Clarence Coles of St Louis. Mo.,
and Barber Edwards df Kirks.
This community was well rep-
resented at Pine Bluff Wednesday
as Harry Coles carried a truck
load of about ell
We have another wedding to re-
port, that. of Mr. Hollie Luter anti
Mies Louise Roberta
Miss Ruth Steely left for Paciu
soh Priday to visit her aunt.
Mr. and Mts. Otho Winchester
I of Hazel were guests in., the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brandon affd
Ials...angt. Alga .1, V. last wee`
attends& the 'Inert; at this
vise*.
and. Mrs. Buts Wiliam of
Ltilitavills arif • *siting Mr. and.
fen Billie Minn of Midway.
Mt -and Bles.`11diMr -Nesbitt left
leleseutir home in Detroit. Mich..
y night after spending a
short vacation here.
-Remember our Sunday School
Is 'still progressing nicely at this
Maas and remember we sing ever







No Need To Worry
About A Dessert!
here's never a need to think of a- dessert when plan-
ning adinner. .,For dessert is the simplest part of a dinner.
Just ask any Aef or head steward what dessert is more
frequently ordered in their dining rooms.- It's Ice Cream,
of course. . . And no matter vvIrat the age of your guests
—whether they're six, or sixty—or somewhere in be-
tween—you may be sure that they can eat ice cream and
like it. It's one of the most healthful foods known. _
GOLDBLOOM ICE CREAM
is made of the purest ingredients in a spotless, clean plant




kir  ""hr•-sti-I:; sheet z•stssa---
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our singing school has closed. We
don't want our singings to he
draggled. We want to keep it
going an4,. be needy for the con-
vention this fail.
Mr and Mrs. Billie St John, of
Munroe. La.. week illieteramiseiat
horny of 1/4 aid e -
and Mrs. Jim Black.
-"Raw Budr-
Ginglas
A family reunion was neld at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Humphreys', Wednesday, Jqly
in honor of their daughter, Mrs.
Paul Johnson, Mr. Johnson and
children, John Elmore and Ruby
Carolyn., of 1068 Noble Street,
Gaty, Indiana.
Friends and relatives gsther
on the lawn and at the noon hour
a bountiful dinner was spread.
Lentortede was served throughout
the day.
.--1hest1•Mbieving- -the dey- were:- -
Mr,- and-less--Bause 
Mr. anti Mrs. Lee Humphreys.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Humphreys
and children, Chester, Dorris, gad
Doyle Wrex, Mr. and Mrs Bull
Humphreys, Mr. and Mrs. Gingles
Barnes, Mr. and Mrs. Caswell
Humphreys and daughter, Elsie
Joe, Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Smother-
man and children. Annie Lou, and
Max Hugh.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Smotherman
and children, Harold. Eldridge,
John Luster, and Joseph Wrenn,
Mr. and Mrs. Aubry Jones, Mrs.
Lina Paschall, Mrs. Dora Tay-
lor and daughter. Lizzie, Mr. antt
Mrs. J. W. Richerson. Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Johnson and children,
Johe Elmore, and Ruby Sarolyn.
Mr. and Mn. J. H. Humphreys
and daughters, Era. and Annie
Laura. Others could not be gzee-
cut on account of work,
Mr. Harold Smetherman and
Miss Opal Lassiter spent Sunday
July 1, with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Richerson, of near Cherry Corner.
Artell Magness and Miss Logklie
-Rogers attended church servicht




The Nathan B. Stubblefield
Physics Club of Murray State
*liege has received the' Materials
and is planning the construction
of an. astronomical telescope with
a magnifying power of 150 diame-
ters. The details were- discussed
in the regular meeting, which WaS
held in the administration build-
ing.
With a telescope of this power
all of the planets, their moons,
pebuLae, double stars, and many
other sights will be opened to ob-
servers, according to members of
the committee. An equatorial
mounting will be built though the
exact location of the instrument
has not been decided upon.
Nine Perry county orchard own-
ers who have sprayed their' or•
chgrds for three years have good
Iproduction this year.
DR. W. C. OAKLEY
Chiropractor .
Cif floe at Home, 000 Wat Mehl
Mondays, Wedneedays, Ihridega
in Afternoon

















of sensational new Goodyear
tire-keeps us and factory on
jump-Users say 4443% more
non-skid mileage" under-
states it.
Look What You Get-No Extra Cost: 43% More Miles of realnon-skid safety. . . Flatter Wider Tread . . . More Center
Traction (16% more non-skid blocks) . . . Heavier TougherTread (average of 2 lbs. more rubber) . . . Supertwist Cord
Body (supports heavier tread safely)
We've never seen the equal of it—the waycar owners have flocked in, looked, listened,
bought new G-3's these last ten week*—and
it's the same everywhere we hear. What's
more, people who got G-3's months before
the public announcement, report it's better
than claimed! They cite mileage records to
prove they're getting better than the 43%
more non-skid mileage averaged-by Good-
year's test fleet. Buy no tires until you let us
show you this wonderful new Goodyear All-
Weather which gives so much more safety
and service without costing you a cent extra!
Sure, we have Goodyears at ALL Prices!
Because Goodyears are the largest selling
tires, you get more for your money no
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Kerr-Smith Tobacco Act Signed;
Processing Tax Goes To Growers
The Kerr-Smith tobacco Act,
-slesetf.'stiti•Acenithe insemestaellama.liee
hacce •Isdr--td -prelim"
srowers cooperating in the vol-
y adjustment plan, became
'law June 28 when signed by Pres-
ident Rooney e Itisjiteider theltr•arts of 94 pea met ot the t
rowers to secure higher prices
will not be jeopardized by the
small minority who rejected the
voluntary plan.
The Kerr-Smith Act, devised at
the request of a large raajorjty of
growers., provides for ; tax of 33
1-3 per cent of the sales value
unless the Secretary of Agricul-
ture designates a lower rate, which
f:lay not be less than 25 per cent
on all tobacco produced this season
by growers who have not -shined
t.,ntracts under the voluntary 'plan.
Maryland Which= and., Virginia
sorlseighel ang.-aigar leaf-4eba
are exempt from the provisions
of the act for 1934.
J. B. Hutson, Chief of the Agri-
ulturad Adjustment Administra-
tion's -tobacco section, explains
that with the signing of the act,
the voluntary production adjust
thent program was reopened for
30 days, giving eligible growers
who do not have contracts an-
other opportunity to sign contracts
and escape payment of the tax.
Special allotments to ncn-con-
tract signers, totaling not more
than 6 per cent of the total pro-
duction allotted to a county under
voluntary contracts, will be made.
In order to insure protection for
growers w h o produce small
amounts, two-thirds of these
special allotments to non-signers
wi:I be distributed among those
growers whose allotments would
.1,500 pounds or less. -
Included in the group , of non-
signers, . producing in line withthe spirit ,,pf the adjustment pro-
gram, who are eligible to receive
special tax-exempt- allotments. are
Wow- who lost their farms dur-
ing the depression because of in-
edbtedness and have recently been
able to reclaim them; tenant farm-
ers...40a bave been displayed on
ae.liaete
whD have been unable 9, obtainplaces on farms covered by con-
tracts; and growers of long ex-
perience who have recently ac-
uired farms with MI recent tobac-
co history.
'hails, there will be three classes
of producers growing tobacco this
year: .
First, growers who have signed
production contracts or will- sign
them under the 30-day extension,
and thus. qualify for benefit pay-
meats.
Second, growers who could not
obtain an equitable base under the
contract. , Those of this group
who can satisfy their local corn-
rnittees that they are conducting
their farming operations in line
with the spirit of the tobacco pro-
duefion adjustment program will
be given allotments exempt from
the tax 4tut will. me melba mend
and heneftt payments.
Third, growers who do not eV
contracts and am not hducting
their fanning operation*. in line
with the spirit of the tobacco pro-
gram. Such growers will not re-
ceive rental or benefit payments
and will be required to pay the
tar.
The adjustment productiesk,. WM.
ment for all types of tobacco af-
fected by the Kerr-Smith Act for
1934 will be announced before the
opening of the marketing season
for eech type and will be uniform
for all growers of a given type.
Growers under contract will not
be allowed te sell more than their
allotment Violations of this Igo-
habil -wits,4timilt wittessidige
of benefit payments isud,
easisiwt. meson.
County agents now have can-
tract blanks for those esho wish
to take advantage of the 30-day
time extension. These contracts
age ientical with those previously
for each type of tobacco.
on which non-contrict
may apply for allotmenta





CALLOWAY CLUB AT 1111 S. C.
-4 • ,
.-The Calloway County Cluh was
organized at Mursay State I_Col-
lege Monday:- morning at" the
chapel hour. Clubs of various
°Mt' PIN0$011B1e Iffitspet-
haws.
The Calloway students elected
Holman Jones presidentt GaSen
Lamb. vice-presjsient and Aim
Lute Clayton Beale, seeretasy.
FoUr years ago. 'only 50 bushels
of certified seed potatoes :..were
used in Boyd county. This* year
1,899 bushels were planted.
Ten lithe demotistratiow have
been started in Nicholas county,.
reports County Agent H. J. Matson.
NO WALK FOR THIS CAMEL
BUT A WALK-OVER FOR GULF!
THE PALISADES in Nese *soy
-which ef 9 leading gamboge
could take this Dodge and 4,300-
lb. lead farthest up the hill in
"high"? The answer was-Guilt
Test certified by a Notary Public.
NEW GULF GAS
wins again in "Power Test"
Are all gasolines alike? Here's proof that they
arts':!
In a long series of "power teas" on tough hills
from New England to Georgia, Gulf has been pit-
ted against 32 other' towlines. Results?-Galf has
woo mere testIalhon the 31 other gasoline; combined!
Drive to a Gulf station. Fill up with that Good
Gulf-and see if you don't have a livelier motor!
0 MA. GULP RIMMING CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.
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PAGi Fokne
planned ,and worked out YearsMurray Milk 
•
MeSsages
,Xetitucky holds the distinction
Mitering- to the worb0.NDC-1%
lisaatesc elassic event of the
face horse inekstry—The Kagan*/
perby. At this time thousands nt
people from all over the world
tsingregate in - LOnisvilie --to wit-
-woes the grimaillast,-
%seething temperature.
. The horses which comprise the
Mints have been carefully train-
for many months in advance—
en fact, from the elate of birth, to
jievelop the sterling qualities of
eritable speed and stamina. As
!the bugle blows and the horses are
called to the post each one is. an
pnproven runner in the Derby.
but after a few moments of in-
'tense, nerve racking suspense. the
;variant entrants run under the
wire. first, second. third 'etc.
If the winner be a stallion and is
to be retired to the stud, his owner
luts no trouble in quickly tilling his
service book for the coming season
:with high price guaranteed. Why
,is this' Because the horseman
'knows that nett -e's indisputable
law is—"Like begets like or the
illeness of some ancestor." and if
mares are in foal to such great
!proven gralliotis as Man' a War,
The Finn. Calvacacie and others,
the resulting colts stand a much
better chance of becoming re-
nowned horse&
. In like manner "Blood Tells-
!whether the livestock be race
borsi.es.. hogs, poultry. beef or
dairy cattle. The horse which can
run a mile in less than two min-
utes: the -hog which easily reaches
two hundred pounds or better at
Six months of age: the hen which
performs to the tune of 200 eggs
a year: the steer which puts on
the maximum gain in the shortest
possible time; and the cow which
produces frorn 0000 to 10.000 pounds
of tilk containing from .300-400
'pounds of butter fat .annually—
bone—of these cases are the result
sotne Incky- accident- just hap-
pening in the breeding of live-
stock All have been Carefully
ahead of time by 'constructive
breeders who have cooperated with
that great law of Nattige.4- "Like-
begets like or the •
azioestor." Contrad•
cow of the old dies with the high
producing specimens of the mod-
ern age, The unimproved COW
gave only enough milk to suckle
her calf a -few weeks and then
went dry At best she gave' only
neliagee• thWfillsPe' poutzek
milk in a year and usually less
than -a hundred -pounds of butterJ
fat. Modern breeders have de-
veloped the cow, so that in some
instances she has exceeded 28.000
pounds of milk and 1500 pounds
of butter in a year.
Calloway County has ,made
notable advancement in the in-
troduction of higher producing
blbod, especially through the im-
portation of wverat of the great-
est sires of which the Jersey
wOrIcl can boast? A few years
ago. Counts, Agent P. H. Wilson as-
sisted by several of„_the local pro-
gressive business men and breed-
ers. brought to the County such
outstanding Jersey bulls as the
famous Cid of LeHigh. a great
prize winning son of the $10.000
Imported Cid and the renowned
Brampton Village Forward. a son
of the celebrated Imported For-
ward and out of a daughter of one
of the greatest breeding 'bulls of
the age. Imported Observer, that
contributed so much to the pres-
tage of Crieve Hall Farms: The
Importation also included a son of
triflingly Owl Susannah. at that
time. Worlds Champion Senior
three year old by a son .of the
World Champion Cow Killingly
Torono Lass. Still another great
bull was imported at this time—
.son- of Fern's Oxford Noble. a
Cold and Silver Medal bull out
of a Goftt Medal daughter of
Fern's Wexford Noble. three times
Grand Champion at the National
Dairy Show.
To one who has been familiar
with the type of Jersey cattle
milked in Calloway County.dor the
past ten years or more. it is very
evident that these great , breed-






Has Both Quality and Quantity
Leadership!





3853 149-0 - .25
. 19609 584Ft 4332
-Note-the eomparison—over 2 1-2 Fords saidfor each car of the nearest competitor in June. Forthe-first Aix months of 1934 Ford sold morm-than 3
cars to-eaelt-ettr-of -the nearest competitor. (3[34-4"ethan both of nearest coMpetitors for Jttne and -prac-
tically, twice as many.aa- both for first stx rnontliSp11934. '
FROM THE CITY "ANDCOUNTY WHERE CARS
ARE MADE AND THEIR QUALITIES KNOWN
. 1  . The last ten days of4tine was the largest tendays sale in the Louisville Branch since 1929. -
Beak Motor Co. Inc.
41041100110E 100 MURRAY. KY.
THt LEtztk & TIMES, hitiRRAY, RENTUCHT, Tiirtt.siDAy All.-rE.00!4..A112.1 12. 1934.
AUTO .ODDITIES
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CiOSEty ItOti.OW Aro PRo•uxAvf
RiWS 07:a4 SAX•if oF 'Itch A
ccAtIttrE 12Apn3 srwria-r ook5 VEEN!
INSTA4A.ZOiN ANAk.70•Vact-
(I) Japan claims to have developed a gasoline driven machine gun capable of fi.-ing 9,000 shots per minute. This gun is thought to be similarto one developed by an Amorist's inventor some years ago, is whichthesshots were fired from • disk whirled rapidly by • gasoline motor.- (2) A Pennsylvania fish distributor uses this novel method of deliveringand displaying fish with:it...sided tank truck. (3) This new stream-' used ear which win be shortly placed unservice by the National Broad -cretin System contains a complete broadcasting station.
 Watch for Autefilsiditisisin tbia•paper next week 
03)
contributed in no •small.degree to
a decided improvement in -both
production and _type of their
progeny. . However, during the
past three or four years interest
in a constructive breeding
gram has suffered some decline,
but it is high time that the dairy-
men and breedetg- arouse them-
Ives. snap out -of their depres-
sion blues and once again take up
a constructive breeding program
where they left alt-a---few Yee',ago. There has never been a bet-
ter time than at, present to pur-
chase good dairy sires to head
herds They MD- literany 'be'
bought at a reasettabte-buyer's &WY,
•sonommosnmasie—A•111,,Alassoe' 
years past.
Some farmers, even when good
bulls are very economical In cost
tu at the' present time, say they
cannot afford to purehrise vinyl
If pure bred bulls sold for five
times their present market value,
we repeat, 'Tow can you afford
n t to own one" Whether the
ernatt aurchases a pure bredl
byll or net. he is paying for one.
ofoviihns!this rows- are! bred R,
scrub or s grade of nondescript
breeding. This is true because
,P0sCible production is sacrificed
upon the 'altar of thoughtlessness.
It is wildcat) on the part of the
dairy'rnan who has used good bulls
far many years past to still con-
tinue to think about the importance
of carefully selecting his next
herd sire. He should endeavor
to Jriake each succeeding bull bet-
ter than the one which went be-
fore it continued increased milk
production and financial returns
are to renal
--Remember that past history re-
• veals that we have experienced
several other depressions, yet the
doirp- -industry -fres steadflr*foed
ahead until it is now recognized to
be the largest single industry in
AmeriCa. today. There is bound'
to be aotrowing demand for bet-
"tar bred cattle and higher quality
dairy products at increased prices
in the years which* are ahead_
- By Edd prewitt. Mgr. Products




The farmer has it in his power
to .improve the type and produc-
ing ability of his future herd. If
he will determine to use only a
bull of trroven performance, or in
.the event that this is not, possible,
a sire • whose pedigree shows
proven production upon most of
his female ancestry. then future
success in the dairy field awaits
that man Think of the most suc-
&sago* --dairymen- Ittu 'know in
your community and I believe
that you will invariably find them
to be men who have not Only ap-
preciate.), but have also used "bred
for production" sires for many
St
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FIRST LINE TIRE-S—(4 •13-1 Guaranteed 24
Months. (4 ply) GuareptuAl me•thii___IttrADC3tanrER-Teo-ie radio- Typo) —(6 ply)
Guaranteed 18 Mouths. (4 ph) Guaranteed
16 !deaths; PHARL3 LONGDRIVT.... TURES-- •
(6 ply) Gaarantrul 16 Months, (4 - ply
Guaranteed 12 ?deaths. The Greateist_ G)JAR-
ANTEE of Serviaa ever pLaced oa Tires.
THESE SALE PRICES- AP.F.
LIMITED TINIE C
AUTO SERVICE COMPANY
ADOLPHUS, BUCY, Manager Tire Department
'Your HOrne in TenneSee...
wiwArn LEn
HOTEL
The =Molts ths camen-
ces. tie luxuries. and
the friendly atrocsobere
of your own borne greet
vu when you %tor at the
Willem Len ...C.oculatinq
ea wow and ceiting fon
en every room 





MAJESTIC kit Natoial he
HOTEL !AMMON utile Roct.idi(newest hOt01111^.-• FICTEL LAFA(ETTE latieFlock.Art.
MilT1PH Is
MAIN AT MONROE
Across thf River I
I wonder if the president could
be persuaded to add another legal
holiday to the calendar. We all
enjoy the Fourth of July but we
need the next day for recupera-
tion.
I've tried to find some argu-
mentive reason Apr' so many. many
People going to the Bluff tin- the
Foufth when it is true that if
that were church day we could
find a hundred excuses for being
absent, but the verse that best
0
pleads my case is found- in I John
3:14. "We know that we have pass-
ed from. death unto*-life because
we love the brethren," and I add
at more .of the, brethren (and
•sistren. too) can 13e - found at the
Bluff than anywhere else, not *nay
on the Fourth but on most Other
red letter day), _
Serioualy. I don't count that day
Vet is a.2.013- the revbstrfts
bf l'r4vidstrfps and the exeltenging
of experiences Somitimes on suCh
Informal ' occasions we can learn
more of our fellowthan that we
could- leans in years of formal as-
sociation.
The American Legion is to -be
congratulated on the success of
their advertising when people
from the state of Hollywood's
charm take notice. Mr. and Mrs.
Tipton' Hendon and children came
all the way from California to
shake hands with all the folks at
the Bluff? And people from across
Cumberland and Tennessee drop-
ped .their hoes and plow handles
and ran over .there as if it were
quite the natural thing ta_dp.,.
Truman Smith, Cleo Grogan and
a few pipers including Mr. and
Mrs. Otis Lovins and Guy Loy-
ins attended the "Grand ole Opry"
at Backusburg but the -Fourth wag
not complete until they rushed
back for a few minutes at the old
camp ground.
Miss Lucy McCuiston, formerly
of Pleasant Valley, and •Mr. Robert
Williams added their names to the
already swelling list .of married
couples last week. Miss Ada MaYe
Braye ran awaY and was married
one day so they say, too.
If in this great Ass- of 'inven-
tions some one could formulate
a plan to - cause that fat uttie fel-
low called Cupid to throw down
his dart and take a long vacation,




Holman Jones. Murray Route, 3.
was elected president of the Cello-
A _
•
way County Club of Murray State
College Monday morning at the
regular chapel hour held - in 'the
college 'Alt:Prima. Gaylon Lamb.
of Hardin was elected vice-presi-
dent and' Miss Lula Clayton Realer
secretary.
The president appointed on a
membership committee. Deweytr.
Crass. New Ciancced; Collis Wear,
laurrm.Jaa1--tatmeil. h1sffty0Y, - Alma
The purpose of this newly organ-
ised club is to increase the enroll-
ment from Calloway County and
make the incoming student feel
that he is at home in college.
Other counties represented at
Murray State College formed sim-
ilar organizations for promoting
interest and doing field work in
their particular communities
it40 Minli1Pla.a WOW. ‘A
Johnston and Stanley Pullen, 111eL,.
bee's of the faculty assisted in the
organization of the cititt.
There were fifty; five members





scribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!
Head the Classified Column
s
We Handle Repair Trouble.:
Our-shop is modernized to handle your repair trou-
bles. Let us estimate your job. .Prices reasonable--work guaranteed.
•







to • a  22eyear record of engineering progress..
that makes Chevrolet the best riding car in
• the low-price field
Year after year, it's been
the same story: Chevrolet
FIRST with the NEWEST and BEST!
Chevrolet /eading--othersfolkuving. Chev-
rolet out in front with the latest proved ad-
vancements. Self-starter! Sliding gear
transmission! Streamlined design! it stasis
Chevrolet aggressiveness and progres-
siveness that forced all low-priced oars
eventually- to adopt the and other
major improvements. And now, this year,
comes the climax of OwevroLet's engineering
leadership: the Knee- 4rtion ride! This
newest of motoring sensations is a marvel
of smooth, easy, gentle motion. No other
ride im the world- can even compare with
it. It makes Chevrolet far and away the
best riding car in the low-price field.
Have yoo noticed how America has taken
to the knee-Action ride? 'In the first 6
months, demand for Chevrolet cars sent pro-
duction to the highest total attained by any
rustamobile during 1934.
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In the low-price Gold with
THE SELF STARTER
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